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Executive Summary  

I. Research context 

Transition in Asian developing countries through sustainability experiments is a highly discussed 

topic in the recent transition literature. Sustainability experiments are roughly defined to be novel 

initiatives that constitute the sustainable niches and are instrumental in socio-technical regime 

transformation, therefore contributing to transition towards sustainability. Especially in context of 

less-developed countries, the sustainability experiments are believed to play an important role in 

socio-economic development with minimal adverse impact on the environment. 

 

In order to empirically study evidences of such experimentation and research on sustainability 

transition in Asia, there has been a project funded by Netherlands organisation for scientific research 

(NWO) and implemented in two Asian developing countries, namely India and Thailand. The ultimate 

goal of such an exploratory research is to empirically study and evaluate whether these experiments 

ensure socio-economic development without compromising the environmental quality. Solar 

photovoltaic (SPV) technology and sustainable urban mobility are two fields chosen for collection 

of evidence of experimentation, keeping in mind the fact that electricity and urban transport are the 

two main sectors contributing to climate change through highest per capita energy consumption, all 

across the world and specially in developing economies. 

 

The research acknowledges the empirically evident abundance of experiments in India and Thailand 

- which may or may not create alternative development pathways, given the uncertainty about the 

sustainability of experimentation trajectories. This thesis addresses the research gap of the need of 

sustainability appraisal of new technologies through transparent and flexible methods, 

acknowledging difference in opinions and value judgements of different stakeholders engaged in the 

field. My research question for this thesis is: How sustainable are the trajectories of 

experimentation in solar PV and urban mobility sectors in India and Thailand? The research 

question is answered through opening up the discourse on sustainability engaging stakeholders from 

each sector, in an appraisal process. This research analyses the interviews of the stakeholders 

recorded in a web-based sustainability appraisal tool called Multi-criteria mapping (MCM), during 

the two sustainability workshops organised in India and Thailand. 

II. Theoretical background 

The literature review of this master thesis is based on two conceptual pillars namely, role of 

sustainability experiments in transition in Asian developing context and Sustainability Appraisal and 

Multi-criteria Mapping (MCM) technique. One of the goals of this literature review is to have a 

better understanding on the recent developments of research on transition pathways in Asian 

developing countries and get an idea on the role of sustainability experiments (Berkhout, Wieczorek, 

& Raven, 2011)as articulated in the literature for sustainability transition. Transition frameworks like 

the Multi-level perspective (MLP) and strategic niche management (SNM) are explained in order to 

conceptualise how the abundance of experiments in innovation niches can destabilise and 

eventually take over the potentially un-sustainable energy and mobility regimes, under appropriate 

landscape pressure (Geels, 2002).   

As a second conceptual pillar, this thesis discusses the need of sustainability appraisal of innovative 

technologies through open, transparent and flexible tools. It is in this context that multi-criteria 
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mapping (MCM) is introduced as an appropriate sustainability appraisal tool, as against conventional 

policy and decision-making techniques. MCM is a participatory decision analysis tool that uses 5-

stage interview and analysis procedure, while opening up the debate on sustainability of innovation 

trajectories through acknowledging difference in perceptions, value judgments and uncertainty in a 

stakeholder appraisal process (Stirling A. , 1999).  

One of the key conclusions from the literature review is that areas of experimentation in an energy 

or mobility system in a country determine the alternative transition pathways towards sustainability 

of those countries. However sustainability of these emerging innovation trajectories has to be 

appraised, rather than assumed. Multi-criteria mapping is such a robust, transparent and socially 

inclusive technique in contrast to traditional tools for policy appraisal, which provides “an 

integrated, transparent assessment of the environmental, social and economic sustainability of the 

experiments as assessed by the stakeholders” (Wieczorek, 2014) 

III. Research method 

The methodology chapter of the thesis not only describes the method of analysis in the case studies 

of this thesis, but also illustrates the method used in creating the database of experiments, in 

identifying the emerging trajectories and in organising the workshops. These activities played a 

significant role in providing empirical evidences for analysis in this master thesis. The database of 

experiments enlists innovative activities in the field of solar PV and urban mobility in India and 

Thailand. The database contains information like the trigger, aims, key actors, technologies, financial 

sources, institutions and outcomes of each experiment. All experiments using the same technologies 

or involving same kind of activities are then grouped under ‘emerging innovation trajectories’. 

Two workshops were held - one in Kolkata, India on November 2013 and the other in Chiang Mai, 

Thailand on May 2014 with the aim to understand what activities are going on within each trajectory 

and to evaluate the sustainability of the trajectories as perceived by the stakeholders engaged in the 

field.  The stakeholders were interviewed during the workshop in India and prior to the workshop in 

Thailand using the web-based MCM tool. They were asked to define their own sustainability criteria, 

assign optimistic and pessimistic scores to each trajectory while evaluating through each criteria and 

then finally assign relative weights to their proposed set of sustainability criteria. During each 

interview process, the stakeholder’s qualitative argumentation for each quantitative scores are 

recorded in the ‘notes’ section of the tool.  

The master thesis uses this quantitative as well qualitative information for an exploratory case study 

research. The thesis is organised in 4 empirical case studies namely solar PV case in India, urban 

mobility case in India, solar PV case in Thailand and urban mobility case in Thailand. Each of the four 

case studies include a background overview, a short description of the identified trajectories, 

introduction to stakeholders and how they have been grouped into perspectives. For each case 

study, the proposed set of criteria are categorised under social, economic, environmental, technical 

and policy issues of sustainability. It is then checked which issues of sustainability contains the 

highest and lowest number of criteria and highest and lowest weights. Appraisals of the trajectories 

by each stakeholder are then interpreted with the help of argumentation and optimistic and 

pessimistic scores provided by them. The MCM tool generates graphs for final aggregate ranking of 

the trajectories and final aggregate uncertainties in appraisal of the trajectories.  These graphs and 

interpreted; and additional graphs are generated in order to analyse the perceptions of a particular 

group of stakeholder included in a particular ‘perspective’. Also, sustainability of the trajectories is 

compared across the different issues of sustainability – as expressed by the stakeholders. 
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There are some methodological issues faced during the database creation, while grouping the 

experiments into trajectories, while interviewing the stakeholders and while analyzing the 

information in this master thesis. One of the key issues was the issue of representation – it is hard to 

distinguish whether the opinions of the stakeholders are personal or they speak for the organisation 

they are affiliated in. In many cases, one individual were affiliated to many organisation, which made 

the situation even more complex. Moreover, voices of many other people in the society are not 

heard during this appraisal process. Furthermore, the stakeholders questioned the way of grouping 

of the trajectories and the researcher acknowledges that there are many more experiments which 

have no trace on the Internet and more number of experimentation trajectories can be formulated. 

Besides, this limited scope of research, another limitation of this study is the lack of uniformity in the 

interview processes in the two countries, difficulty of the stakeholders in understanding the MCM 

terminologies and communication through language barrier.  

IV. Results from the research 

There have been a lot of tensions and disagreements while trying find an answer to the question of 

sustainability of the trajectories during the stakeholder workshops. The scoring of the trajectories by 

each participant, the overall rank; rank across different perspectives and analysis of uncertainty 

produced some interesting results for each case study chapters. One of the key conclusions from the 

SPV India case is that decentralised systems (solar lighting, home system, rooftop) are perceived to 

be more sustainable trajectories than the centralised systems (Solar power plant or solar city). 

Highest uncertainty is also expressed while appraising the centralised options, mainly due to high 

costs, technical and infrastructural challenges. Environmental sustainability is considered least 

significant and major concerns of the stakeholders are related to socio-economic sustainability of 

SPV trajectories in India. In case of urban mobility in India, walking and cycling trajectories are 

perceived to be more sustainable options. Highest levels of uncertainty are expressed for public 

transport or BRT systems. CNG and electric vehicles are the ones which are perceived to have most 

technical challenges to be sustainable. For urban mobility case in India, environmental sustainability 

received second highest significance after social issue of sustainability. 

For Solar PV case in Thailand, rooftop solar and solar power plants are the two trajectories, which 

are appraised most optimistically. One of the unique features of this case is that enabling 

governmental policy seems to be highly significant in sustainability of the solar PV trajectories in 

Thailand. Unlike any other cases, the stakeholders in this case together proposed large number of 

policy related criteria. The policy issue of sustainability received highest weight from all the 

stakeholders in aggregate and highest uncertainty for all the trajectories is also expressed in terms of 

policy issue. Overall, high levels of uncertainty persist in the appraisal of all trajectories in SPV case in 

Thailand.  

In Thai mobility case, walking and cycling is perceived to be sustainable option, even though 

appraised with very high levels of uncertainty. The social issue of sustainability contains the highest 

number of criteria and received the highest weight in aggregate, followed by the environmental 

issue of sustainability. Among all stakeholders, the civil society activists expressed negligible amount 

of uncertainty about sustainability of walking and cycling trajectory. They are also the ones who 

assigned particularly high importance to environmental and technical dimensions of sustainability. 

Public transport systems are the trajectory which is appraised with highest uncertainty. Uncertainty 

about alternative fuelled vehicles and electric vehicles are mostly expressed in terms of criteria 

included in environmental issue of sustainability. The researchers are the ones who appraised all the 

trajectories of urban mobility sector of Thailand with very high levels of uncertainty.  
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V. Implications of the research 

One of the key research implications from these empirical case studies is that it urges the transition 

research community to open the blackbox of sustainability and be more reflexive about the general 

notion of sustainability. The research establishes the importance of sustainability appraisal of 

emerging technologies, especially in developing country context. Sustainability is a multi-

dimensional, heterogeneous concept and is dependent on perceptions and value judgments of 

individuals. Therefore, for any innovative technologies, it is important to appraise its sustainability, 

in order to understand its nature, role, and contribution in alternative ways for sustainability 

transition. The research uses MCM as a sustainability appraisal tool. Given the experience of using 

this tool for the four case studies, I recommend that there is scope for improvement of the MCM 

tool in order to make it more user friendly and efficient for application in similar exercises in future. 

This research can be seen as an experiment itself where the importance and applicability of 

sustainability appraisal through stakeholder participation are tested with limited number of 

participants in the appraisal process.  There is scope for future research – interviewing different set 

of/more number of stakeholders. There is also scope for incorporating more number of experiments 

in the database going beyond Internet sources. The research acknowledges that there can be more 

ways of grouping the experiments in different set of trajectories and even identify more number of 

emerging trajectories in energy and mobility sectors in India and Thailand. 

This research argues in support of participatory policymaking – where stakeholders engaged in 

experimentation in the specific sectors of the economy should have a chance to voice their opinions 

and concerns related to the sustainability of each emerging trajectory. Following the results of this 

research it is apparent that there is need for reflexive governance, acknowledging the presence of 

uncertainty in the appraisal of sustainable innovation trajectories. Furthermore, policies need to 

accept the societal priorities to address the social, economic issues of sustainability. The stakeholder 

appraisal process in our research shows that environmental sustainability is often not the main point 

of concern in developing country context. Therefore stakeholder appraisal processes through 

opening up the debates and discourses, help understanding the ongoing debates, controversies and 

challenges concerning sustainability of emerging energy and mobility trajectories. Such a process is 

extremely necessary in formulating truly transparent, inclusive, flexible and widely acceptable public 

policy. 
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Chapter1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 
Over the past few decades, sustainable development has become one of the important visions in 

developing countries. However the definition of sustainability – what it means, to whom and in what 

context - is a highly debatable issue. Developing countries face several problems like poverty, 

corruption, pollution or high rates of growth of population. Ensuring sustainability of the systems 

such as energy provision, food, health or education seems to be extremely challenging and 

continually contested task in context of different values, expectations, dynamic conditions and 

competing political interests in a society. Sustainability is also long term concept. A change in any of 

the system that is expected to ensure sustainability over the long run, can cause harm or reduce 

utility over short run (Mog, 2004). Therefore the real challenge is to find a balance in directions of 

change towards long-term sustainability. 

Transition theory provides tools to analyse the impact of such systemic change over a long period of 

time. It conceptualises systems providing human needs such as energy, food or shelter as socio-

technical configurations, arguing that technologies alone do not have any utility unless combined 

with human agency. At the same time, technological innovations shape the way in which society 

develops (Geels, 2002, 2005). Most of the current systems of provision are highly stable and path 

dependent, (often a concept of regime is used to express this rigidness) and unsustainable (Elzen, et 

al., 2004). Their transformation towards more sustainable systems implies therefore a gradual but 

radical change of the entire socio-technical configuration including technologies, values and 

institutions embedded in the systems. Sustainability transition essentially means a change towards 

sustainable production and consumption patterns in systems like mobility, energy and agro-food 

systems.  

The multi-level perspective (MLP) is a framework proposed in the transitions literature that 

illustrates how radical innovations, emerging in the ‘niches’ take over or transform the incumbent 

regime (Kemp, 1998; Geels, 2002; Geels, 2004; Geels & Schot, 2007), which is supposedly 

‘unsustainable’. The development of these niche innovations can be understood through the theory 

of strategic niche management (SNM), which emphasizes on the significance of actor-network 

formation, managing expectations and learning outcomes in nurturing the innovations within the 

niche protective spaces (Geels and Raven, 2006; Smith, 2007; Raven et al., 2008). The transition 

literature also shows several pathways through which transition can happen and such pathways 

were formulated mainly based on historical evidences of transition in western developed countries. 

An emerging literature on transition in Asian developing countries talks about the role of sustainable 

innovation experiments in bringing transition in these countries through alternative pathways, 

beyond the ‘catch-up’paradigm (Berkhout et al., 2009). Our research is embedded in these streams 

of transition literature, which includes both the general, broad theory of transitions as well as the 

theory applicable to the particular geographical context.  

This master thesis is part of the project initiated under NWO-WOTRO Science for Global 

Development programme on “Sustainability experimentation in energy and mobility systems in India 

and Thailand”. The starting point of this research programme is that there is an abundance of 

innovative activities or ‘experiments’ targeted towards environmentally sustainable growth of the 

late developing countries in Asia. “[S]uch innovative activities [have] the potential for generating 

radically-new ways of providing for energy, mobility and food, thereby contributing to alternative 
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development pathways that defy the traditional growth models theorized in the literature on catch 

up (Berkhout et al., 2011).” (Wieczorek, 2013). One of the aims of this five year research programme 

is to explore barriers and opportunities faced by the experiments while contributing to sustainable 

innovation pathways (WOTRO proposal, 2009; SustainabilityexperimentsAsia, 2009).  The WOTRO 

project focuses on energy through solar photovoltaic (SPV) technologies and urban mobility as the 

two sectors where increasing amount of experimentation is going on, which vary in scale and 

application and are expected to contribute to the common goal of achieving sustainable 

development in India and Thailand.  

1.2 Research Gap 
This master thesis work mobilises the literature on sustainability experiments - how the experiments 

develop, operate and have prospects and barriers to reconfigure the incumbent regime. However 

less has been told on the nature and sustainability of the technologies itself (Paredis, 2011). It is 

often assumed that technologies emerging in the niches are sustainable and have the best potential 

to contribute to sustainability transition. Given social, economic, environmental, technical and 

political challenges, there is a need to be reflexive about the sustainability of these innovative 

technologies and their respective applications (Luong et al., 2012; Prosuite, 2012; Grunwald & Rösch, 

2011).  

A sustainability appraisal of the experimentation trajectories is essential in this context in order to 

find out whether the technologies, that are being experimented with, in the niches, are at all 

sustainable - according to whom and in what contexts. Given that the concept of sustainability itself 

is ambivalent (Voß et al., 2007; Walker & Shove, 2007) and heterogenous, it is also important to 

understand the diversity of the judgments of the stakeholders, and the respective uncertainties 

concerning the definition of sustainability (Stirling, 1999).  Therefore, it is important to acknowledge 

the different actors’ role in exploring sustainability of the technologies (Jørgensen, 2012) through 

engaging them in participatory appraisal, using multi-criteria evaluation technique.  

The multi-criteria mapping technique also goes beyond the narrow definition of ‘expertise’ and 

widens the scope of participation, through acknowledging the importance of the voices of users, 

household communities, NGOs etc in sustainability appraisal. So far, there has been a lack of effort 

of this ‘opening up’ of the discourse (Stirling, 2008) on the sustainability of innovation trajectories 

through empirical case studies. The WOTRO project and particularly this master thesis attempts to 

fill in this research gap through appraising the sustainability of the technologies, rather than 

assuming it - through engaging a diverse range of stakeholders and practitioners in each field of 

experimentation. 

1.3 Research Aim 
One of the main goals of this thesis is to unpack the notion of sustainability and highlight how the 

meaning of sustainability differs across various stakeholders engaged in the field of experimentation. 

Given this divergence in the perception of sustainability across individuals and groups of actors, it is 

interesting to study how these stakeholders evaluate the sustainability of the emerging trajectories 

in terms of their own criteria. To sum up, the research aims of this master thesis are: 

 

1. To appraise the sustainability of emerging trajectories of experimentation in solar PV and urban 
mobility sectors in India and Thailand through engaging stakeholders. 
 

2. To make the discourse on uncertainty related to sustainability more explicit by reflecting on the 
diversity in perceptions of the stakeholders, throughout the appraisal process.  
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1.4 Research question 
Given the research aim, the main research questions for this master thesis work is: 

How sustainable are the trajectories of experimentation in urban mobility and solar PV sectors in 

India and Thailand? 

The following sub-questions would help answering the main research question: 

1. How do stakeholders in India assess sustainability of Solar PV and urban mobility systems in 

India?  

2. How do stakeholders in Thailand assess sustainability of Solar PV and Mobility systems in 

Thailand?  

3. What similarities and differences can be observed in the appraisal criteria and results 

between the two countries as well as between the two sectors? 

4. What implication does this research have for the field of sustainability transition? 

1.5 Research strategy 
This research focuses on two fundamental sectors of an economy, namely the electricity and urban 

mobility sectors that utilises most of the environmental resources (Bai, et al., 2009; Roberts and 

Kanaley, 2006). Given the variety of technologies and large number of experimentation in electricity 

sector, we limit ourself  to explore experiments only in Solar PV, which is generally regarded as a 

significant renewable energy source (IPCC, 2011; REN21, 2014). For urban mobility on the other 

hand, we considered a broad range of heterogenous options including new technologies, but also 

options like walking, cycling etc. Therefore, as empirical domain of this thesis, alternative energy 

from solar photovoltaic technology and different modes of and technologies for urban transport are 

taken up for the case studies in the two countries. 

There is a whole genre of literature on risk assessment techniques and quantitative, qualitative 

methods of policy appraisal. In this light, a new, transparent and participatory tool for sustainability 

appraisal called multi criteria mapping (MCM) has been used in this project to appraise sustainability 

of experimentation trajectories in India and Thailand. This new conceptual framework of 

sustainability appraisal, as prescribed by Andrew Stirling (2004), stresses transparency, robustness, 

inclusivity and tolerance towards conflicting opinions and inclusion of divergent ideas in policy 

decisions. The tool enables its user to look at several subjective possibilities of sustainability options, 

instead of trying to converge and aggregate the diverse perspectives of the participants into one 

best/winning solution. Therefore the research strategy for this master thesis is to mobilise this tool 

in collecting and analysing data from stakeholder workshops for the appraisal of sustainability of 

identified innovation trajectories in the two sectors in the two economies. 

1.6 Research justification 
The countries considered for this empirical research are India and Thailand - both of which are 

rapidly developing South-east Asian countries. Both are experiencing high rates of growth along with 

increasing demand for electricity and mobility services. The countries however, differ substantially in 

terms of development status, incumbent systems and infrastructures, policies and socio-political 

climate (Raven et al., 2009). As part of the WOTRO research team, I have been involved in creating 

the database of experiments in both sectors of both countries and was part of the organising and 

interviewing team at stakeholder workshops in two countries. The master thesis only focuses on 

analysing the interviews of the stakeholders, recorded before and during the workshops.  

This master thesis, being part of an existing research programme within the department, is highly 

relevant to the study of Innovation sciences. It is based on transition studies in Asia, which is an 

important area of research within the field of Innovation Sciences. The research would use and 
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further explore concepts like ‘experiments’, ‘sustainability appraisal’, ‘emerging innovation 

trajectories’ and ‘socio-technical systems’ like energy, mobility, which is introduced in courses within 

the master programme of Innovation Sciences. The outcome of this research aims towards 

contributing substantially to the on-going research in the field of innovation and sustainability 

transition. 

1.7 Thesis structure 
Following this introduction, the next chapter constitutes the literature review on transitions, 

sustainability experiments, different sustainability appraisal techniques and discusses multi-criteria 

mapping technique in further details. Chapter 3 presents the methodology of this research - starting 

from the empirical data collection to the method of analysing and interpreting the results. Chapters 

4 to 7 constitute the empirical cases, namely solar photovoltaic case (SPV) in India, urban mobility 

case (MOB) in India, SPV case in Thailand and MOB case in Thailand respectively. Chapter 8 is the 

final concluding chapter where the key results from each case study is highlighted, followed by a 

cross-sector, cross-country comparison on major observations. This chapter also reflects on 

theoretical and policy implications of this research.  

Appendix I includes the detailed list of criteria with originally proposed names and explanations for 

each of the four cases. Appendix II incorporates selective graphs and figures that are supportive to 

the analysis and findings in case study chapters.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 
In the context of global environmental sustainability, unsustainable ways of development of rapidly 

growing Asian economies is a major threat. Industrialisation and urbanisation at the cost of 

environmental degradation has been the conventional growth model for many countries in the past 

decades. However, there have also been evidences lately of experimentation with sustainable 

technologies in these countries such that they ‘leapfrog’ to achieve a level of economic 

development, same as the developed countries, even though following alternative, sustainable 

development pathway(s). These (sustainability) experiments are located within the existing socio-

economic context and there is lot of international actor networks, knowledge, funds and institutions 

involved in each of the experiments (Berkhout et al., 2010). These experiments, which can be 

conceptualised through transition frameworks like multi-level perspective (MLP) and strategic niche 

management (SNM), are expected to play a significant role in paving the alternative development 

pathways for Asian countries like India and Thailand towards sustainability transition. 

 

Given, however, the multi-dimensional aspect of sustainability, whether the on-going 

experimentation pathways are sustainable is a controversial and perspective-dependent issue. 

Several sustainability assessment techniques do exist in traditional economic and sociological 

theories, but they fail to acknowledge this diversity in perspectives and consequent uncertainties 

encompassing notion of sustainability. Most of these assessment techniques attempt to close down 

the debate and uncertainties and look for a single most sustainable option (Stirling A. , 1999). Given 

this, there is an urgent need to employ an alternative, novel, participatory tool to appraise the 

‘emerging trajectories’ of energy and mobility sectors in the developing economies. 

 

This literature review is based on the following conceptual pillars, conceived within the NWO 
WOTRO programme.  
 
I. Sustainability experiments in developing Asia as efforts to ensure sustainable growth of the 
economies, avoiding environmental convergence. 
II. The sustainability appraisal of the already evident experimentation through transparent, flexible, 
participatory decision making tools (like multi-criteria mapping), incorporating criteria from diverse 
actor perspectives. 
A comprehensive understanding of these topics would help in realising the goals of this master 
thesis. 

2.2 Methods of literature review 
The first part of this literature review includes a brief overview on the sustainability transition 

studies in Asian context - about what is going on, in terms of sustainability experimentation in Asia 

and what are the prospects and challenges faced by such initiatives. The formal definition and 

objectives of a sustainability experiment will be clarified and several theoretical foundations that 

explain the role of such experiments in transition like multi-level perspective, strategic niche 

management would be explored. The special issue of ‘Technological forecasting and Social change’ 

journal published in 2009 on ‘Sustainability experiments on Asian context’ is one of the major 

sources, together with other literature from the field of sustainability transition for this part of the 

literature review. 
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The second part of the literature review comprises of discussion on the need and procedures of 

sustainability appraisal through a participatory process. This part would introduce a comparatively 

new, broader and flexible technique called “multi-criteria mapping (MCM)” as an appraisal tool as 

against other conventional appraisal techniques. The procedure and rationale of using this tool will 

be illustrated along with providing examples of previous applications of the tool, in order to assess 

its advantages and accountability. A series of literature by Andrew Stirling and co-authors about 

sustainability appraisal, MCM and problems with conventional techniques will be used as major 

sources for this part of the literature review. Several other journal articles and chapters of books also 

explain the in-appropriateness of conventional decision appraisal techniques. Those literatures, also 

used by Stirling, will help in understanding how Stirling presented the ‘multi-criteria mapping 

technique’ as a solution to these problems.  

2.3 Role of sustainability experiments in transition: Concepts and 
Asian Context 
This section reviews the sustainability transition frameworks and introduces the role of sustainability 

experiments in Asian context.  

Taking into account traditional growth models, the environmental Kuznets curve is believed to 

represent how environmental quality would first deteriorate and then gradually improve over long 

run, as the developing countries tend to catch up with the developed economies. However countries 

should avoid such environmental convergence (where resource and pollution intensity continues to 

grow in the foreseeable future (Berkhout et al., 2011)). As an alternative, the countries adapt 

alternative growth models, which basically means that the countries would “achieve economic 

convergence but with qualitatively different resource and pollution intensities” (Berkhout et al., 

2011). The concept of environmental leapfrogging (Perkins, 2003; Watson & Sauter, 2011) also 

introduces an alternative development pathway model for avoiding environmental degradation on 

the way of achieving economic development. The countries can leapfrog the polluting development 

pathways or adapt to ‘technological leapfrogging’ where new technologies are developed and 

deployed to achieve the desired industrial development (Watson & Sauter, 2011). There can be 

several mechanisms involved in such ‘leapfrogging’, such as shift to cleaner production methods, 

technology transfer from developed countries or strengthening regulatory and institutional 

structures (Perkins, 2003).  

The transitions literature provides an useful insight into the mechanisms of change and shift towards 

sustainable development pathway(s). Socio-technical transitions (Kemp, 1998; Geels, 2002; Geels & 

Schot, 2007; Markard et al., 2012) are defined as changes in socio - technical systems over long 

period of time, involving re-configuration of technologies, social norms, values and institutions 

(Geels & Schot, 2007). “Sustainability transitions are long-term, multi-dimensional, and fundamental 

transformation processes through which established socio-technical systems shift to more 

sustainable modes of production and consumption” (Markard et al., 2012). Among theories and 

models of sustainability transition, multi-level perspective (MLP) constitutes the dynamics between 

three levels, namely niche-innovations, socio-technical regimes and socio-technical landscape 

(Kemp, 1998; Geels, 2002; Geels, 2004; Geels & Schot, 2007). According to the multi-level 

perspective, innovations are developed and nurtured in ‘niches’ which are protective spaces (Smith 

& Raven, 2012; Raven et al., 2012) with new social, institutional and technological configurations 

(Angel & Rock, 2009). These innovations then compete with the incumbent regime and destabilise it 

under landscape pressures, thereby bringing in transition through several pathways (Geels, 2004; 
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Geels and Schot, 2007). The  

strategic niche management 

framework (Kemp et al., 

1998; Geels and Raven, 2006; 

Smith, 2007; Raven et al, 2008; 

Raven and Geels, 2010) elaborates 

on how innovations in niches are 

developed and nurtured in such a 

way that they generate a long 

term positive impact. Processes 

like social network building; 

articulation of positive 

expectations; and social learning 

play an important role in 

stabilising the niche (Geels and 

Raven, 2006; Raven et al, 2008). 

These frameworks have been 

applied in several empirical studies 

such as in biogas development in 

Denmark and Netherlands (Raven, 

2010), Dutch river management 

(Raven et al., , 2011), Biomass gasification niche in India (Verbong et al., 2010), rural energy 

transition initiative in India (Rehman, et al., 2010). 

Currently, there are empirical evidence of green, sustainable models that the Asian developing 

countries are following in order to achieve sustainability transition, which is basically to attain 

economic growth without compromising with environmental quality. Berkhout et al. (2011) argues 

that there is existence of local capacities within the developing economies in terms of indigenous 

development of technologies, knowledge institutions and finances – all of which stimulates 

economic development ensuring environmental sustainability. Over the past few years, there has 

been a considerable amount of research on pathways of sustainability transition in Asia (Angel & 

Rock, 2009; Berkhout et al., 2009; Berkhout et al., 2010). Berkhout et al (2009) explains that the 

development pathways in Asia should yield a socio-technical system, which is resource efficient and 

environmentally sustainable. One of the major challenges in achieving sustainability transition in 

Asia, as pointed out by Bai et al. (2009) is the missing linkages between the different socio-technical 

systems - both vertically and horizontally across the local initiatives and national policy decisions. 

Drawing evidences from industrialised countries in east Asia, Angel and Rock (2009) points out that 

existing governance and political-economic structures is also seemingly unstable; therefore there is a 

need for policy and institutional innovations as a way out from environmentally un-sustainable 

regime; and a step forward to achieving a resource and energy efficient industrialisation and 

urbanisation.   

In such a context, Berkhout et al. (2010) defined the term “sustainability experiments’ and 

elaborates on their role in sustainable development pathways in emerging economies. The concept 

of experiments has existed in the field of climate change and technological transition (Hoogma et al., 

2002; Raven, 2005). Sustainability experiments are defined as “Planned initiatives that embody a 

highly novel socio-technical configuration likely to lead to substantial (environmental) sustainability 

gains.” (Berkhout et al., 2010). These are practice oriented, novel initiatives, which show alternative 

Fig 2.1 Multi-level perspective on transitions  
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pathways for, transition towards a sustainable socio-technical regime.  “These experiments are seen 

to operate within a socio-technical multi-level context that goes beyond the very limited ‘clean 

technology’ paradigm that has dominated environment and development thinking over the past two 

decades.” (Raven, 2012). Sustainability experiments are therefore ‘transnational networks of 

innovative local nodes’ (Raven et al., 2012) where along with transnational flows of knowledge and 

technology, it is the local capabilities, entrepreneurship and institutions that play a crucial role 

(Berkhout et al., 2011).  

Berkhout et al (2010) predicts that the 

sustainability experiments “..hold a promise 

for radical, system-level change.” Putting it in 

sustainability transition frameworks, these 

experiments constitute the niche, where 

novel, radical innovations are developed and 

nurtured. Based on empirical evidences, 

strategic niche management framework 

provides an argument that the experiments 

often receives protection in form of financial 

or institutional support from the 

government; initiated and managed by 

national or transnational actor networks; 

are based on specific goals and expectations and generate substantial learning outcomes. The areas 

of experimentation should hold the potential to transform the unsustainable incumbent regime into 

a new sustainable regime (Berkhout et al., 2009). An example of such an experiment can be a 

community led solar mini-grid project in an un-electrified village of India, where new, heterogeneous 

actor networks are established while implementing the project; the actors share a common tangible 

vision or expectations; and the process stimulates a holistic, reflexive learning outcome (Geels and 

Raven, 2006 Raven et al, 2008). These experiments can therefore be instrumental in regime 

destabilisation and mobilising landscape pressures.  

To conclude this section, it is evident from the theories that sustainability experiments in developing 

countries, do play a significant role in sustainability transition through shifting the regime towards a 

more environmentally sustainable mode of development. These experiments are instrumental in 

capacity building and knowledge production for greener growth in late-developing countries. Thus 

exploring the key areas of experimentation in any system in a particularly developing country will 

help understanding the alternative pathways towards sustainability transition in those countries.  

2.4 Sustainability Appraisal and Multi-criteria Mapping (MCM) 

2.4.1 Introduction 
Appraisal of sustainability is a socially interactive process and not merely a technical, quantitative 

and analytical procedure. There have been several techniques prevalent, which have their own 

limitations in effective policy planning. Multi-criteria mapping is an alternative appraisal tool that 

enables appraisal of sustainability in a socially inclusive way through deliberative participation.  

Fig 2.2 Multi-level interaction of niche experiments 
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2.4.2 Appraisal of sustainability 
a. Definition and dimensions of sustainability 

Sustainability is a highly contested issue. After all, the definition of sustainability is debatable and 

immensely controversial. First of all, while defining what sustainability is all about, one can come up 

with several ‘dimensions’ of sustainability; the boundaries of each are itself blurred and overlapping 

with each other. There has been lot of debate, discussions and modifications on indicators and 

dimensions of sustainability (Hák, Moldan, & Dahl, 2007; UN, 2007; Bossel, 1999). In the literatures 

on sustainable development, there are in general, three main dimensions of sustainability, namely 

economic, environmental and social dimensions (UNEP, 2014; Lozano, 2008; UN, 2007) Technical 

skills and policy planning are often seen as supportive systems for socio-economic-environmental 

sustainability (Lozano, 2008), however in some case technological and policy dimensions of 

sustainability are exclusively considered (Sharif, 1992; Spangenberg, 2002) Some authors like to call 

the social aspect of sustainability a ‘social-cultural’ dimension which includes public perception 

driven by local cultural values, role of knowledge, awareness, local expertise and local institutional 

rules (Møller et al., 2012) that helps achieving sustainability. Of course, these dimensions are neither 

discrete nor disconnected from each other. Therefore, certain scholars club them together to 

represent the overlaps and inter-linkages using techniques like Venn diagrams (UNEP, 2014; 

Spangenberg, 2004). Each of these dimensions will have criteria and values that measure the level of 

sustainability. 

Given that there is no general consensus on the measures and indicators of sustainability, it is a 

challenge for decision-making tools and stakeholders to take actions for sustainable development.  

There have been long lasting efforts on producing a universal set of best indicators, which so far has 

not been successful. In this context, Stirling (1999) points out that “A set of indicators is only as good 

as the decisions which it enables”. Effective decision making using appropriate tools is therefore 

important in combating the ‘risk’ of un-sustainable development. 

b. Risk assessment and policy appraisal techniques  

“Un-sustainable development” is now seen not as a ‘problem’ but a ‘risk’. A problem has one 

solution and can be approached from one direction. A ‘risk’ can have many solutions for its 

avoidance and many directions through which it can be approached. Therefore in evaluating 

sustainability, risk analysis tools are considered more appropriate. There exist several appraisal 

techniques in socio-environmental risk assessment. Stirling (1998; 1999) calls this a “market place of 

methods” where each of these techniques competes with each other with respective competences 

and comparative advantages over one another. Many neo-classical economic theories also provide 

techniques for appraisal. However, there are questions over validity and appropriateness of the 

methods used in the techniques of sustainability appraisal. Stirling and Mayer (1999) mentions other 

‘Justificationists’ ‘methods’ that have been used as analytical decision making tools such as decision 

and policy analysis, life cycle analysis, environmental impact assessment, environmental risk 

assessment, cost benefit analysis, cost- effectiveness analysis etc. 

These procedures are rather narrow in terms of scope of analysis. For example, cost benefit analysis 

incorporates only financial criteria, overlooking other perspectives like socio-technical, political ones, 

in recommending a policy decision (Davies, 2006). Major challenges are faced by these traditionally 

existing techniques as they fail to incorporate divergent views and values in producing reliable, 
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robust and transparent decisions. Path-dependency of choices, which operates in own internal logic, 

irrespective of changing social dynamics is a major challenge for designing publicly acceptable and 

accountable policy (Stirling, 1999).  

The search on appropriate appraisal techniques is mainly triggered by the complexity in procedure 

of risk analysis. Technology assessment (TA) technique has been widely used so far, in addressing 

issues related to technological risk. Conventional technology assessment techniques had its own 

shortcomings, even though are adopted by international organisations in mitigating climate change. 

Its narrow approach failed to address technical uncertainties and social ambiguities (Ely et al., 2014). 

Over the past few decades, there have been efforts to broaden the scope of TA incorporating 

numerous technological options and ‘opening up’ to divergent perspectives through deliberation. 

Yet, TA remained as one essential parts of the whole process of sustainability appraisal, even though 

it concentrates only in technological aspect and neglects the social appraisal processes involved in 

selecting innovation pathways (Ely et al., 2014). 

c. Participation, plurality in social preferences and portfolio of choice 

In the field of risk assessment, there has been an on-going debate in the past two decades, about 

the role of public participation in decision-making through risk analysis (Stirling, 1998). Key points in 

favour of public participation, as illustrated by Stirling (1999) are that in order to induce political 

efficacy and legitimacy in policy decisions, participation of broader social groups, civil societies in the 

deliberation process is essential. They ensure equity and easy in decision implementation (Fiorino, 

1989 as cited in (Stirling, 1999)). 

The concept of stakeholder participation in the transition process is also discussed, for example, in 

the context of the transition management framework (Kerkhof & Wieczorek, 2005) where 

development of shared visions and efficient management of ‘transition arena’ are stressed upon. 

Drawing from a Dutch project case study, the authors also explain that processes like commitment, 

fairness, transparency and competence are all ensured in stakeholder decision analysis process. The 

rules of a participatory decision making platform should be fair in terms of “potential participants’ 

access to a process, and their ability to shape the agenda, contribute to discussion and decide 

outputs” (Burgess, et al., 2007).  

The public deliberative decision making technique fundamentally attends to two problems, namely 

ignorance and impossibility. Ignorance is more prominently acknowledged in literature on 

‘precautionary principle’ as a feature existing in technology appraisal, environmental risk minimising 

policy choices (Stirling, 1998; Stirling, 1999). Under the principle of precaution, ignorance in terms of 

incomplete knowledge, imprecise conceptual understanding, complexity and indeterminacy in 

natural and social processes (Granger Morgan et al., 1990; Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1990 as cited in 

Stirling, 1999) are believed to have impact on decisions regarding sustainability. On the other hand, 

Arrow’s impossibility theorem, leads to the conclusion that it is impossible to arrive in a policy 

solution, rationally out of contradicting perspectives and conflicting interests in a plural society 

(Stirling, 1998).  

The reality of appropriate decision making goes far beyond this simplistic single coherent structure 

of social preferences, which is basically a crude integration of democratic, diverse opinions and value 

judgments. Stirling (1997) explains “…the complex, qualitative and intrinsically subjective concept of 

disparity is fundamental to all forms of appraisal, including environmental valuation.” In order to 

demonstrate the variability of stakeholder perspectives, he adds, “It is impossible both 

democratically and consistently to aggregate individual preferences (consisting of contradictory 
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perspectives and conflicting interests) in a plural society.” (Stirling, 1997). Stirling (1999) argues that 

in presence of such pluralism in social preferences it is not possible to derive a single deterministic 

solution to the sustainability problem. Moreover, the criteria of sustainability proposed by different 

individuals are mostly subjective to their diverse value judgements as well as ignorance. These 

divergent frames of references and the presence of uncertainty in individual appraisals have to be 

incorporated and valued in sustainability appraisal process (Stirling, 1999). 

Given this problem definition, it is suggested that the plural diverse views of people in a society can 

be incorporated through keeping a room for a ‘portfolio of choice’ of different options. There should 

be possibility to rank these options in a variable and ambiguous manner by diverse social 

participants. The new technique of sustainability appraisal incorporates this “perspective sensitive 

decision analysis” (Stirling, 1999) and instead of trying to come up with one right choice of 

sustainable option, the appraisal process should be able to transparently ‘map the sensitivities’ 

across the individual appraisals. 

2.4.3 Sustainability appraisal techniques 
 a. Background to multi-criteria mapping: Deliberative mapping 

The deliberative mapping technique evolved out of the need of incorporating diverse and complex 

set of preferences from various group of actors in solving science and policy problems. Deliberative 

mapping (DM) is a hybrid process (Davies, 2006) involving both qualitative and quantitative 

assessment methods, which takes into account consensual as well as divergent views on a science-

policy decision. (Burgess, et al., 2007). It constitutes stakeholder decision analysis (SDA) and multi-

criteria mapping (MCM) analysis. The method is developed by scholars in Science and Technology 

Policy Research (SPRU) University of Sussex, University College London (UCL) and Policy Studies 

Institute (PSI) London. Deliberative mapping is formally defined as: “A participatory, multi-criteria, 

option appraisal process that combines a novel approach to the use of quantitative decision analysis 

techniques with some significant innovations in the field of participatory deliberation.” (Burgess, et 

al., 2007).  

This participatory deliberative process ‘opens up’ to a broader scope of policy discourse, 

appreciating the contrast in values, interests and perspectives of stakeholders in a plural society. 

Analysis through this inclusive, deliberative technique constitutes problem framing, option scoping 

and criteria elicitation to option appraisal, which ensures the policy output(s) to be accountable, 

robust and transparent. The key advantages of DM lie in the fairness, transparency of the process, 

learning opportunities from ‘joint deliberation’, true display of variability in people’s viewpoints and 

auditability of those viewpoints by third parties. The disadvantage of the technique is that the 

process in time consuming and costly (Burgess, et al., 2007). 

b. Introducing Multi Criteria Mapping (MCM)  

Multi-criteria mapping is initially formulated as the quantitative counterpart of the deliberative 

mapping technique. The rationale for constructing Multi-criteria mapping was to offer a transparent, 

straight and simple quantitative analytical tool together with some qualitative elements - as a 

legitimate instrument to appreciate the conflicting value judgments and diverse interests among the 

participants of any policy/decision appraisal. The tool was designed and formalized by Andrew 

Stirling from SPRU at University of Sussex, UK and is tested in several case studies by other scholars. 

Andy Stirling (2005) called the multi-criteria mapping a heuristic approach towards appraisal. As 

Stirling (2005) narrates, “..it is a distinguishable feature of MCM that the subjectivity and 

conditionality of judgements are rendered unusually transparent by the relatively open framing, the 
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multiple finely specified parameters and the clear way in which sensitivities are displayed in 

representing the associated results.” (Pg. 60, MCM Analysis manual, 2005). The motivation is two-

fold: 

I. To have a ‘portfolio of choices’ reflecting ‘divergent value judgments’ and ‘hedge against 

ignorance in appraisal’. 

II. To offer a scope of sensitivity analysis for assessment of sustainability and environmental 

appraisal, showing how different social perspectives influence the prioritisation and ranking 

of options.  

In case of sustainability appraisal, MCM serves the purpose of deliberative decision-making tool in 

order to have a comprehensive idea on the sustainability of several options, according to the 

stakeholders. The two most distinguishable features of MCM are that it supports the idea of 

‘opening up’ (Stirling, 2008) the discourse and it attends to the uncertainty and ambivalence (Voß et 

al., 2007) in any decision-making process – which are assets for reflexive governance  (Walker & 

Shove, 2007). In interpreting uncertainty in the MCM pilot study, Stirling and Mayer (2001) explains 

that “... it is not the technical dimensions of uncertainty which are the key issue; rather, it is the more 

intangible qualitative aspects concerning the divergent interests, values and framing assumptions 

adopted by different participants.” (Stirling & Mayer, 2001).   

c. Stages of appraisal through MCM 

There are five major steps in a typical MCM interview and analysis process, as shown in fig 2.3.  

The first step in an MCM process is to choose options. (In our case emerging trajectories of 

experimentation); in which a range of possible technologies are taken into account in order to 

appraise their sustainability. Even if the options are identified before the appraisal process, the 

interviewees can still modify or add more options in their appraisal process. 

The second step is to define criteria 

(indicators of sustainability), where the 

interviewees brainstorm on what 

sustainability actually mean to them, in 

particular to the socio-economic context 

where they belong. The interviewees are 

asked to indicate some key features of the 

criteria proposed and to describe why 

he/she thinks that criteria are relevant in 

appraising the options. The interviewees are 

free to propose as many criteria as they are 

relevant in the context and they do not need 

to use or agree upon each other’s list of 

criteria. 

In the third stage, options are assessed by 

each individual interviewee through 

providing one optimistic and one pessimistic 

score for each option under each criterion. 

Uncertainty is given by the difference 

Fig 2.3 Stages of an MCM interview 
Source: Stirling, A. (2004) 
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between the optimistic and pessimistic score in such assessment. Along with providing the numbers 

for optimistic and pessimistic scenarios, the interviewees are asked to provide argumentation for 

each scoring – which are simultaneously recorded for qualitative analysis of the interview results.  

The fourth step is about assigning weights where the interviewees are asked to assign numbers to 

each criterion. These numbers are meant to reflect the relative importance of each criterion – 

proposed by the interviewee himself – in the second stage of the interview. All weighs can later be 

normalised, therefore it does not matter if different interviewees of the same appraisal process 

weights their set of criteria in different ranges of number (0-10 or 10-100). This stage of weighing 

the criteria is an exercise that urges the interviewee to prioritise some criteria over the other – 

showing the relative importance of each criterion, as compared to all other criteria. The interviewee 

might also decide to assign equal weights to all his criteria, implying that all the criteria are equally 

important for sustainability according to his perception. 

In the final step, ranks are considered. The rank for each option basically comprises of “the sum of 

the scores under individual criteria, each multiplied by the normalised weighting for that criteria” 

(Stirling, 2005). A graph showing this relative ranking of the options, according to the criteria 

selected and weighted by the interviewee is generated at the end of the appraisal process. The 

interviewee is then asked to look into the graph and check if he/she agrees with the ranking. In case 

of disagreement, the interviewee is given a chance to go back in the previous and modify some of 

the scores of weights in order to come up with a satisfactory ranking. 

At the end of the interviewing phases, several of those interviews for a single appraisal process – can 

be further investigated in the analysis section. Here the overall ranking of the trajectories, 

incorporating all the individual ranking can be produced, along with other graphs on overall weights 

of all criteria and overall uncertainty. These graphs can be interpreted in order to come up with 

meaningful conclusions from the appraisal process. 

d. Applications of MCM 

Multi criteria mapping analysis has been used so far in various case studies concerning sustainable 

energy (Stirling, 1994), genetically modified food production, and in tackling climate change (through 

appraising carbon and solar geo-engineering proposals) (Bellamy, Chilvers, Vaughan, & Lenton, 

2013). The case study on organ transplantation under the name of “closing the kidney gap”, though 

uses deliberative mapping, yet a substantial amount of the analysis is done through the quantitative 

methods of multi-criteria mapping. The pilot case study applying multi-criteria mapping technique of 

appraisal was conducted by Stirling and Mayer (1999) on genetically modified crop in UK and 

published under the name “Risk analysis for GM crop cultivation - commercialisation in UK”. In 2006, 

there has been an EU funded project on evaluating the policy options in reducing obesity in certain 

countries in Europe. This study takes into account multi-country comparison in order to assess the 

performance of government and societies in each country in reducing obesity (NEST & SPRU, 2006). 

McDowell and Eames (2006) applied multi-criteria mapping in evaluating various options of 

achieving sustainable energy economy through using hydrogen as the main fuel. The results from 

this Multi-criteria appraisal are later taken forward to understand broader trends of social 

preferences and expectations as well as the possible transition pathways towards the desired future 

of hydrogen economy (Eames & McDowall, 2010). The case study on “Long term management and 

governance of radioactive (nuclear) waste in UK “(Burgess et al. 2004) also uses MCM technique to 

illustrate the importance of power relations in managing the institutional politics surrounding UK’s 

radioactive nuclear waste. Not only in developed countries, MCM technique has also been deployed 
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in developing countries like in investigating alternative and improved methods of maize cultivation 

in Kenya (STEPScentre, 2007). 

This is not an exhaustive list of cases applying MCM. These selective cases are mentioned here 

because either they were instrumental in developing the tool, or they are most cited. The key 

observation from studying these case studies is that MCM is a flexible tool, which has been applied 

in appraising a diverse range of technological options so far.  Moreover, the tool offers the chance to 

even use a ‘back casting approach’ (used by McDowell as Eames in Hydrogen futures case study, 

2007) where the desirable future is envisioned through stakeholder appraisal process. In most of the 

cases, the interview results from the MCM process are put forward to have some kind of policy or 

governance implication.  

To conclude this section of the literature review, multi-criteria mapping tool is an effective tool 

which enables its user to look at several subjective possibilities of sustainability options, instead of 

trying to converge and aggregate the diverse perspectives of the participants into one optimal 

solution. Stirling & Mayer (2001) explains, “...Factors such as the scope of analysis, the framing of 

crucial assumptions, and the treatment of uncertainties can all be handled in multi-criteria appraisal 

alongside ‘performance scores’ and ‘criteria weights’ in a fashion which is relatively explicit, open, 

systematic, and pluralistic.”  It appreciates and incorporates the multi-dimensional aspect of reality 

(Stirling, 1997) and shows the several possibilities and challenges in sustainability transition.  
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2.5 Conclusion of literature review 
To summarise the contents and results of this literature review, ‘sustainability experiments’ is an 

important concept that has been explored in this research work. Using transition theories and 

frameworks, it is apparent that sustainability experiments play a crucial role in determining the 

transition pathways towards sustainability of an economy. The role of these experiments is even 

more significant in rapidly developing Asian economies (Berkhout et al., 2009) such that they can 

avoid convergence and ‘leap-frog’ towards achieving a sustainable development. There are 

evidences of abundance of these experiments in several areas of applications (innovation 

trajectories); however it is essential to appraise the sustainability of these experiments, rather than 

assuming it. This part of the literature review sets the contextual background for answering the main 

research question. 

Sustainability appraisal is subject to choices that are essentially multi-dimensional, perspective 

dependent based on individual qualitative preferences and judgments. Specially in context of 

developing countries, it is important to understand multi-dimensional feature of sustainability, 

where the challenge is often to ensure socio-economic-technical sustainability of systems, along 

with addressing environmental sustainability. The definition of sustainability is also perspective 

dependent and given the diverse range of values and perceptions of different groups of individuals 

in the society, conventional appraisal techniques often fail to incorporate this diversity in decision 

policy decisions. As a solution, policy making demands to be a process of social participation and 

activity (Stirling, 1997). The process has to be transparent, sensitive to value judgments and 

individual preferences through means of participation. The outcome of the result is to be expected 

in form of a ‘portfolio of choices’ for sustainability, rather than one winning option (Stirling, 1999). 

The literature review introduces multi-criteria mapping technique that takes a quantitative approach 

together with qualitative explanation in appraisal of innovation trajectories through active 

stakeholder engagement. This new conceptual framework of sustainability appraisal, as prescribed 

by Andrew Stirling, stresses on transparency, robustness, inclusivity and tolerance towards 

conflicting opinions and divergent ideas in policy decisions. It also invites for public deliberation in 

appraisal process. The expected outcome of this exerise is not to prescribe the best possible option 

to achieve sustainability, but to demonstrate the complexity and uncertainties in such a deicison 

process. The technique has already been successfully applied in other appraisal cases, just as it will 

be applied in answering the research question for this master thesis as well. Having said this, I will 

now turn to the methodology and empirical cases. 
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Chapter3. Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the methodology used in this research to derive the results. It is mainly an 

exploratory case study research, using both qualitative and quantitative data and techniques (Yin, 

1994). The main tool used in this research is multi-criteria mapping (MCM). This chapter clarifies 

further details on how exactly the MCM tool has been used in this research and how the results are 

derived. 

But before going into the technicalities on the MCM tool itself, it is important to explain the context 

in which the tool has been used in this research project. This context includes the pre-workshop 

activities, which is described in the next section. Section 3.3 explains the organisation of the 

workshops. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 include the interviewing method and method of analysis using 

MCM. Some methodological issues are discussed in section 3.6 and conclusions are drawn in the 

final section of the chapter. 

3.2 Pre-workshop 

3.2.1 Database of experiments  
A database of experiments was created as one of the project outputs. I, together with senior 

researchers in the programme constructed the database, taking help and suggestions from 

researchers engaged in specific sectors in specific countries. The database constitutes socio-

technical experiments initiated mostly post year 2000. The structured way to go about finding 

experiments was to proceed according to actor categories. The primary step was to find out relevant 

actors active in experimentation in each sector in each country. In order to have an exhaustive list of 

actors, searches are performed according to the following actor categories: 

i. Ministries in National governments 

ii. State governmental departments and authorities 

iii. Industry actor – private manufacturing, supplier companies 

iv. International NGOs  

v. Local NGOs and activist organisations 

vi. Knowledge institutes – Universities and independent research institutes 

 

The websites for each of these actors are examined in order to find relevant projects initiated by 

each of the actors. Also, simply searching in Google for these organisation’s names for projects in 

either SPV or mobility helped finding out experiments in which they have participated or somehow 

contributed. For knowledge institutes, a ‘Scopus search’ was used to find universities, which has 

publications in relevant fields. These universities were then enlisted and each of their websites was 

checked for experiments. Apart from these actors, all international co-operation units like Indo –

Dutch cooperative forum, Thai-German cooperation unit etc were also checked for experiments 

initiated by these international entities. Finally, the directories of ‘projects’, magazines and journals 

available online came as useful sources as well.   
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The databases allowed feeding in the following information for each identified experiment.  

 Factual information  Institutional linkages 

 Triggers            -  Type, geo origin 

           -  Type and geo origin  Outcomes 

 Actor linkages            -  Replicated (new experiments) 

           -  Type, geo origin role            -  Expanded, e.g 

 Knowledge linkages  Quantitatively (customers) 

           -  Education, work experience  Net impact (more value) 

 Technology linkages  Organizationally (employees) 

           -  Technology used, type, geo origin, owner        
and its geo origin 

 Functionally (new products, 
services) 

 Financial linkages           -  Continued with goals achieved 

           -  Budget, type, geo origin           -  Downscaled (less benef., or value) 
           -  Terminated with (out) net loss 

 

Box 3.1 Topics for information in the database of experiments 

Source: Wieczorek, A., Raven, R.P.J.M., Berkhout, F., 2014. Transnational linkages in sustainability 

experiments: A typology and the case of solar photovoltaic energy in India. Submitted manuscript 

The final database contains 227 experiments for SPV in India, 200 for MOB in India, 211 for SPV in 

Thailand and 71 for MOB in Thailand1. As a research assistant in the WOTRO project, I played a role 

in searching the Internet for experiments, in the method described above and inserting them in the 

database. Doubt on whether an activity can be called an experiment or not was occasionally clarified 

with a senior researcher. Some experiments were found and inserted together with the senior 

researcher during follow up meetings, when new strategies were set to go forward with the 

remaining work. Other researchers of the project, who are concentrating in particular cases for their 

doctoral research also helped by forwarding online sources and/or information about particular 

experiments. 

3.2.2 Trajectories 
As we looked closely into these experiments, those experiments which are similar in nature –may 

that be similar SPV technologies or similar modes of transport – are grouped together to represent a 

trajectory’. For instance, all the solar power plant projects in India, enlisted in the database are 

categorised under the “Grid connected solar power plant” trajectory. All the trajectories identified in 

each case are presented in the diagram below. We call these ‘emerging trajectories’, where there is 

increasing amount of experimentation and high levels of public attention. In socio-technical 

transition context, trajectories are innovation pathways that include different technologies and that 

(in our cases) show several alternative ways of providing SPV energy and urban mobility services in 

India and Thailand.  

                                                             
1
 The number of experiments in Thailand mobility case might seem to be way too less than all other cases. This 

is mainly because India is a much bigger country than thailand, with much higher population, therefore have 
expectedly more number of experiments. Moreover, experiments in this sector in Thailand mostly includes 
bigger projects, initiated by public sectors, universities and NGOs in particular cities, rather than small scale 
technology oriented diverse range of experiments. The diversity of the type of experiments is less, therefore 
often many activities are considered as one experiment  - thereby the ‘number’ of experiments seems to be 
apparently less. Another explanation can be that the mobility experiments in Thailand are concentrated in a 
few large cities initiated by rather a few actors, as opposed to India, where the experiments are scattered 
around several regions and are initiated by several industries, local and national organisations etc. 
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Emerging Trajectories (as identified for India) 

 

 

 

 

 

Emerging Trajectories (as identified for Thailand) 

   

Urban mobility: 

1. Walking 

2. Cycling 

3. Bus rapid transit/ Mass rapid transit system 

4. Vehicle parts innovation 

5. Electric vehicles 

6. Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) vehicles 

 

Solar Photovoltaic: 

1. Solar lighting (lanterns) 

2. Solar Home Systems 

3. Rooftop Solar 

4. Solar Micro- grids 

5. Solar grid connected power plants 

6. Solar Cities 

Box 3.2 Identified emerging trajectories in India and Thailand 

Another senior researcher of the WOTRO team has done this grouping of the experiments and 

formulating the trajectories. Each of the trajectories is explained in more details in respective 

empirical chapters. 

3.3 Workshops  

3.3.1 General information 
The main goals for the workshop were two-fold: I) To know more about the identified emerging 

trajectories; II) To capture the perception of stakeholders about sustainability of these trajectories 

The stakeholders were selected from diverse professional backgrounds. Given the identified 

trajectories, some participants were requested to give a presentation on a particular trajectory. 

These presenters were particularly experienced in working on certain trajectories and were directly 

involved in experimentation in those trajectories. As they agreed to present their 

experiments/trajectories in the workshop, they were provided with guidelines to present the 

information that is most interesting to us. Through this guideline, the presenters were requested to 

present information on their experiment in the following lines: 

a) Factual information - Title, objectives, triggers, type of technology used, financial source, 
current situation/outcome of the project 

b) Actors and networks involved - Initiators, possible link with international actors, character, 
composition and coordination in network of actors around technology or application domain 

c) Expectations driving and originating from the experiment - Whether the experiment is 
driven by Regulation, shared vision, or received any recognition 

d) Learning processes – Embedded-ness of social values in techno-optimisation; flexibility and 
scale of learning 
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e) Up-scaling potential - Whether there are similar experiments, whether generic lessons are 
produced together, whether international dynamics played an important role.  

f) Transnational linkages 
(Wieczorek, 2013) 

Apart from the presenters, other stakeholders were invited in the workshop as general experts in 

the field. The two workshops were organized – one in Kolkata, India from 12-15th November 2013, 

hosted by Global Change Programme, Jadavpur university and the other in Chiang Mai, Thailand on 

May 20th and 22nd 2014, hosted by Faculty of Social Sciences, Chiang Mai university. Both the 

stakeholder workshops played a significant role in engaging with stakeholders; discussing and 

assessing their views on sustainability of different innovation niches in mobility and electricity sector 

of both the countries. 

3.3.2 Workshop in India 
In the 4 days Kolkata workshop, the first day was dedicated to presentations on trajectories in SPV 

systems in India. There were assigned speakers, who were experts in each of the trajectory and were 

requested to give a PowerPoint presentation on the trajectories during the workshop. The 

presentations also served another purpose in Kolkata workshop. That is, the rest of the participants 

got acquainted in the trajectories and the current activities going on within each trajectory, such 

that they were fully equipped with information before the MCM appraisal process on the 2nd day of 

the workshop.  

The second day of the workshop started with an introductory session on multi-criteria mapping tool. 

In this session, the purpose and procedure of using the MCM tool for interviews are clarified. The 

afternoon sessions were dedicated to interviewing the stakeholders and feeding in the information 

into the web based MCM tool. The day ended with showing some key results and discussions based 

on the participants’ experiences while brainstorming on the topic of sustainability in context of solar 

PV energy in India.  

The same procedure was repeated on the 3rd and the 4th day of the workshop with stakeholders 

from mobility sector.  

3.3.3 Workshop in Thailand 
In Chiang Mai the interviews were carried out in person, before the workshop taking into account a 

different cultural setting and language challenges.  During the two days of the workshop in Chiang 

Mai, there were stakeholder presentations on identified trajectories in Thailand, followed by round 

table and general discussions on results from the MCM interviews. The first day was dedicated the 

Solar PV trajectories, and on the second day same procedure was followed for the mobility case. 

Round table discussions on both days were done in the relation to the following questions: 

1. What are the most surprising results in the MCM appraisal of the trajectories in Thailand?  

2. What are the policy implications following these results? 

3. What can be important follow up research topics? 

 

Before the discussion sessions, researchers from the WOTRO research team presented some results 

from the interviews in Thailand, as compared to those in India.  
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3.4 MCM interview procedure 
Selected stakeholders were interviewed using the MCM tool before (Chiang Mai) and during 

(Kolkata) the workshop. On the 2nd and 4th day of Kolkata workshop and in one-to-one interviews 

before the Chiang Mai workshop, the interviews followed the 5 stages of MCM interview as 

illustrated in section 2.4.3c of the literature review.  

3.4.1 Choosing options  
The MCM technique refers to the trajectories as ‘options’, which is supposed to be the first stage of 

the MCM interview. However, for this project, the options (trajectories) are already chosen and pre-

defined before the stakeholder appraisal took place in the workshops. There has been one instance, 

however, where the stakeholder wanted to insert an additional trajectory that he thought is 

important to be considered. This was in the SPV case in India, where one of the stakeholders 

included the trajectory called “Agriculture” in the list of options. He appraised this options following 

the MCM interview steps. This option, therefore features in his appraisal, but is absent in any of the 

other participant’s appraisal processes.  

3.4.2 Selecting criteria 
The first task assigned to the stakeholders in the MCM interview, is developing their own criteria for 

evaluating sustainability of each option (trajectories). The participants were asked to think about the 

factors, which, according to his/her judgment, are most crucial indicators for sustainability of the 

SPV trajectories. To stimulate the thinking process, questions like “What does sustainability mean to 

you?” “When do you think a solar PV option is sustainable?” are raised during the MCM interview 

process. Some participants looked into the glossary of sustainability criteria that was distributed 

amongst them, while thinking of their own criteria. On average, participants in India proposed 5-7 

criteria, while participants in Thailand proposed 4-5 criteria. There were a few exceptions to this 

rule, where participants enthusiastically proposed 10-12 sustainability criteria and in a few occasions 

the interviewers had to stop the participants in proposing more criteria, given the limited time for 

appraisal. Along with proposing the name of a criterion, the participants are asked to talk about its 

key feature and provide a brief description. 

3.4.3 Assigning scores 
Scores are quantitative, numerical values assigned to each trajectory (or option), while assessing it 

with each criterion selected by the stakeholders. Each participant is asked to provide one optimistic 

score (high value) and one pessimistic score (low value) to each trajectory. This exercise is repeated 

for all the criteria selected by the participant. While assigning scores the participants are asked to 

provide argumentation on why he/she thinks a particular trajectory should receive high or low 

scores. These argumentations are written down in the notes section for each of the scores. The 

MCM tool generates the graphical representation of the scoring for each trajectory. The 

stakeholders are often asked to look at the bar graph to check whether the positioning of the bars 

(representing the range between pessimistic and optimistic score) reflects the true perception of the 

stakeholder. 

3.4.4 Assigning weights to the criteria 
Weights are simply the values assigned to each criterion by the respective participants. These values 

reflect ‘the degree of importance assigned by a participant to different criteria’. The participants are 

asked to assign numbers in any range of numbers. The process gives an opportunity to the 

participant to prioritise the importance of one criterion, related to other criteria, proposed by the 

participant. Here, the participants are first asked to think which criterion, according to him/her, is 
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the most important among all the criteria proposed by him. That criterion is assigned with the 

highest number in the range. The second most important criterion is assigned with second highest 

number in the range and the procedure followed like this. The least important criterion receives the 

lowest number in the range. 

 

Many of the participants in all four cases assigned same numbers to multiple criteria. This implies 

that there are two or more criteria that the participants think as equally important and they can’t 

prioritise between them. Often the highest weight is assigned to more than one criterion, which 

means both are equally important, while if the least number is assigned to more than one criteria, 

that implies all those criteria are at the bottom of the priority for that participant. There is one 

participant in the India cases, who assigned exactly equal weights to all her proposed criteria – 

indicating that she thinks, meeting all of these criteria are equally important for the sustainability of 

the emerging trajectories in SPV and mobility sectors in India.  

3.4.5 Review the graphs and modifications in scores 
Once the participant weights the criteria, the scores are aggregated and adjusted according to 

relative weight of the criteria (through which each option is assessed), producing the final appraisal 

graph for that participant.  In the final stage of the interview process, this graph is shown to the 

interviewee and the interviewer, as depicted in the graph, explains the relative sustainability. This 

step is to provide the participant with a chance to review his appraisal by checking whether he 

conceptually agrees with the depiction of the graph, generated from the quantitative values. If he 

agrees, then that marks the end of the interview, however if the participant disagrees, he is given a 

chance to modify certain scores, until he is satisfied with his own evaluation.   

3.5 MCM analysis procedure 
The analysis of the information collected through interviewing the stakeholders is done after the 

workshop. This analysis is the core of my research in master thesis. The following sections introduces 

the method of analysis, in the sequence of topics in which the empirical chapters are organised. 

3.5.1 Introducing the trajectories 
Trajectories, identified in each case (as explained in section 3.2.2) are described in the beginning of 

each case study chapter. Senior researchers in the WOTRO programme, together with colleagues in 

Thailand wrote the descriptions of the trajectories, presented in this master thesis.  

The trajectories with similar characteristics and features can be groups in ‘clusters’. Such possible 

clustering of trajectories is also shown in case studies, such as centralised or decentralised solar PV 

systems; motorised and non-motorised urban mobility systems. This clustering is done in order to 

compare sustainability of one type of systems (for instance centralised systems) vs other type of 

systems (eg. decentralised systems) - as evaluated by the participants. 

3.5.2 Participants and perspectives 
One of the tasks while reporting on the participants in this master thesis is to disguise the 

participants and provide them with a reference name. The reference names used for each of the 

participant in all the four cases are based on their current professional affiliation, academic 

background and specific areas of expertise. The participants are then grouped into ‘perspectives’. 

Perspectives can be any set of people who share similar characteristics in terms of academic or 

professional background, age, gender, nationality etc. For this research, different perspectives 

according to professional background of the participants have been considered. For instance, there 
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is governmental perspective (comprising of people from ministries, local or regional governmental 

bodies), academic/research perspective (comprising of professors, researchers associated with a 

university or an independent research institute), industry perspective (comprising of people 

representing any private form or company) etc. Overlaps are considered in classifying the 

participants across perspectives. In other words, there are participants who are in the governmental 

perspective as well as in researchers’ perspective. There are several such stakeholders who could 

not simply be categorised in one perspective. A stakeholder, who is a researcher at a university, but 

also works for a technical consultancy firm is therefore considered under both academic and 

consultancy perspectives.  

Tables in the perspectives section of each case study introduces all the participants with their full 

reference names, the perspectives in which they are categorised into and their respective areas of 

expertise. However over the course of analysis, the reference names are sometimes shortened 

and/or used differently, in order to keep the texts precise, yet understandable.  

3.5.2 Criteria and weights: 
In the domain of sustainability appraisal, criteria mainly refer to the ‘indicators’ (UN, 2007; UNEP, 

2014), which in turn comprise several ‘dimensions’ of sustainability. Understanding and sorting the 

list of criteria proposed by the participants have been a key task in the MCM analysis. Here, the main 

responsibility of the researcher is to assign each criterion under each ‘issues’ of sustainability. These 

are basically the different dimensions of sustainability for example social, economic, environmental, 

technical and policy dimensions, which in MCM terminology are as referred to as ‘issues of 

sustainability’.  The name, key features and description of each criterion, as proposed by the 

participants was carefully taken into account before categorising each criterion under either social, 

economic, environmental, technical or policy issues. Policy issue exists only for the SPV in Thailand 

case since unlike all other cases, in case of SPV Thailand, a large number participants proposed policy 

related criteria. For all other cases, one or two policy related criteria has been proposed and those 

have been categorised under social issue.  

Each case study chapter contains tables that incorporate all these criteria. Many of these criteria are 

appropriately re-named, before presenting in the tables, in order to best represent the explanation 

provided by the participants. The analysis of the list of criteria for each case study discusses four 

main aspects.  

1. How many criteria are included in each issue of sustainability? 

2. How similar or different is each criterion from one other?  

3. Whether participant from the same perspective think similar or differently, while proposing a 

sustainability criteria,  

4. Whether there is any particular criteria received maximum number of highest (or lowest) weights. 

 

The section in each case study chapter includes some column, bar charts and graphs generated in 

MCM tool in order to present the total number of criteria under each issue of sustainability; the total 

weight assigned to each issue of sustainability and the weights assigned by different perspectives of 

participants to each issue. No criteria in this thesis are considered as multi-dimensional criteria. Each 

criterion are categorised under only one issue, taking into account only its apparent meaning 

according to the explanation provided by the participant. However, in order to provide a better 

justification about the reason and procedure of sorting the criteria into issues, Appendix I includes 

the whole list of all criteria in their original names and descriptions, proposed by the participants. 

The descriptions were slightly modified for reasons of space and readability.  
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3.5.3 Scoring and individual uncertainty 
In the ‘individual scoring and uncertainty’ sections of each chapter, final scoring charts for each 

participant is presented. These charts show the performance of the trajectories, as evaluated by 

each participant, after assigning relative weights to the set of criteria proposed. Certain thumb-rules 

are important to note in order to interpret these final charts included in each chapter. The right end 

of each bar represents performance of that trajectory under optimistic scores, while the left end of 

the bar represents performance of that trajectory under pessimistic scores. The more bars are to the 

right – the more sustainable is the trajectory under selected criteria. The more bars are to the left – 

the less sustainable is the trajectory under selected criteria. 

The range between the maximum (optimistic) and minimum (pessimistic) scores defines uncertainty. 

The longer the bar, the larger the range between aggregate optimistic and pessimistic scores for that 

trajectory under all weighted criteria. This implies a larger uncertainty about its sustainability in a 

long run. The shorter the bar, the smaller the range between aggregate optimistic and pessimistic 

scores for that trajectory under all weighted criteria. This implies the uncertainty about its 

sustainability in long run is lesser. The width of the bars does not have any meaning. These individual 

appraisal graphs are interpreted in the narrative, making use of the scoring notes. These scoring 

notes helped in understanding why the participant assigned a certain high (or low) score to a 

particular trajectory. General observation on each trajectory is also presented in each case study. 

Uncertainty in individual scoring is illustrated in the narrative of evaluation for each participant. 

3.5.4 Ranks and uncertainty 
The overall performance of trajectories under a set of criteria is referred to as “ranking” in the MCM 

tool. It reflects the performance of the trajectories across all the weighted criteria selected by the all 

participants. 

In this section, analysis is done in different ways in different case study chapters. Major tasks include 

analysing relative sustainability of one trajectory over the other. Respective argumentation for the 

same is provided, illustrating the positive and negative aspects of each trajectory, as mentioned by 

the participants. The overall ranking graph also provides an overview of relative uncertainties 

corresponding to the appraisal of each trajectory, compared to the other. The overall uncertainty 

graph gives a better idea on where the maximum (and minimum) level of uncertainty lies in.  

Depending on the observations, the ranking and the uncertainties are further analysed across 

different perspectives (groups of participants) and/or across different issues of sustainability (groups 

of sustainability criteria). Specially, uncertainties under each issue of sustainability and uncertainties 

expressed by each perspective of stakeholders are depicted through multiple bar and column charts. 

These charts are generated in Microsoft Excel, taking into account the values of levels of uncertainty 

featuring in the graphs produced in the MCM tool. The screenshots of these graphs are included in 

Appendix II, only for one case. All the three other cases follow the same rules to generate the charts 

in excel file. Screenshots for all the cases are not included in the Appendix, in order to avoid making 

this thesis unusually lengthy. This primary data is available, however, if requested for clarification or 

future research.  
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3.6 Methodological issues and limitations 
There are several methodological issues that can be identified in the whole exercise. First of all, the 

databases of experiments are completely based on sources and information available on the 

Internet. No correspondence has been made with the actors responsible for each experiment to 

obtain further information. Furthermore, it is possible that there exist several other experiments, 

which has no trace on the Internet. Those experiments are therefore excluded from the database of 

experiments.  

One of the limitations regarding the presentations in the workshop is that the presenters were often 

representative of a particular experiment rather than a whole trajectory, therefore their knowledge 

and information often revolved around a single experiment rather than general overview on the 

trajectory itself. This was more often the case in India than in Thailand. In the workshop in Thailand, 

discussions were done on the basis of the results obtained from the MCM interviews performed 

prior to the workshop. There were several participants in the workshop who were not interviewed 

but were just invited to the workshops. Those participants often expressed their own views on 

sustainability of the trajectories – which are not recorded properly in the appraisal format. Some of 

these views and opinions are presented in the discussion and implication section of the concluding 

chapter of this master thesis. 

In the MCM sustainability appraisal of all the cases, one of the key methodological limitations was 

the limited participation in each of the appraisal processes. Out of the billion of people in each 

country, only 12-15 participants were interviewed for each case. Many of the participants are 

predominantly researchers in both countries because they are the ones who showed most interest 

and agreed to attend the workshops and take the interviews. Therefore, there were just 2-3 people 

on average who represented other perspectives like governmental perspective, industry, NGO 

perspective etc. Given this bias, it is debatable whether at all views and opinions of just 2-3 people 

can be portrayed as the viewpoint from a particular perspective. Furthermore, it is also not possible 

to distinguish the personal view as against the organisation’s view. For instance when a person from 

the SPV manufacturing firm talks proposes sustainability criteria or evaluates the trajectories using 

those criteria, it is difficult to say if that is the firm’s point of view or his own individual opinion. In 

rare cases, however, the participants clearly mentioned and distinguished between their own and 

organisation’s view point. Another major challenge is that even if we consider these few participants 

represents a few perspectives; there are several other perspectives which are left out in the 

appraisal process. For instance, the voices of the rural consumers, mobility users, and mobility 

industry actors are not heard in this research. Therefore, the issue of representation can be 

perceived to be a drawback in the sustainability appraisal process undertaken within the WOTRO 

research programme. However, it can be argued that the whole process was an experiment itself - to 

learn about the usefulness of the approach in the context of experimentation and transitions, and in 

the context of emerging economies. I will get back to this in the recommendation section.  

Another methodological issue pointed out during the discussions in the workshop is that the 

trajectories were pre-defined by the research team, before the MCM appraisal process. The 

interviews generally started with selection of sustainability criteria by the respective participants, 

taking the options to appraise as ‘given’. The participants were not provided with an opportunity to 

change or re-formulate the trajectories. They could add their own trajectory however, which was 

done by one of the participants in SPV workshop in India. The pre-determination of the emerging 

trajectories was intentional due to lack of time in the workshops to reflect on the trajectories. The 

grouping of the experiments into trajectories was also questioned in the discussion sessions of the 

workshops. Some of the participants proposed other ways of grouping the experiments in different 
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set of trajectories. Acknowledging the fact that there can be several other ways to group the 

experiments into trajectories, the current list of trajectories is a representative sample of the 

possible pathways and is agreeably one of the several ways, which can contribute to alternative 

development pathways in these countries. 

The lack of uniformity in carrying out the interviews across the different case study is another 

methodological issue. For India, the interview was done within the workshop settings. There was 

lack of opportunity to clarify every possible doubt with a MCM expert within the research group and 

each table followed their own rhythm of discussion and data inputs. Given the fact that a large 

number of participants were personally interviewed at the same time within the workshop setting, 

discrepancy in the data can be noticed such as incomplete interviews due to lack of time, lack of 

explanation provided for a specific selection of criteria or scoring. For Thailand, the interviews were 

performed prior to the workshop, on a one-to one basis, either via Skype or in person. The lack of 

understanding of English language among many of the participants was an issue here. Many of the 

interviews were therefore conducted in Thai, using pen and paper and were later translated and 

inserted into the MCM website by the researchers and translators. There is possibility of loss or 

alternative interpretation of data during this translation process.  

There has been some limitations and issues faced while analysing the MCM interviews. The 

problems mainly concerned dealing with the set of criteria for each case. The naming and 

description of the criteria proposed by the participants were often confusing since there have been 

instances where two criteria with exact same name are interpreted differently by two different 

participants. The grouping of the criteria into different issues of sustainability is also controversial 

because each of the criteria are categorised under only one issue – either social, economic, 

environmental, technical or policy issue. One might argue that certain criteria are multi-dimensional 

in nature, which is not considered in this research.  Finally, dealing with 4 cases at a time, I have 

focussed on obtaining key results and conclusion without going into much detail. There is scope for 

re-doing this research in a much larger scale, with more in-depth analysis. 

3.10 Conclusion of methodology 
In spite of these limitations and controversies, we gathered a substantial amount of quantitative as 

well as qualitative information that will help achieving the target goal of this thesis. The method 

followed in analysing each case study for this thesis, in more or less repetitive; therefore the reader 

might decide to go through only those case studies, which he/she is most interested in. Yet, each 

case study, following the methods of analysis as described in this chapter, offers distinctive set of 

results and observations. All the case study analysis and the comparison between cases in the 

concluding chapter might have been methodologically more elaborate; however the master thesis 

aims to present only the key conclusions from each case in terms of the ranking of the trajectories, 

weights of the sustainability criteria and uncertainty in the appraisals. 
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Chapter 4.  
Case study I: Solar PV in India 

4.1 Introduction 
India’s energy demand is expected to double by 2030 (IEA, 2007), owing to its rapid economic 

expansion. Currently, India has 211 Gigawatts of installed electricity capacity, mostly in coal-

powered plants (EIA, 2013). The current electricity regime faces problems like transmission and 

distribution (T&D) losses, power theft and lack of ability to provide energy security to all citizens of 

the country. Still 412 million Indians are lacking access to electricity. One of the major energy 

sources is traditional biomass (fuel wood, dung, agricultural residues), which has negative 

consequences on health. The Indian electricity sector has gone through severe institutional reforms 

over the past decade and yet major problems persist. 

 

Currently coal is the major source of India’s electricity generation, accounting for over two thirds of 

total electricity produced. Among renewable energy sources, India has one of the largest installed 

capacities for wind energy and is also investing in biomass gasification and solar photovoltaic 

systems (Raven, 2009). “The solar PV is seen as the only promising (high solar irradiance 1900 

kWh/m2) alternative technology with large technical potential that gives a chance for sustainable 

and secure electrification of particularly rural areas” (Wieczorek, 2013). 

Given this context, this chapter focuses on the analysis of the MCM interviews in Solar PV sector in 

India. The following section provides a background overview of this sector, briefly illustrating the 

historical development, major industries, policies and governance, issues and controversies that are 

predominant in this sector. The chapter also provides brief descriptions of each of the 6 emerging 

trajectories in Solar PV in India. Following this, we focus on MCM analysis and interesting 

observations are highlighted in the concluding section.  

4.2 Background on Solar PV in India 

4.2.1 Historical development and governance 
India receives high amount of solar energy, the daily average solar energy incident over India being 4 

to 7 kWh/m2 with about 1,500–2,000 sunshine hours per year. This, of course depends on the 

location, as the western states of Gujarat, Rajasthan and Maharashtra receives highest amount of 

sun. There is also a lot of regional diversity in India (Chaurey & Kandpal, 2010) in terms of deploying 

centralised or decentralised systems in order to extract the maximum benefit. Total PV installed 

capacity in India (as of June 2013) is 1718.02MW, an average project size being 6.8MW (CSE, 2012). 

Before 2008, there was not much initiative from the government focussing on solar power. The 

National Rural Electrification Policies (NREP) of 2006, the Semiconductor Policy (2007) mention 

about introducing Solar PV technologies as one of the possible means to achieve the goals of clean, 

accessible energy for all (Gambhir et al., 2012). However, there were not much attention in 

deployment of this technology in particular and the prices were as high as 4USD per watt peak (Wp) 

(CSE, 2012).  
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The Indian national government on 2009 launched the National solar mission to develop a total of 20 

GW of solar projects by 2022 (JNNSM, 2014; ESMAP, 2010; CSE, 2012). The mission is planned to be 

an ‘enabling policy framework’, with an objective to promote solar energy as a major source of 

power generation. The goals are to be accomplished in 3 phases untill 2022. The aim is to reduce 

cost of solar power generation, thereby encouraging private investors to invest in solar power 

generation, through providing subsidies and feed-in-tariffs (FiT). 

The mission includes incentives for promotion of both centralised (grid connected) and decentralised 

(off grid) systems through SPV, Concentrated solar power (CSP) technologies. Within off-grid, a 

special target was set to reach out to 20 million rural households with solar lighting (Gambhir et al., 

2012). The Ministry of New and Renewable energy (MNRE) and the Ministry of Power (MoP) were 

engaged in setting up the guidelines for the policy and the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(CERC) played a role in benchmarking the costs for each solar technologies, to be incurred by the 

national and state governments. The National Thermal Power corporation’s ‘Vidyut Vyapar Nigam’ 

(NVVN) acted a monitoring agency. There is also a Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) which has 

been newly formed in order to monitor the implementation fo projects approved in Phase II of the 

National solar Mission. “The allocation process, signing of Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) and 

disbursement of Viable gap Fundings (VGFs) will all be coordinated by the SECI” (Engelmeier et al., 

2013). 

Another aspect of the National Solar mission is that it forced every state to promise deployment of 

solar as a specific percentage of total its total power generation capacity as ‘Renewable Purchase 

obligation’ (RPO). This system is supplemented with solar specific Renewable Energy Certificates 

(REC) framework, which is to monitor the solar RPO compliance (MNRE, 2014) and to incentivise the 

power generation companies fulfil their RPOs (Engelmeier, Anand, Khurana, Loond, & Goel, 2013). 

There has been state policies as well, under which 716MW (from 34 developers) and 72MW (from 

11 developers) of solar power generation is promised by Governments of Gujarat and Rajasthan 

respectively in 2009 (ESMAP, 2010). The state of Gujarat has the highest solar power installed 

capacity (824.09MW as of May 2013), commissioned under the Gujarat Solar policy. 

4.2.2 Industries 
Due to the enabled policy environment and incentives, there has been large, small and medium 

sized enterprises who have been interested in investing in solar power generation. Initially a lot of 

panels and solar cells were imported from countries like China, US, however, the mission 

encouraged domestic manufacturers to produce thin-film solar panels, solar thermal technologies. 

Some of the domestic manufacturers and distributors are The Aditya Birla Group (who has put up 

100MW of capacity between 2012-2013) (Engelmeier et al., 2013), The TATA BP solar (who used 

their own indeginous TATA BP solar panel in a 25MW plant in Gujarat) (CSE, 2012), Indosolar Ltd, 

SELCO, etc. 

Under the state policies of the national solar mission, there has been as lot of  public private 

partnership (PPP) agreements signed between the state governments and private solar 

manufacturers and project developers. For instance, the Gujarat government worked with the 

private project developers - Azure Sun Energy India Private Ltd. and Avantha Solar Power 

Maharashtra Private Ltd. to build, finance, operate and maintain grid connected rooftop solar PV 

systems on approved rooftops of government buildings (4 MW) and private residences (1 MW). The 

mechanism is as follows: “The developers feed the power into the grid at a pre-determined FiT of ` 

11.21 (€ 0.17/$ 0.22)/kWh for Azure and `11.78 (€ 0.18/$ 0.23)/kWh for Avantha Solar. The project 
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developer will pay a “green incentive” of ` 3 (€ 0.05/$ 0.06)/kWh, as rent to the rooftop owners. The 

duration of the PPA is 25 years.” (Engelmeier et al., 2013) 

 The handbook on solar Industry in India (Engelmeier et al., 2013) reports,  “Until now, the Indian 

solar market has been primarily driven by utility scale projects however the country is paying 

increasing attention to distributed generation as well. Moreover, solar is becoming financially viable 

for commercial and industrial consumers in some states with rising costs of conventional power. With 

solar becoming increasingly competitive in many parts of the country, the Indian solar market is 

geared for accelerated growth”. 

4.2.3 Issues and controversies 
Major challenges for any new technology dissemination are the lack of finances, institutions and 

social acceptance. Same issues apply for the Indian solar energy deployment scenario as well. There 

has been lack of interest among entrepreneurs to come forward due to low rates of profit, 

institutional failures and conflicts between national and state interests. Furthermore, there has been 

social resistance from different classes of people, print and telecommunication media (Harriss-White 

et al., 2009).  

Some of the key concerns related to national solar mission in the initial phases were ownership and 

commissioning (CSE, 2012), bankability and effectiveness of RECs, pragmatic site selection for grid 

connected power plants, absence of common technical standards for off-grid technologies and 

ineffective dissemination mechanism to rural markets (Rohra & Shrimali, 2010). Rural decentralised 

electrification (Chaurey & Kandpal, 2010) has many prospects; however it faces economic and 

institutional challenges. There is a need for standardising the process of dissemination of solar 

lighting systems through innovative mechanisms (Harriss-White et al., 2009; Harish & Raghavan, 

2011). There has to be alternative, non-credit based institutional models to support the small 

entrepreneurs. It is mentioned in several literature that strategic planning on rural electrification is 

required, which includes mapping the resources, designing fee-for-service delivery models involving 

private sector and local entrepreneurs, managing renting services and micro-finance the sales 

effectively. This will facilitate the growth of decentralized PV markets (Chaurey & Kandpal, 2010; 

Harish & Raghavan, 2011; Schmitz et al., 2013). 

Solar rooftops are one of the other major applications undertaken within the national solar mission. 

The power generated is either fed into the grid (grid connected system) or consumed by individual 

households through net metering approach (off-grid system). In case of FiT approach, the challenge 

is to monitor the meter readings and to formulate appropriate rate. In case of net metering 

approach (off-grid system), an additional cost of battery storage comes in (which in case of grid 

connected systems, the grid itself works as the battery). Another controversial issue is that rooftop 

systems designed for self-consumption are not considered to be qualified to avail the benefit of RECs 

issued by the government (Sharma et al., 2012).  

In spite of all issues, experimentation in different types of SPV applications can be found in different 

parts of India. The outcomes of each experiment varied substantially- some continuing with goals 

achieved, other terminated midway through implementation. Several reasons for such pre-mature 

termination of projects are identified. Lessons can be learnt from these issues in order to overcome 

similar challenges in future endeavours. This research takes into account all these experiments, 

irrespective of its outcome. The next section will introduce six identified innovation trajectories in 

SPV sector in India, fields where major experimentation are recorded. 
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4.3 Introducing the trajectories 
The trajectories represent areas of increased experimentation identified based on empirical research 

(database). The options differ in terms of function and service they provide, ownership and benefits, 

management and operation, infrastructure and networking and finally implementation time scale 

(see table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Characteristics of Identified emerging trajectories in SPV sector, India 

Trajectory Function 
and Service 

Ownership and 
Benefits 

Manage-
ment and 
Operation 

Infra-structure 
and 
networking 

Imple-
mentation 
time scale 

Lighting 
(lanterns) 

Household 
lighting 

Householder/ 
private 

Householder Individual 
device /off grid 

Short term 

Solar Home 
Systems 

Household 
daily 
electricity 

Householder/ 
private 

Householder/ 
Local 
technician 

Individual 
device /off grid 

Short term 

Micro grids 
 

Electricity to 
a number of 
households/ 
a village 

Households, 
community 
cooperatives/ 
private 
companies 

Community 
cooperatives, 
community 
technicians, 
private 
companies 

On or off grid Short term/ 
Medium term 

Roof top Electricity to 
households, 
industry, 
public 
utilities 

Private/public 
ownership, 
benefits to 
households and 
utilities 

Diverse On or off grid  Medium term 

Power plants Electricity to 
private/publi
c users 

Private/public 
ownership, 
benefits to 
households and 
utilities 

Power plant 
owner 

On grid Medium term 
/ Long term 

Solar city Electricity to 
a city and its 
subsystems 

Public 
ownership, 
benefits to 
households, 
utilities and 
general public 

Diverse Diversity of off 
and on grid 
solutions 

Long term 

Source: WOTRO Kolkata workshop roadmap (Wieczorek, 2013) 

These trajectories (options) can be clustered in terms of level of centralisation namely centralised 

options or decentralised options. They can also be differentiated in terms of extent of service 

provided, as in household level or cities/region level. Solar lighting and solar home systems are 

highly decentralised trajectories, which are used at a household level. Grid connected power plants 

and solar city, on the other hand are mostly centralised options, implemented at a regional/city 

level. Micro-grids and Solar rooftop may or may not be centralised. They are centralised options 

when they are connected to the central grid. Micro-grid and rooftop are also the trajectory, which 

can serve in both household and city/regional level.  

 

Brief descriptions on the trajectories are provided below. 
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Trajectory 1. Solar Lighting 

 

Source figure: www.lumexsolar.com 

A solar lamp is a portable light fixture composed of a LED lamp, a photovoltaic solar panel, and a 

rechargeable battery. Outdoor lamps may have lamp, solar panel and battery integrated in one unit. 

Indoor solar lamps with separately mounted solar panels are used for general illumination where 

centrally generated power is not conveniently or economically available. In this trajectory we 

consider such household, off-grid lighting devices. Solar-powered household lighting may displace 

light sources such as kerosene lamps, saving money for the user, and reducing fire and pollution 

hazards. Solar street lights providing public lighting are not included in this trajectory.  

Trajectory 2. Solar Home Systems (SHS) 

  

Source figure: http://www.ashden.org/solar                    Source: www.uniquesolarpower.com 

Solar Home System (SHS) are solar-based electricity-generating and storage systems designed to 

provide power to individual households. A typical SHS can power two to eight 'low energy' lights, 

plus a socket for TV, radio or battery recharging, and a mobile telephone charging unit, too. Each 

system consists of a solar photovoltaic panel, mounted on the house roof. The rechargeable 

batteries store spare electricity on sunny days, so that it is available at night and on cloudy days. In 

most systems, an electronic charge-controller is used to protect the battery from being overcharged 

(when it is very sunny) or over-discharged (when people try to get too much electricity from the 

system). The SHS systems are typically purchased on credit by individual households and are 

customized to meet their specific electricity requirements without grid connectivity. 

http://www.lumexsolar.com/
http://www.ashden.org/solar
http://www.uniquesolarpower.com/solar-home-lighting-system.htm
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Trajectory 3. Solar Micro grids 

  

Source figure: www.donauer.eu                                            Source: www.eneltec-led.com  

A micro grid is a localized grouping of electricity generation, energy storage, and loads that either 

operates connected to a traditional centralized grid (macro grid) or are off grid and functions 

autonomously. Solar micro grid system uses solar photovoltaic panels, which convert light energy 

into direct current power using photovoltaic effect. Battery is used to store the extra power 

generated during the day and used during nights. These systems are mostly owned, operated and 

managed by households, community cooperatives, community technicians and private companies. 

At present the capital cost and the land requirement for this system is higher than all other 

renewable energy power generation system. However, the operation and maintenance cost are 

much lower, which makes it superior to other system.  

Trajectory 4. Solar Roof top 

 

Source figure: http://www.rtcc.org  

A rooftop photovoltaic installation is a system, which uses one or more photovoltaic panels, installed 

on rooftops of mainly commercial but also residential buildings, to convert sunlight into electricity. 

The various components in a rooftop photovoltaic power station include photovoltaic modules, 

mounting systems, cables, solar inverters and other electrical accessories. The systems can be on or 

off grid; owned by either private, household communities or by public utility companies. Rooftop 

solar plants offer several advantages over other forms of power units, which include a lower 

electricity bill, decrease in transmission and distribution losses, low gestation time, and 

improvement of tail-end grid voltages. However, there are issues like high upfront cost involved in 

putting up solar panels on rooftops and the quality of rooftop panels. 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=oYMB2wuIpCIO8M&tbnid=BNuki6qjd718TM:&ved=0CAQQjB0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.donauer.eu%2Fen%2Fbusiness-units%2Finternational-projects%2Fself-contained-systems%2Fstand-alone-grid-systems%2F&ei=fl92UoP_G6Kg0QXB84CADQ&bvm=bv.55819444,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNHMehayxR3Mh33Yk2LYQtmZTDi63w&ust=1383575581391041
http://www.eneltec-led.com/
http://www.rtcc.org/
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Trajectory 5. Solar Grid connected Power plants 

 

Source figure: indiatoday.intoday.in 

A power station (also referred to as a generating station, power plant, powerhouse or generating 

plant) is an industrial place for the generation of electric power. A solar photovoltaic power plant 

converts sunlight into direct current electricity using the photoelectric effect. Inverters change the 

direct current into alternating current for connection to the electrical grid. Multiple solar cells are 

connected inside modules. Modules are wired together to form arrays, and then tied to an inverter, 

which produces power at the desired voltage, and for AC, the desired frequency/phase. The plants 

are mainly owned by public or private entities and the generated electricity is distributed among 

household or industrial consumers.  

Trajectory 6. Solar city 

 

Source figure: www.hinduterminal.org 

The Solar Cities (SC) programme launched in 2011 by MNRE aims to cut conventional energy use by a 

minimum of 10% in five years. So far, 48 cities were earmarked for development. 31 of them got 

sanctions and engaged in preparation of master plans. Actions in making a city a SC include: (i) 

creating a “SC Cell”; (ii) setting a “SC Stakeholders Committee”; (iii) promoting National Rating 

System for construction of energy efficient Green Buildings; (iv) amending building bye-laws for 

making the use of solar water heating systems mandatory in certain category of buildings; (v) 

providing rebate in property tax and in electricity tariff to the (mainly domestic) users of solar water 

heaters; (vi) complying with MSW Rules 2000 of the Min. of Environment; (vii) organizing rigorous 

publicity and training programmes for various stakeholders; generating funds. 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=dVkolwj3xZyRpM&tbnid=kDivtdPrLr3D2M:&ved=0CAQQjB0&url=http%3A%2F%2Findiatoday.intoday.in%2Fstory%2Fgujarat-solar-point-narmada-canal%2F1%2F185335.html&ei=6o12Uu-1L4HH0QWVp4CYBw&bvm=bv.55819444,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGcDgVJO5yDA8s-Fi4JRJveclvK8Q&ust=1383587635622594
http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=G6px139-ukquSM&tbnid=8LHLkmOHo0H65M:&ved=0CAQQjB0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hinduterminal.org%2F2013%2F05%2Fsolar-street-in-gandhinagar.html&ei=9X93Us-0D-Kv0QWH74D4DQ&bvm=bv.55819444,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNEStUX79j3ej-gkB04IZg1KqoWBhw&ust=1383649625770074
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4.4 Analysis and Results 

4.4.1 Participants and perspectives 
In total 14 stakeholders participated in the MCM interview process during the workshop on Solar PV 

in India. The table below introduces the participants in their reference names, the way they have 

been sorted into perspectives and their respective areas of expertise. 

Table 4.2 List of participants and perspectives in SPV sector in India 

Sl 
No. 

Participants Perspectives Areas of 
expertise 

1 Scientist from the ministry of new and 
renewable energy 

Governmental Power plants 
 

2 Director of an energy research and policy 
advisory institute 

Governmental/Academic Solar Lighting 
 

3 SPV power manufacturing firm 
representative 

Industry Micro/Mini grids 
 

4 Entrepreneur from a for-profit social 
enterprise 

Industry Solar Home systems 
 

5 Representative of a Consumer trust NGO NGO  

6 Representative of a renewable energy 
and development consultancy  

Consultancy/ NGO Roof top solar 
 

7 Electrical engineer and researcher on day 
lighting design and analysis 

Academic  

8 Electrical engineer and expert on Smart 
grids 

Academic Smart Grids* 

9 Electrical engineer, researcher and 
technical consultant on SPV applications 

Academic/Consultancy Mini grids 
 

10 Mechanical engineer and researcher on 
SPV applications 

Academic  

11 Economist and climate change researcher Academic  

12 Researcher at an economics and policy 
research institute 

Academic  

13 Economist and post doctoral researcher Academic  
 

14 Doctoral researcher specialised in solar 
PV sector, India 

Academic  

*A smart grid is a modernized electrical grid that uses ICT to gather and act on information (e.g. the 

behaviours of suppliers and consumers) in an automated fashion with the aim to improve the 

efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity 

(Wieczorek, 2013) Smart grid has not been selected as a dominating trajectory in Solar 

experimentation in India.  

Given the professional background of the engagements, as indicated in their reference names, these 

14 engagements can be grouped under five broad categories. The MCM terminology uses the word 

“Perspectives” to indicate these groups of engagements. The categories are follows: 
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I. Academic/researcher perspective: There are nine academicians who dominate the participants’ 

list. These academicians include scientists, engineers, professors, and researchers.  

II. Governmental perspective: The Scientist from the Ministry can immediately be called as a 

governmental actor. However, since policy advisory roles from organizations are considered to be 

part of democratic governance (Hajer & Wagenaar, 2003), the Director from the energy research 

and Policy advisory institute can be considered as a governance actor as well. Therefore there are 

two governmental actors. 

III. Industry perspective: There are two industry actors, each representing a company involved in 

manufacturing and dissemination of solar appliances. The SPV manufacturing firm representative is 

one such participant. The Entrepreneur from the for-profit social enterprise also falls under this 

category, even though the company works beyond conventional profit making business models and 

is highly engaged in socially beneficial activities.  

IV. NGO Perspective: This category incorporates the Consumer benefit oriented NGO 

representative, who represented a local body of a national NGO. The representative from a 

renewable energy and development consultancy also falls under the category of a non-profit 

organization actor. Therefore, there are two engagements in this category.  

V. Consultancy perspective: There are two engagements who are dedicated in the field of 

consultancy - the representative from a renewable energy and development consultancy and the 

electrical engineer who is a technical consultant on SPV applications.  

Overlaps are considered while assigning each of the participants in each perspective. In other words, 

one participant is often included in two perspective groups. For instance, the director from the 

energy research and policy advisory institute is considered under both academic and governmental 

perspective. The representative from a renewable energy and development consultancy is an Ngo as 

well as a consultancy actor. Likewise, the electrical engineer who is also a technical consultant is 

grouped under both academic and consultancy perspectives. These overlaps will not distort the 

results since the stakeholders’ appraisals will be analysed individually or across each perspective. 

There is no chance of double counting their criteria, weights or scoring in any part of the analysis. 

4.4.2 Sustainability Criteria and weights 
‘Criteria’ in the MCM process is defined as “A factor influencing a participant’s judgment over the 

performance of a range of different options (trajectories), for achieving a particular aim.” (McDowall 

& Eames, 2007) In our case, a criterion is an ‘indicator’ of sustainability, using which a participant 

evaluates the different SPV trajectories of India. 

There are four tables in this section that provides an overview of all the criteria selected by the SPV 

stakeholders. Each table consist of criteria categorised under social, economic, environmental and 

technical issues respectively. The last column of each table represents the weights, which by 

definition mean the relative importance of a particular criterion, as compared to all other criteria 

proposed by a single participant. The letter H refers to the fact that the criteria received highest 

weight from that participant and likewise, L represents the lowest weighted criteria. The letter E 

indicates that the criteria received equal weight as all other criteria proposed by that participant. 

The narrative after each table explains the why certain criteria are included in particular issues. 
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Table 4.3 List of criteria under social issue in SPV case in India 

Stakeholder Social criteria Weight* 
Scientist from the ministry of 
new and renewable energy 

Access to power in remote areas H 

 
Director of an energy research 
and policy advisory institute 

Meeting basic needs    

Energy access enabling social communication L 

Empowering women   

SPV power manufacturing firm 
representative 

Efficient land allocation procedure   

Entrepreneur from a for profit 
social enterprise 

Local skill and knowledge production (to ensure 
confidence in technology) 

L 

Encouraging entrepreneurship (Independence of 
supplier from external influences) 

 

Representative of a Consumer 
Trust NGO 

Encourage women's participation   

Improved quality of rural lifestyle   

Freedom from political influences L 

Avoidance of corruption L 

Common people's participation   

Representative of a renewable 
energy and development 

consultancy  

Local skill development for local maintenance of 
systems 

  

Social acceptance of technologies; Meeting 
demands 

L 

Existence of supportive policy  

Electrical engineer and 
researcher on day lighting 

design and analysis 

Meeting basic needs - Access to power H 

Local skill development for local maintenance of 
systems 

H 

Improved quality of lifestyle through knowledge 
and awareness about benefits of solar  

L 

Electrical engineer and expert 
on Smart grids 

Local ownership in managing an option   

Electrical engineer, researcher 
and technical consultant on 

SPV applications 

Local skill and knowledge development for local 
maintainability 

 

Transparency in financial assistance, policy, 
technology 

H 

Existence of enabling photovoltaic policy L 

 
 
 
 

Mechanical engineer and 
researcher on SPV applications 

Presence of awareness of local people about 
benefits of solar 

H 

Public acceptance on reliability of new 
technologies  

  

Adequate technical knowledge on reliability of 
solar 

 

Equity in access to knowledge, finance, 
technology 

L 
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Existence of enforced rules and legislations for 
installing solar systems 

 

Economist and climate change 
researcher 

Equity in energy access E 

Researcher at an economics 
and policy institute 

Contribution to social infrastructure   

Equity and energy security   

Economist and post doctorate 
researcher 

Presence of complete actor network H 

Communication of goals and awareness about 
benefits 

L 

PhD researcher specialised in 
solar PV in India 

Reduction of energy poverty H 

Optimal land use strategies L 

 
There are in total 34 criteria in the social issue of sustainability. All participants proposed at least one 

social criterion. The commonly proposed social criteria are local skill development and knowledge 

dissemination, equity in energy access, meeting basic needs, women’s participation. The unique set 

of criteria includes efficient land allocation procedures, local ownership, contribution to social 

infrastructure, presence of complete actor network etc.  

The criteria, local skill development came back four times as a social criterion – indicating its 

importance as perceived by the stakeholders. However, the explanation for each of the participants 

was different. For the representative of development consultancy, local skill development is 

important for local maintenance of the solar systems, while for the entrepreneur in the social 

enterprise, local skill development is necessary for developing local confidence in the technology.   

Along with development of skills, the importance of knowledge generation and dissemination has 

been mentioned several times, mainly in context of local maintenance and ease of operation of the 

applications. The mechanical engineer with extensive field experience in research on SPV further 

proposed awareness and acceptability mind-set of people, to rely upon solar technologies - as 

criteria for sustainability of solar applications. The researcher on day lighting design takes it to one 

step further. For him, such awareness about benefits of sustainable products together with minimal 

health hazard will lead to overall improvement of lifestyle of rural people. But such a criteria is too 

broad to be considered for evaluation of sustainability of the trajectories. 

The post doctoral researcher in India proposed some unique set of criteria like complete alignment 

within the actor network, communication and understanding of goals of adapting a technology. 

These criteria are very much aligned with the transitions thinking and are considered important 

factors for successful niche innovations. Local maintainability of the technology is included as social 

sustainability criteria because the consultancy actors think ease in maintenance of a technology can 

only be achieved through developing skills of the local people. Land use came up as a sustainability 

criteria proposed by several participants, however the definition widely varied. SPV power 

manufacturing firm representative explains that “artificial enhancement of land prices is an issue. 

Land allocation procedures are a big problem in India, given that there is no single window 

mechanism..” The doctoral researcher argued for optimal strategies to be formulated to minimise 

land use. These explanations led to these criteria to be considered under social issue.  
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The concept of equity has also featured in the criteria list and is defined in several ways by several 

participants. While the researcher from economics and policy research institute clubs it together 

with energy security; the senior economist and climate change researcher talks about equity in 

energy access in remote areas. Presence of social infrastructure is an outcome of sustainability of 

solar applications for the economist from the economic and policy research institute. According to 

him, “solar options can be called as a sustainable solution, if only it contributes to better 

performance of social infrastructures like hospitals and school facilities.” 

The policy related criteria are proposed by only the consultancy actors – which show that none of 

the other stakeholders except the consultants perceives that the role of governmental policy is 

important for diffusion of solar PV in India. This perception might have resulted from the fact that 

the national solar mission and all associated policy instruments already exists in India. The 

stakeholders, therefore did not consider it to be important to mention the significance of supportive 

policy instruments in sustainability of the projects. Also, there are a lot of NGOs and private 

organisations engaged in small scale solar energy dissemination activities, which resulted in less 

dependency on the government.   

In terms of weighing, criteria like access to power, local skill development, and awareness of local 

people about benefits of solar, presence of complete actor network received highest weights from 

the respective participants. On the other hand, criteria like enabled social communication through 

energy access, freedom from political influences, improved quality of life, optimal land use strategies 

are some of the criteria which received lowest weight among all criteria proposed by the respective 

participants. The technical consultant of SPV who proposed existence of enabling photovoltaic policy 

as a criteria, assigned his lowest weight to the same – indicating least importance of the criteria to 

his consideration.  

Table 4.4. List of criteria under economic issue in SPV case in India 

Stakeholder Economic criteria Weight 
Scientist from the ministry of 
new and renewable energy 

Employment through domestic manufacturing L 

Financial viability   

Director of an energy research 
and policy advisory institute 

Financial viability of installation and operation cost   

Opportunities for income generation, 
entrepreneurship 

  

Affordability H 

SPV power manufacturing firm 
representative 

Profitability of large producers L 

Financial viability of large projects   

Affordability   

Entrepreneur from a for profit 
social enterprise 

Affordability   

Gain for both producers and consumers (Value for 
stakeholders) 

H 

Income generation, creation of assets   

Representative of a Consumer 
Trust NGO 

Affordability for rural people, encouraging local 
entrepreneurship, empowering women (income 
generation) 

H 

Short payback period   

Affordability for urban people H 

Representative of a renewable Affordability   
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energy and development 
consultancy 

Local Business opportunity (Encouraging local 
entrepreneurship)  

  

Recovery of investment in terms of energy savings L 

Electrical engineer and expert 
on Smart grids 

Affordability H 

 
 

Mechanical engineer and 
researcher on SPV applications 

Financial viability (from producer/operator's 
perspective) 

  

Existence of financial incentives (subsidies and feed 
in tariffs) 

  

Affordability   

Economist and climate change 
researcher 

Employment and income generation E 

Researcher at an economics 
and policy institute 

Increase in productivity   

Financial viability of installation, operation, 
maintenance, management 

  

Economist and post doctorate 
researcher 

Financial viability of installation, operation, 
maintenance, management 

H 

 
 

PhD researcher specialised in 
solar PV in India 

Financial viability for the government   

Affordability   

Local employment generation   

Financially viable business models; good returns to 
investment; encouraging entrepreneurship 

  

 
The economic issue of sustainability includes 29 criteria. The electrical engineer, who is a researcher 

on day lighting design and the technical consultant did not mention any economic criteria.  

Affordability is a criterion that has been proposed by maximum number of participants. The ones 

who did not propose this criterion are the scientist from the ministry, the electrical engineers and 

technical consultant. The manufacturing firm representative calls it as “Cost to the consumers”; the 

consumer benefit NGO representative separately mentioned affordability for rural and urban 

population. Out of all criteria concerning affordability, 4 of them received highest weights and none 

of the participants assigned their lowest weight to affordability criteria. This result indicates that 

affordability of solar PV is a major concern in India. Many participants differentiate affordability from 

financial viability, the later mainly concerning cost to the producers, operators, and distributors. 

Participants often called this as “Access to funds”, “minimal cost of installation” etc.  

It is interesting to note that only the industry actor, the representative from an SPV technology 

manufacturing private firm spoke about profitability as one of the sustainability criteria. She argued 

that, “If you want private participation, profitability is very important as large scale developers are 

not interested in small projects (with low profit margin); unless you make it mandatory by for 

instance stricter Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO).” Having said so, she assigned her lowest 

weight to this criterion. Therefore it seems that profitability is not a concern in India, possibly 

because of the current scenerio of ample financial incentives from the government to the private 

sectors, encouraging them to invest in SPV. Three participants propose possibility for employment 

generation as another important economic criterion. As ways of generating such employment, 

domestic manufacturing of the technology and development of skills among local people is also 

proposed by and is linked with the benefit of local economy. 
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The renewable energy and development consultancy actor has covered local business opportunity 

and encouraging local entrepreneurship under one single criterion. The doctoral researcher on Solar 

PV in India explains it better: “The option must provide opportunities to entrepreneurs so that 

financially feasible business models can be developed and they get good return on their investment.” 

On the other hand, the director of an energy research and policy advisory institute, with extensive 

experiences in dissemination of small scale solar lighting technologies in rural India, uses the role of 

entrepreneurship in explaining the ways for local income generation. Local ownership in managing 

an option, as proposed by the electric engineer, who is a smart grid expert, contains the features of 

local employment generation, local skill development, easy maintenance and quick service facilities.  

Apart from the four affordability criteria, other two criteria received highest weights, namely: value 

for all stakeholders and financial viability of installation, operation, maintenance, and management. 

The criteria which received lowest weights are employment through domestic manufacturing, 

profitability and recovery of investment in terms of energy savings, proposed by the scientist from 

the ministry, SPV power manufacturing firm representative and the renewable energy development 

consultancy actor respectively. This result further signifies that most of the participants realises the 

burden of overall cost of SPV in India, which could have been worse without the financial support 

from the government.  

Table 4.5 List of criteria under environmental issue in SPV case in India 

Stakeholder Environmental criteria Weight 
Scientist from the ministry of 
new and renewable energy 

Reduced GHG emission   

Director of an energy research 
and policy advisory institute 

Reduced local air pollution   

Reduced GHG emission   

Representative of a Consumer 
Trust NGO 

Minimal waste from technology   

Representative of a renewable 
energy and development 

consultancy 

No harm to local environment H 

Positive impact on climate mitigation H 

Electrical engineer and 
researcher on day lighting 

design and analysis 

Awareness about health hazard   

Reduced GHG emission L 

Mechanical engineer and 
researcher on SPV applications 

Carbon footprint (emission) reduction   

Reduction of fossil fuel use   

Economist and climate change 
researcher 

Reducing local air pollution as well as  global CO2 
emissions 

E 

Researcher at an economics 
and policy institute 

Conservation of non-renewable resource H 

Pollution control L 

Minimal waste from technology L 

Minimal change in land use   

 

15 environmental criteria are proposed, of which reduced GHG emission, minimal waste are the 

most common criteria while positive impact on climate mitigation, reduced fossil fuel use, 
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awareness about health hazard from pollution are the unique ones. None of the participants from 

the industry perspective proposed any environmental criteria. This is a striking result, which shows 

that stakeholders from SPV manufacturing firms and enterprises consider SPV as ‘the most 

environmentally sustainable technology’, neglecting the adverse impact that manufacturing and use 

of SPV technologies may cause to the environment.  

Attention to minimizing harm to the local environment is proposed by the consultancy actor. The 

climate change researcher expressed her concern for both local air pollution and global emissions in 

her broadly defined “Reducing Environmental impact” criteria. Sometimes the criteria are stated in 

too general terms, without any further explanations. In defining criteria like “Minimal change in land 

use”, the researcher at an economics and policy institute defined use of land in conventional 

environmental terms talking more about efficiency in the way the given piece of land is used. 

Therefore it has been categorised under environmental issue, unlike the two land use related criteria 

that are included in social issue.  

The representative of the renewable energy development consultancy assigned equally high weights 

to both of his environmental criteria, namely ‘no harm to local environment’ and ‘positive impact on 

climate mitigation’ – implying his high concern for the environmental sustainability. On the other 

hand, the researcher at an economics and policy research institute proposed maximum number of 

the environmental criteria (four), but assigned his equally lowest weight to two of those criteria 

namely pollution control and minimal waste from technology. This means that the stakeholder is 

aware of the environmental consequences of SPV, however tried to indicate that there are other 

major issues to be addressed like the social, economic or technical problems. The climate change 

researcher assigned equal weight to her environment related criteria, as she did for her social and 

economic criteria because according to the perception of this stakeholder, all the issues need to be 

addresses simultaneously and none should be left behind.  

Table 4.6 List of criteria under technical issue in SPV case in India 

Stakeholder Technical Criteria Weight 
Scientist from the ministry of 
new and renewable energy 

Enhanced efficiency in transmission (minimal 
transmission loss) 

  

Ease in operation and maintenance   

SPV power manufacturing 
firm representative 

Technological design oriented to varying demands H 

High quality power with reliability   

Entrepreneur from a for profit 
social enterprise 

Durability of technology   

Representative of a Consumer 
Trust NGO 

Easy usability and local maintainability, good 
quality 

  

Good quality and durability - providing satisfaction 
to customers 

  

Representative of a renewable 
energy and development 

consultancy 

Proven, Robust technology   

Modularity and flexibility of systems   

Electrical engineer and 
researcher on day lighting 

design and analysis 

Technological design oriented to several 
applications 

L 

Electrical engineer and expert Co-existence of technologies L 
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on Smart grids Technological design oriented to varying demands   

Minimal time of development and implementation   

Mechanical engineer and 
researcher on SPV 

applications 

Local usability   

Local maintainability   

Researcher at a economics 
and policy institute 

Potential for up-scaling H 

Economist and post doctorate 
researcher 

Easy availability of spares, repair, maintenance 
services 

H 

Existence of user friendly technology (enabling 
social acceptance) 

 

PhD researcher specialised in 
solar PV in India 

High quality uninterrupted power   

 
There are 19 criteria in the list of technical issue of sustainability, proposed by 11 participants. The 

common criteria are technological design oriented to meet varying demands and high quality 

power. Most of the criteria are related to desirable characteristics of the technology like durability, 

modularity, easy usability, local maintainability and user friendliness of the technologies. 

Participants like the technical experts think maintainability lies in the modularity of the technology 

itself. The renewable energy and development consultancy actor explains up-scaling potential as a 

result of proven, robust technology; while the economist from the research institute defines it as a 

phenomenon, which will enable the technology to meet the increasing demand. The postdoctoral 

researcher named his criteria as robustness in value chain, which he defined as ‘availability of spare 

parts, quick and efficient repair and maintenance services’. According to him, “user friendly 

technology, maximum ease of use and full understanding of benefits by all stakeholders would 

enhance the social acceptance (of the sustainable technologies) and help in transition towards a 

sustainable regime.”  

Good quality of power is mentioned by the doctoral researcher on Solar PV and the Solar PV 

manufacturing firm representative. Reliability of solar technologies is mentioned by SPV 

manufacturing firm representative along with good quality power, as part of the technical criteria. 

The researcher on day lighting design proposed an interesting and unique criterion, which is:  

technologies have to be designed with better flexibility in order to be switched between 

applications. According to him, “this would ensure minimal conversion loss leading to better 

utilization of the technology and service.”  However he assigned his lowest weight to this criterion – 

implying that the ‘switching facility’ is not the priority for ensuring sustainability of the technologies. 

The flexibility of technological design to meet varying demands is also proposed by the SPV firm 

representative; the consultancy actor and the smart grids expert. This indicates that understanding 

the needs of the consumers is highly important before deciding on optimal design of the 

technologies. 

The criteria like the technological design oriented to varying demands, potential for up scaling and 

easy availability of spares, repair, and maintenance services also received the highest weights from 

respective participants. The criteria ‘co-existence of technologies’ which is defined by the smart grid 

expert as “..Extent at which an option allows co-existence with other options, so that end-users have 

a choice”, received lowest weight from the participant – which implies that even if choices for the 

consumers are initially necessary, eventually as the demands are all met, this criteria comes at the 

bottom of the priority list. 
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The graph below illustrates the total number of criteria under each issue of sustainability. Clearly, for 

SPV system, the social and economic group of criteria dominates the list, each consisting of 34 and 

29 criteria respectively. The number of environmental criteria proposed, in aggregate by all 

participants’ turns out to be the lowest (15). This scenario can be interpreted in two ways: firstly, the 

environmental criteria are often not considered relevant for evaluation of SPV trajectories. Secondly, 

the specific criteria proposed by the participant are often so broad that one environmental criterion 

incorporates all environmental concerns - resulting in less number of criteria. Given this 

interpretation, it will be interesting to look at the weights assigned to the criteria, in order to get a 

better picture of appraisal. 

            

Fig 4.1 Number of criteria in each issue of sustainability, for SPV case in India 

Even though the participants came up with a long list of criteria, their perception on the relative 

importance of criteria tells a lot more. For some participants, even the first criteria they ever 

assigned ended up receiving lowest weight. Therefore the criteria list and even the sequence in 

which the criteria are selected, does not necessary say anything about its real importance. The 

highest and lowest weighted criteria for each participant can come in rescue in such situation to 

show a better picture of stakeholders’ perception of sustainability. The following graph shows 

relative importance of each issue, according to the weights provided by all SPV participants to their 

respective set of criteria. 
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Fig 4.2 Weights assigned to each issue of sustainability, for SPV case in India 

The graph shows that criteria that are grouped under social and economic issue received almost 

same weights on average. Criteria included in environmental issue ended up receiving lowest mean 

weight in aggregate. In terms of weight extrema, at least one participant assigned extremely high 

weight to at least one social criterion. This weight is so high, compared to highest weights assigned 

to all other issues, that it heavily contributed to the higher average weight of social issue, compared 

to the average weights of other issues. The range in which the weight extremas lie (length of 

horizontal lines) is also therefore highest in case of social criteria – indicating that some social 

criteria received very low weights as well. This range is lowest in case of environmental criteria – 

implying that none of the stakeholders assigned high weights to their environmental criteria. This 

observation makes the case stronger that environmental concern is not the dominant concern for 

any of the stakeholders during appraisal of the SPV trajectories in India. 

Two observations can be noted from the above two graphs: 

a. Even though number of social criteria proposed, is higher than the number of economic criteria, 

the average weight for economic issue is higher than that of social issue. This implies that the 

economic aspects of sustainability, in aggregate, stand out to be more significant than social aspects. 

This is an interesting result in the sense that during discussion sessions, the stakeholders tend to 

club together income, quality of life, education and awareness under ‘socio-economic’ issues; but 

while appraising sustainability, it is the affordability and income generation related problems that 

discretely popped up as the most important concerns. 

b. While there are 34 social criteria and 19 technical criteria, they seem to be pretty close by in 

terms of average weights received. This essentially means that the few participants, who mentioned 

technical criteria, weighted those criteria with very high importance. It is understandable that only 

the stakeholders with technical knowledge, experience and awareness spoke about the technical 

challenges around SPV. Therefore, if they have assigned the criteria with high significance, it reflects 

that they are truly concerned about the lack of the desired characteristics of current SPV 

technologies in order to be sustainable. 
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This trend of certain group of people being concerned about certain specific aspects of sustainability 

can be observed in the weighing of criteria per perspective. The participants included in governance 

and industry perspective assigned significantly higher weight to their economic criteria. For actors in 

consultancy perspectives, the same is true for social criteria. Almost all participants in all 

perspectives assigned their lowest weight to environmental criteria. Highest weights to the technical 

issue of sustainability are assigned by the governmental perspective. The following figure represents 

the above stated information. The several graphs generated in the MCM tool, from which this figure 

is derived are included in Appendix II (section I).   

             

Fig 4.3 Weights assigned to each issue by each perspective of participants, for SPV case in India 

Given this analysis of the quantity and variety of criteria proposed by the participants and their 

assessment on the relative significance of the criteria, I will now turn to the evaluation of the 

trajectories by these participants, using these criteria.  
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4.4.3 Scoring by individual participants; individual uncertainty 

The following box shows the final scoring for each individual stakeholder in the sustainability 

appraisal process of SPV in India.  
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Box 5.1 Appraisal of trajectories by each stakeholder in SPV case in India 
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 Solar PV in India 
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The perceptions of the stakeholders on sustainability of each trajectory are reflected in their 

respective optimistic and pessimistic scoring. The narrative on each individual stakeholder’s 

argumentation for their respective scoring is presented below. 

The scientist from the ministry seemed to be highly optimistic about micro-grid because of its high 

accessibility to remote areas, minimum transmission loss, zero GHG emission. He expressed least 

uncertainty for rooftop applications – which is expected, given the high ambitions of the Indian 

government on this trajectory. He mentioned that transmission and distribution loss is a crucial issue 

faced by electricity generation through power plants, where only 50% of total generated electricity 

actually reaches the consumers. In his evaluation of power plant trajectory, the scientist was most 

optimistic in terms of ease of operation and maintenance criteria stating “operation and 

maintenance (O&M) at large scale is cheaper for the project developer. They can even set up their 

O&M cell in the plant premises.”  

The director of the energy research and policy advisory institute expressed wide range of 

uncertainty for all the options. He appraised power plants most optimistically arguing for its 

advantages as a large scale, government subsidized application. The actor added a new trajectory 

called ‘Agriculture’ to the existing options, defined as solar energy appliances used in agriculture, 

which provides possibility of enhanced income generation among farmers. According to this person, 

there are evidences of application of solar energy in agricultural sector. He however evaluated the 

trajectory pessimistically and with least uncertainty – indicating that there is still a long way to go in 

order ensure sustainable solar energy provision in the field of agriculture. 

The representative from the SPV power-manufacturing firm, who works on grid support as well as 

off grid based solutions, is most optimistic about rooftop trajectory with the lowest uncertainty. 

According to her, rooftop is a proven system with good policy tariff in place and minimal land use. 

She further explained that energy efficient rooftop systems can directly minimize energy usage. She 

scored most of the trajectories optimistically except for solar city, which she felt difficult to assess at 

this moment, without adequate policy and awareness. She also stated her preference for small 

power plants, which meets the demand for high quality, reliable power distribution.  

The other industry actor, who is an entrepreneur from a social enterprise, perceived SHS to be a 

better performing trajectory, compared to others. He argued that this trajectory provides good 

‘value for stakeholders’ since the benefits are equally distributed among producers, distributers and 

consumers. How this is being determined, however remains unexplained. He is also highly optimistic 

about lighting and micro-grid applications and showed major pessimism about the solar city option. 

He mentioned several adversity of solar city option in order to be considered sustainable. These 

include lack of public participation, dependence on and vulnerability to political and institutional 

regime, corrupt practices etc. He scored solar city trajectory with substantially low scores 

throughout his evaluation process.  

For the consumer trust oriented NGO actor, the highest optimism as well as highest uncertainty lies 

in solar lighting. She raised question about the efficiency of functioning of centralised systems like 

power plants, micro-grids, and scored them lower in terms of people’s participation, improvements 

in quality of life. But she acknowledged that solar power plants are more usable just like thermal 

power plants, more affordable and can serve a lot of people at a time. According to her perception, 

there is lack of knowledge on the operation and benefits of micro-grids.  

The renewable energy and development consultancy actor shows a clear bias for small 

scale/decentralised options like lighting, SHS, roof top with low range of uncertainty. He preferred to 
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be optimistic, even though highly uncertain about solar city option. He argued that solar city is less 

of a trajectory itself, but rather ‘enabling environment’/ ‘area of experimentation’ where many other 

solar applications can be integrated, examined and implemented. While evaluating the micro grid 

option, he commented, “Diesel network tends to dominate over solar network because of isolated 

grid system… Intelligent load management systems are required to optimise the solar contributions.” 

His scoring with the environmental criteria can be observed with clarity: he expressed his concern 

for battery disposal for each system, scored micro-grids quite low in terms of impact on climate 

change mitigation because its scalability is dependent on market size and demand.  

The electrical engineer and daylight design expert also expressed high uncertainty across all 

options. He preferred relying upon professional service for maintenance of the appliances. This is 

one of the reasons why he assessed individually managed options like SHS and solar rooftop systems 

most pessimistically and power plant rather optimistically. He informed that rooftop solar appliances 

are worst to maintain since it needs to be cleaned with water and providing professional service to 

all household are often not feasible.  

Another electrical engineer who is an expert on smart grids expressed substantially high 

uncertainty for lighting, compared to his appraisal of other trajectories. This uncertainty might be 

occurred due to his unique selection of social and technical sustainability criteria, namely community 

ownership, technological co-existence, flexibility and minimum time of implementation. While 

scoring in terms of time of implementation, he addressed many other related issues like need for 

community involvement, local knowledge generation, and availability of the systems in the market. 

He clarified the distinction between SHS and rooftop trajectories, explaining that while SHS needs 

just a battery, rooftop needs battery plus roof-top-space, therefore the later might be inefficient in 

certain situations. He came up with a suggestion on the key to success of solar city option, explaining 

that “Federal agencies that come up with the idea of a solar city will still need to secure some sense 

of community ownership…There may be ownership and involvement through providing roof top 

space for the solar city project.” 

The mechanical engineer and SPV researcher’s overall evaluation shows optimism for power plants, 

even though the range of uncertainty is almost as high as the other options. He pointed out the 

problems associated with centralised battery charging station for solar lighting appliances. Solar 

power plants are perceived to be a major solution to the problem of energy sustainability, only if, 

there are rules and legislations enforced by the government. Based on these ‘only if’ conditions and 

acknowledging the potential of large scale solar applications to ensure environmental sustainability 

(reduction in carbon footprint, fossil fuel use), he scored power plants optimistically. 

The researcher and technical consultant expressed highest range of uncertainty for power plants, 

followed by solar city option. His arguments are that investing and maintaining large power plants 

can be financially unfeasible and there is lack of transparency in renewable power purchase 

obligations. Talking about transparency as a criterion, he illustrated various forms of corruption 

associated with different solar trajectories. He pointed out that for solar city, the lack of 

transparency is in the policy framing, while for other systems like SHS or micro-grid the lack of 

transparency is the financial schemes.  

The economist and researcher at a policy studies institute expressed highest uncertainty for micro-

grid trajectory. He referred to the solar city trajectory as a ‘collection of technologies’. While scoring 

solar city in terms of land use, he clarified that the pessimistic score is applicable when grid 

connected systems are dominant, while the optimistic score is applicable if the rooftop solutions are 
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ample. He scored rooftop solar most optimistically, explaining that he do not consider roof to be a 

piece of ‘land’ as such. As an economist, he assigned ‘possibility of productive activities’ as a 

determining criterion for the sustainability of each solar trajectory.  

The economist and climate change researcher expressed high optimism with negligible uncertainty 

for lighting and SHS trajectories. Given her simple list of criteria, she thinks that the small scale, 

individual household based applications will have maximum positive social, economic and 

environmental impact assuming the subsidies continue for some time; the production and disposal 

of the equipment are hazard-less. She scored the micro-grid, power plant and solar city 

pessimistically in terms of social impact owing to the fact that the current energy distribution system 

in the society is sub-optimal. She expressed uncertainty for solar city option in terms of 

environmental sustainability because the sustainability of this trajectory will depend on the type of 

equipment deployed as well as the structure of the city itself.  

The postdoctoral researcher seemed to be clearly optimistic about lighting and pessimistic about 

power plants. The lighting option is assigned with high scores especially in terms of inclusivity, 

robustness of value chain and financial viability. He argued that “scale of implementation is variable 

and choices (of all stakeholders) can be adjusted depending on the financial viability”. 

The doctoral researcher, who has extensive field experience in Indian solar PV sector, seemed to be 

distinctly pessimistic about power plants, while being more or less indifferent across lighting, SHS, 

rooftop and micro-grid options. His pessimism for power plants lies resulted from the issues like 

misuse of public subsidy, transmission and distribution losses, failure to create localised jobs, 

conflicts over land acquisition and lesser returns on investments. Rooftop and micro-grids are scored 

distinctively high in terms of offering high quality power.  

From all these individual appraisals, certain common perceptions and judgements of the 

stakeholders about each of the trajectories can be observed. Given the reasons and argumentation 

as stated above, these observations reflect the debates and discourses on the sustainability of each 

of the Solar PV trajectories in India.  

 Solar lighting:  
Solar lighting is an option for which none of the participants seemed to be very pessimistic about. 
This shows an overall agreement of all the stakeholders about the potential of this trajectory to be 
sustainable over long run.  

 

 Solar Home system:  
SHS is an option for which both industry actors scored in a very similar manner. Both seemed to be 
moderately uncertain and pessimistic about this trajectory. However one of them seemed more 
optimistic about SHS, given that his company is highly dedicated to SHS based products and services. 
Overall, many of the stakeholders are optimistic about its sustainability, while a few pointed out 
certain issues related to operation and maintenance, battery disposal etc. 

 

 Solar roof top applications:  
No clear trend of optimistic or pessimistic scoring, across all stakeholders can be observed for this 
trajectory. This is an interesting result because of the fact that the Indian government is highly 
ambitious about this option and the national solar mission is investing on several rooftop 
applications. But there is no general consensus from the stakeholder appraisal process that the 
trajectory is sustainable. 
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 Micro - grids:  
Similar to the rooftop applications, no clear patterns in scoring can found across all participants. 
Some participants are highly optimistic about this trajectory owing to their preference of community 
managed systems. The micro-grids are also agreeably the only grid connected systems with minimal 
transmission and distribution loss. However, several other challenges like investment cost, 
requirement of space, requirement of maintenance skills are mentioned which brings in the 
uncertainty about its sustainability. 

 

 Solar power plants:  
This trajectory represents the large scale centrally managed grid connected solar power generation 
and distribution systems. Majority of the participants were either pessimistic or highly uncertain 
about sustainability of these activities. In spite of acknowledging its cost effectiveness and 
substantial contribution towards environmental sustainability, the stakeholders pointed out several 
other difficulties and challenges associated with this trajectory. Taking into account all the 
arguments, it seems that there is a need for more strategic planning and efficiency in 
implementation of solar power plants – in order to make it sustainable. 

 

 Solar City:  
This is one of the trajectories about which majority of the stakeholders expressed high uncertainty. 

The lack of clear definition of what comprises of a solar city led to pessimistic scores and higher 

range of uncertainty. 6 out of 14 participants seemed to be very pessimistic about sustainability of 

solar city option given the economic and political challenges. 

 

4.4.4 Overall performance of trajectories; overall uncertainty 

The overall ranking of the trajectories, as shown in the following diagram provides a comprehensive 

idea on the sustainability of the trajectories, as appraised by all participants. It can be observed that 

the majority of the mean ranks lie within the same range. This implies that none of the trajectories 

are considered to be clearly more sustainable than the other trajectories. Also, the average 

uncertainty about the sustainability of the trajectories is more of less similar for all trajectories. On 

average, the stakeholders are most optimistic about lighting, rooftop and SHS trajectories – all of 

which can be referred to as decentralised systems. The advantages of these decentralised systems 

are best explained by a few stakeholders in the workshop “...very useful for remote areas where no 

electricity is available. As we are using these (lighting) systems at the source itself, losses are less.” 

“..SHS have good potential in reducing energy poverty considering the current energy crises in India.” 

or “..(Rooftop solar) is attractive for communities. For example, if multiple families live in one 

building, they can share their rooftop. This might also reduce costs for individual families. 

The following figure illustrates the final overall ranking of the trajectories, from the appraisal of all 

the SPV stakeholders in India.  
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Fig 4.4 Final rank of all trajectories for SPV case in India 

Most pessimistic scores in extrema as well as on average are assigned to power plant and solar city 

trajectories. Both of these trajectories represent large scale, centralised systems. The common 

grounds on which both of these trajectories earned low pessimistic scores are that both requires 

huge investment and maintenance costs, needs longer time of implementation, might not be 

affordable to users, requires huge infrastructural development etc. All of these challenges need to 

be addressed in order to gain confidence of the stakeholders about the sustainability of these 

trajectories. However, the stakeholders acknowledged that these trajectories ensure access to 

electricity to largest number of people and performs the best in term of reducing GHG emission. The 

lighting option also received a very low pessimistic score from at least one participant, who 

explained that “...without support service infrastructure, lack of efficient management of projects, 

lack of business models involving local entrepreneurs and creating capacity within the community, 

such lighting projects become a failure.” Moreover, there is still lack of knowledge and awareness 

about the operation and maintenance of the systems and the systems still needs to be subsidised in 

order to make it affordability for rural households.  

In terms of ranks in extrema (horizontal lines), all the trajectories receive highly optimistic score 

from at least one participant. Therefore, it is clear that all the identified SPV trajectories have some 

advantages and potential to be sustainable, but the several issues and challenges identified and 

foreseen by the stakeholders forces them to be uncertain about the future of SPV technologies.  

The overall uncertainty represented in the following graph supports this argument. All participants 

are highly uncertain about all the trajectories. The highest uncertainty is for the power plant and 

solar city trajectories, while relatively low uncertainty is observed for rooftop and SHS trajectories.  
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Fig 4.5 Uncertainty for all trajectories, by all participants in SPV case in India 

When analysed across perspectives, one of the interesting observations is that the stakeholders in 

consultancy perspective expressed significantly high uncertainty for all trajectories, except for 

lighting trajectory. They are mainly concerned about the technical and economic feasibility of the 

different SPV options. For lighting trajectory, actors in all perspectives expressed more or less equal 

levels of uncertainty.  

The stakeholders in governance perspective are the ones who expressed least uncertainty for all the 

centralised SPV systems, namely solar power plants, rooftop solar and solar city. This result can’t be 

claimed to be unexpected because Indian government promotes these solar trajectories and aims to 

deliver the goals of diffusion of sustainable energy through successful implementation of these 

options. The graph below is generated aggregating values from several charts generated in the MCM 

web tool. 

 

Fig 4.6 Uncertainty for all trajectories, by each perspective of participants in SPV case in India 
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When compared across various issues of sustainability, major uncertainties for all trajectories lie in 

terms of economic, social and technical issues. The following figure (Fig. 4.7) supports this argument. 

Especially, the stakeholders were highly uncertain about the robustness, easy maintainability and 

reliability of the technologies. Also, high uncertainty was expressed about the affordability 

(economic criteria) of the systems, once the subsidies schemes are pulled off. The uncertainty about 

environmental sustainability of the technologies is lowest indicating that the stakeholders had no 

doubt about the environmental sustainability of each and every SPV trajectories.  

   
Fig 4.7 Uncertainty for all trajectories, across each issue of sustainability in SPV case in India 

4.5 Conclusions for solar photovoltaic case in India 
Overall, it can be concluded that sustainability of the emerging trajectories in Solar PV sector in India 

is highly ambiguous. All the trajectories received some optimistic scores due to certain prospects and 

at the same time received pessimistic scores owing to certain other issues and challenges. There has 

been no indication that one trajectory performs clearly better than all other trajectories.  

 

One of the major conclusions in Solar PV case in India is that the decentralised systems (solar 

lighting, solar home system and rooftop solar) are perceived to be relatively more sustainable 

trajectories by the stakeholders, while the centralised, large solar PV systems like a solar power 

plant or solar city are perceived to be less sustainable options at the moment. This viewpoint of the 

stakeholders is somewhat understandable because it is easier and cost-effective to disseminate, 

operate and maintain household based, small scale solar lighting applications and home systems. 

The implementation of a solar power plant, on the other hand takes much longer time, requires 

huge investment and is mostly dependent on governmental initiatives and incentives. All of these 

factors make the centralised systems less desirable option, even though these can be beneficial to 

provide largest energy accessibility in the long run and are environmentally sustainable. The 

stakeholders therefore expressed their highest uncertainty about sustainability of these centralised 

options, taking into account the technical, socio-political challenges.  
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Another important observation from this case study is that major concerns of the stakeholders are 

related to socio-economic sustainability of the SPV trajectories and environmental sustainability in 

this sector seemed to less significant. This result is surprising because after all, the diffusion of 

renewable energy through Solar PV is supposed to be triggered by environmental concerns. It is 

indeed true that almost all stakeholders agreed to the fact that solar PV options are good for 

reducing GHG emissions, air pollutions from electricity sector, and help combating climate change. 

There have been some concerns regarding the environmental impact of careless battery disposal, 

the huge occupation of scarce land resource for setting up a solar power plant. However, these 

seemed to be rather minor challenges, when compared to socio-economic concerns. Knowledge and 

awareness, equity in energy access, affordability of the options by consumers in absence of 

subsidies, requirement of investments, and sustainability of business models seemed to be far more 

significant concerns, voiced by the stakeholders while appraising the sustainability of the SPV 

options. Therefore, given the socio-economic context of the country concerned, it is not entirely 

unexpected that these issues are highlighted in the results. This fact of lower concern of the 

stakeholders about environmental aspect of sustainability of Solar PV innovations in India can have 

substantial implications for transition research in developing countries. I will come back to the 

implications of these results in the concluding chapter.  
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Chapter 5.  
Case study II: Urban mobility in India 

5.1 Introduction 
India is a rapidly urbanising economy. Different formal and informal modes of transport play a key 

role in modernisation and urbanisation of the country. The Indian mobility system can be 

characterized by a rapid growth in demand for mobility with rapidly expanding vehicle stocks. The 

number of vehicles on road has increased from 19 million in 1990 to 68 million in 2004 and is 

expected to reach 295 million by 2030, overtaking that of the United States (IEA, 2007). The major 

source of energy for mobility in India is oil (petrol and diesel), which is mostly imported, causing a 

major burden on governmental budget. 

 

This chapter focuses on the analysing the sustainability of emerging trajectories of urban mobility in 

India. In the following section, a background overview of this sector is provided with brief illustration 

on the historical development, major industries, policies and governance, issues and controversies in 

this sector. The chapter also provides short descriptions of each of the 6 emerging trajectories 

identified in urban mobility in India. Following this, we focus on MCM analysis and results from this 

analysis are highlighted in the concluding section.  

5.2 Background on urban mobility in India 

5.2.1. Historical development, policy and governance 
Along with rapid economic growth, India is witnessing rapid urbanisation of its societies. The 

Government of India has taken stringent measures for reducing air pollution and GHG emission from 

transportation sector. Fuel and emission standards are imposed by the central and regional pollution 

control boards. However, the policies initially focussed on urban planning and development, 

reducing congestion and meeting the social needs. The Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal 

Mission (JNNURM) was launched in 2005 with an aim to achieve Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs) with special emphasis on providing urban infrastructure, services and facilities for urban 

development. One of the key objectives of the mission was to develop well-connected road network 

and improve urban transport facilities (JNNURM, 2011; Burdett, 2007). The mission is jointly co-

ordinated by the Ministry of Urban Employment and Poverty Alleviation and Ministry of Urban 

Development (MoUD).  

The National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP) of 2006 emphasized especially on urban transport 

infrastructure improvement schemes, focussing on public transport. Improvements of quality of 

service, ensuring affordability, use of sophisticated technologies were some of the key objectives of 

NUTP (MoUD, 2006). The policy document also promises to give priority to non-motorised transport. 

An attention to the environmental dimension of sustainable transport is taken into account in this 

policy, by emphasising on the use of clean technologies in public transport. Proposals for bicycle 

inclusive BRT systems (UNEP, 2013) for at least 5 cities were approved by the central government 

(Tiwari, 2002).  
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With an intention to shift to alternative fuel and energy source for mobility, the National Mission for 

Electric Mobility (NMEM) is being launched by the Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public 

enterprises on January 2013. The ministry website reports that “NMEM is amongst the most 

significant interventions of the Government that promises to transform the automotive paradigm of 

the future by lessening the dependence on fossil fuels, increasing energy efficiency of vehicles and by 

providing the means to achieve ultimate objective of cleaner transportation that is compatible with 

sustainable renewable energy generation.” (MoHI&PE, 2013) 

Apart from national ministries, there are state level transport authorities (eg. Bangalore 

metropolitan transport corporation (BMTC), Kolkata metropolitan development authority (KMDA)) 

that is responsible to plan the public transport policies and implement them in respective states. 

These authorities monitor the existing system, identify the problems. They implement new systems, 

new policy, and new regulations (Chanchani & Rajkotia, 2012) in the field of public/mass transport 

systems and infrastructures (KMA, 2008). 

5.2.2 Industries 
The importance of public-private partnership (PPP) is realised within the JNNURM scheme and are 

mostly encouraged in large-scale infrastructure development projects like underground metros, 

BRT/ MRT systems. The NUTP policy document (MoUD, 2006) says, “Central Government would 

encourage a more liberal use of the private sector, especially in activities like the operation and 

maintenance of parking facilities, certification facilities, repair facilities, construction and 

management of terminal facilities, etc.” 

BRT projects are the ones where the governmental bodies, research organisations as well as private 

companies work closely with each other. The Ahmadabad BRT is the first example of India’s citywide 

BRT system development (UNEP, 2013; Chisholm-Smith, 2011). Apart from project developers, there 

are a lot of private financing and consulting firms associated with projects and development of 

mobility sector (KMA, 2008). However, private companies played a significant role in experimenting 

with energy efficient cars, alternative fuelled vehicles. There are a lot of car manufacturing 

companies who have now shifted their focus in producing electric cars, hybrid cars, LPG and CNG 

vehicles. 

5.2.3 Issues and controversies 
The major complexity with the urban transport is that there are other major issues and concerns 

associated with this sector apart from environmental sustainability; namely road safety, public 

health, traffic management, transport demand management, social equity in access (UNCRD, 2010) 

One of the key observation in Indian urban transport is that since total number of vehicles on the 

road massively increased over the past few decades, the increase in air pollution is a continuous 

issues for any Indian city over the last few decades. Coupled with this, there is inadequate 

infrastructure, lack of public transport planning and inefficient land use problems (UNCRD, 2010). 

Specifically, in terms of environmental problems, there is a lot of discussion on use of clean fuel, 

minimal noise and air pollution. The debate often centres on the contrast between motorised and 

non-motorised modes of transport (walking and cycling), where non-motorised modes are often 

seen to be equivalent to green modes of transport by environmentalist, however there exist a lack of 

effort and policy to improve pedestrian walking and bicycling facilities. Tiwari (2007) notes that “It 

seems that pedestrian and bicycle facilities are not the focus of these (NUTP approved) projects.” 
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Private and public transport systems also have their own lobby groups. While most 

environmentalist, public authorities and research scholars always acknowledge the importance of 

expansion of public buses in order to address a wide range of issues like minimal congestion, traffic 

management, minimal carbon footprint; there are still some down sides to public transport system 

that needs to be improved. Tiwari (2002) explains, “Public buses provide a low level of service and 

comfort, with passengers often travelling on footboards. Large-scale privatisation has increased 

capacity but buses continue to be overcrowded and poorly maintained.” 

Another issue and controversy in the Indian mobility sector is around the informal transport, namely 

the auto-rickshaws, trucks and vans. Stakeholders, experts, scholars and researchers tend to have 

different opinion about the advantages and disadvantages of these modes of transport. These ‘para-

transit modes’ are fast, easily accessible, affordable and most fuel efficient (if runs on LPG), 

therefore caters to a lot of socio-economic, environmental needs, however, some scholars tend to 

argue that these vehicles are the root cause of congestion problems. In some cities, the auto-

rickshaws can be highly polluting (using harmful oil as fuel) and it can even resist the expansion and 

improvement of public transport systems like buses in some cities. 

5.3 Introducing the trajectories 
The trajectories represent areas of increased experimentation based on empirical research 

(database). The following short descriptions of each of the trajectories are borrowed from the 

Kolkata workshop roadmap (Wieczorek, 2013). 

Trajectory 1. Walking 

 

Source figure: http://anaghaspeaks.blogspot.nl/2013/10/do-subways-for-pedestrian-crossing-

make.html  

According a report by CIS more than 40-50% of the daily trips in many Indian cities have distances 

less than 5km. Walking is one of the most important modes of mobility in cities. While the walking 

mode share is still high, it is declining across Asian cities. According to ADB study, cities seem to 

provide more incentives to private motorized modes. Despite a number of pedestrian projects, there 

is not much improvement in terms of facilities for pedestrians and public transport, as these 

continue to give priority to motorised mobility by detouring pedestrians instead of the cars. This 

trajectory includes solutions to lower vehicle speeds at intersections with pedestrians (measures 

such as humps, speed breakers and roundabouts), pedestrian safety measures, traffic calming 

measures, pedestrian crossings, pedestrian subway, and pedestrian flyover.  

http://anaghaspeaks.blogspot.nl/2013/10/do-subways-for-pedestrian-crossing-make.html
http://anaghaspeaks.blogspot.nl/2013/10/do-subways-for-pedestrian-crossing-make.html
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Trajectory 2. Cycling 

 

Source figure: http://thecityfix.com/blog/bike-lanes-in-bangalore-exploring-options-for-india 

Bicycle use in Indian cities, given its high ownership, low cost and easy use attributes (no license or 

fuel requirement, is a desirable mode of transport for students and low income workers. Most of the 

medium and large cities in India have about 56-72% short trips (<5km), offering a huge potential for 

bicycle use. In the past, the presence of the bicyclist was often ignored by policy makers, planners 

and engineers. With the initiation of the National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP), the government 

began promoting sustainable transport initiatives incl. bicycles and non-motorized transport. The 

JNNURM mission, an initiative of the Indian Ministry of Urban Development, calls for bike facilities to 

be integrated into BRT systems along with bicycle sharing systems. This trajectory refers to the 

development of dedicated infrastructure for cycling (bike lanes), bike innovations, smart sharing 

systems, novel traffic management strategies, integration of bikes as an integral part of the road 

networks, bicycle networks etc. http://www.bikepartners.nl.  

Trajectory 3. Public transport innovations: BRT 

 

Source figure: www.wiki.com  

This trajectory refers to innovations in public transport with Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as an example. 

BRT is a bus-based mass transit system that generally has specialized design, services and 

infrastructure to improve system quality and remove the typical causes of bus delay. Sometimes 

described as a "surface subway", BRT aims to combine the capacity and speed of a light rail or metro 

system with the flexibility, cost and simplicity of a bus system. To be considered BRT, buses should 

operate for a significant part of their journey within a fully dedicated right of way (bus way), in order 

http://thecityfix.com/blog/bike-lanes-in-bangalore-exploring-options-for-india
http://www.bikepartners.nl/
http://www.wiki.com/
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to avoid traffic congestion. In addition, a true BRT system will have busway alignment in the centre 

of the road (to avoid typical curb-side delays), dedicated right of way enforced by delineators, 

bollards, or colorized pavement, off-board fare collection (to reduce boarding and alighting delay 

related to paying the driver), platform-level boarding (to reduce boarding and alighting delay caused 

by steps), intersection priority (to increase bus speeds at intersections). 

Trajectory 4. Vehicle parts innovations: ultra capacitors 

 

Source figure: gigaom.com  

This trajectory refers to innovation in vehicle parts innovation with ultra capacitor as an example of 

such novelty. An ultra capacitor, also called a super capacitor, is an electrical component capable of 

holding hundreds of times more electrical charge quantity than a standard capacitor. This 

characteristic makes ultra capacitors useful in devices that require relatively little current and low 

voltage. In some situations, an ultra capacitor can take the place of a rechargeable low-voltage 

electrochemical battery. 

Trajectory 5. Alternatively fuelled vehicles: electric cars 

 

Source figure: http://www.revolo.kpitcummins.com/about.html  

This trajectory refers to innovation in vehicle fuel and in particular the use of electricity to move 

them. Revolo is an example of an innovation in alternative fuelling of vehicles. It is a plug-in parallel 

hybrid technology that can be retrofitted in both existing and new cars. It has been pre confirmed 

that the technology provides fuel efficiency improvements by over 40 per cent and reduction in 

(GHG) emissions by over 30%. 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=ioeiGsBTGRDw3M&tbnid=dE1BGMFqOgTPOM:&ved=0CAcQjB0wAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgigaom.com%2F2011%2F03%2F04%2Fioxus-raises-12m-for-ultracapacitors%2F&ei=24t3Usb1BeLU0QWOhoCQDg&psig=AFQjCNEUVuQQwCC0KEOOwv7iABaseUNWog&ust=1383652699138181
http://www.revolo.kpitcummins.com/about.html
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Trajectory 6. Alternatively fuelled vehicles: CNG 

 

Source figure: www.wiki.com  

The trajectory concerns alternatively fuelled cars such as CNG car. CNG is compressed natural gas 

and is a cleaner alternative to other fossil fuels. Existing gasoline-powered vehicles may be 

converted to run on CNG, and can be dedicated (running only on natural gas) or bi-fuel (running on 

either gasoline or natural gas). CNG may also be mixed with biogas, produced from landfills or 

wastewater. Despite its advantages, the use of natural gas vehicles faces several limitations, 

including fuel storage and infrastructure available for delivery and distribution at fuelling stations. 

CNG-powered vehicles are considered to be safer than gasoline-powered vehicles. In 1993, CNG had 

become available in Delhi, though LPG is what really took off due to its inherently far lower capital 

costs. In India most CNG vehicles are dual fuelled. At the beginning of 2005, 10,300 CNG busses, 

55,000 CNG three-wheelers taxis, 5,000 CNG minibuses, 10,000 CNG taxis and 10,000 CNG cars run 

on India’s roads (1982-2008 Product-Life Institute, Geneva). The Delhi Transport Corporation 

currently operates the world's largest fleet of CNG buses for public transport. 

The table below provides an overview of the trajectories, in terms of their respective functions 

and services, ownership and management, infrastructure and technology (High/Medium/Low) 

and implementation time scale (Short Term/ Medium term/ Long Term). 

Table 5.1 Characteristics of identified emerging trajectory in urban mobility case in India 

Traje-
ctory 

Function and 
Service 

Ownership and 
Management 

Infrastructure 
and technology 
requirement 

Imple-
mentation 
time scale  

 
Bus 
rapid 
transit 
 

 
Public transport 

 
Public/Government 

 
High 

 
Long term 

 
CNG 
vehicle 
 

 
Clean fuel - 
public or private 
transport 
 

 
Public/Household 

 
Medium to high 

 
Short term to 
medium term 

http://www.wiki.com/
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Cycling 

 
Individual 
practise 

 
Individual/Househol
d/community 

 
Low to medium 

 
Short term 

 
Electric 
vehicle 

 
Clean fuel private 
transport 

 
Household 
ownership; 
management by 
private companies 
 

 
High 

Medium to long 
term 

 
Vehicle 
parts 
innovat
ion 
(Ultra 
capacit
or) 

 
Efficiency 
enhancement 
technology for 
public or private 
transport 
 

 
Private 

 
High 

 
Medium to long 
term 

  
Walking 

 
Individual 
practise 

 
Individual 

 
Low to medium 

 
Short term 

5.4 Analysis and Results 

5.4.1 Participants and Perspectives 
In total 12 stakeholders participated in the MCM interview for urban mobility workshop in India. The 

table below introduces the participants in their reference names, the perspectives in which they are 

grouped into and their respective areas of expertise. 

Table 5.2 List of participants and perspectives in urban mobility case in India 

Sl 
No. 

Participants Perspectives Areas of 
expertise 

1 Representative of a state pollution control board Government  

2 Local civil society governance organisation leader Government  

3 Senior representative from a national NGO on 
Climate change adaptation and Mitigation 

NGO (National)  

4 Representative from a local bicycling club NGO (Local) Cycling 

5 Mechanical Engineer and researcher on energy 
conversion and solar applications  

Research  

6 Researcher on energy efficient vehicle parts 
technology 

Research Ultra 
capacitor 
 

7 Economist and climate change researcher Research  

8 Representative from a science, technology and 
development research institute 

Research  

9 Economist and post doctoral mobility researcher Research CNG/LPG 
vehicles 
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10 Researcher on urban planning and BRT Research Mass 
Transit/ Bus 
rapid transit 
 

11 Doctoral researcher on solar and wind energy in 
India 

Research  

12 Doctoral researcher on environmental hazard Research  

 

These 12 engagements can be grouped under three broad categories (or perspectives), according to 

their professional background, as mostly indicated in their names for reference. The perspectives are 

as follows: 

I. Academic/Research perspective: There are eight academicians in total, among the twelve 

participants. There are three professors in this group; namely the mechanical engineer, the 

researcher on vehicle parts technology and the climate change researcher. The rest of the 

academicians are either doctorate/ post doctorate researchers or associated with any research 

organisations. 

II. Governmental perspective: There are two actors in this group - both associated with local 

governments or policy decision-making bodies. One is a representative of a state pollution control 

board, while the other is a local civil society governance organisation leader.  

III. Non-governmental perspective: The third category consists of NGO actors. There are two 

participants in this group. Between these two participants, one is dedicated in working at a 

local/regional level while the other participant is a representative of a national NGO on climate 

change adaptation and mitigation.  

Unlike Solar PV case in India, there is no overlap for individual participants across perspectives. In 

other words, no participant is included in more than one perspective. 

5.4.2 Criteria and weights 
The different criteria selected by each participant reflect diversity in the perspectives and value 

judgments. The following four tables include the list of criteria proposed by all participants - sorted 

in different issues of sustainability like social, economic, environmental and technical issues 

respectively.The last column of each table represents the weights as compared to all other criteria 

proposed by a single participant. The letter H refers to the fact that the criteria received highest 

weight from that participant and likewise, lowest weighted criteria is indicated as L. 

Table 5.3 List of criteria under social issue in urban mobility case in India 

Stakeholder Social Criteria Weights 
Local civil society governance 

organisation leader 
Sufficient knowledge dissemination H 

Access to energy for mobility   

Existence of local practices and community 
involvement 

  

Significance as a status symbol   

Senior representative from a 
national NGO on Climate 
change adaptation and 

Acceptability and public outreach (Commuter 
behaviour) 

H 

Involvement of civil society (in monitoring quality of   
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Mitigation infrastructure) 

Existence of conducive and coherent government 
policy 

 

Representative from a local 
bicycling club 

Presence of acceptability among people   

Road safety   

Fun of travel H 

Mechanical Engineer and 
researcher on solar 

applications 

Change in people's behaviour L 

Economist and Climate 
change researcher 

Accessibility of other services through mobility E 

Representative from an 
science, technology and 
development research 

institute 

Improved health and peace of mind L 

Active community participation L 

 
 

Economist and Post doctoral 
Mobility researcher 

Awareness among all stakeholders H 

Robust and inclusive actor network H 

Inclusivity of marginalised group of people and access 
to service  

L 

Researcher on urban 
planning and BRT 

Improvement in overall quality of life L (0) 

Social inclusivity H 

Positive health impact; activeness   

Doctoral Researcher on solar 
and wind energy in India 

Inclusivity of poor and marginalised people  H 

Comfort of users   

Indigenous development of technology without 
foreign technical assistance 

 

Doctoral researcher on 
environmental hazard 

Comfort and accessibility of users   

Use of indigenous capacity (knowledge)  

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L(0) => Zero weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
Weights E => Equal weight assigned to all criteria proposed by that participant 
 

There are 25 social criteria for urban mobility case in India, proposed by 10 participants. The most 

common criteria that appeared in the list are knowledge and awareness, accessibility and comfort, 

community participation and inclusivity. The unique ones are ‘significance as status symbol’, ‘fun of 

travel’ and ‘robust actor network’.  

For an urban planner, the first criteria that came to mind, is quite expectedly “Improvement in 

quality of life”. However, along the process of thinking of other criteria, the participant realized that 

this is a rather broad criterion and elements from it can be independently used as criteria. 

Therefore, he decided not to score any of the options with this broad criterion. On the other hand, 

the researcher from the science, policy and development research institute clearly defined and 

decomposed his “Improved quality of life” criteria in two elements – improved health and peace of 
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mind. The urban planner, however, looked into health impacts through mobility from a very 

different angle. According to him, more “active” is the mode of transport; healthier it is more the 

people to travel with it.  

The post doctoral researcher, adding to his list of social criteria used for appraisal in the SPV case, 

proposed a new criterion exclusively for sustainability of mobility systems namely “Inclusivity of 

marginalized groups and access to service”. This criterion broadly incorporates the concept of 

equity and fairness. Equity has been touched upon by many of the participants, each defining it from 

various viewpoints. Equity is covered in access to mobility, proposed by the local civil society 

governance organisation leader as well as social inclusivity, proposed by the researcher of urban 

planning.  

The local governance actor proposed some interesting and unique criteria. He explained that 

mobility options need to offer and restore status symbol for the financially privileged people in 

order become sustainable. In other words, people will only use a transport mode if they think it 

matches with their status and position in the society. The criteria are closely linked with mind-set of 

people on how they socially and culturally perceive each transport modes.  

The economist and climate change researcher describes her social criteria as not only the availability 

of mobility options, but also its implication in providing access to other social services like 

educational institutions and health care services. Mobility, according to her, is sustainable, when it 

acts a link between individuals and the societal infrastructures and facilities. 

Acceptability is addressed as sustainability criteria by three of the participants, however each 

defined it differently. For the mechanical engineer, acceptability is an outcome of change in 

behaviour, while for the bicycle club representative, acceptability depends more on the level of 

emotional attachment of the people to any mode of transport. The actor from the national NGO on 

climate change went one step further in proposing the ways to ensure this acceptability, she 

prescribed that it can only be achieved through capacity building and through better public outreach 

of mobility options. All these definitions seem to be relevant and significant in enabling the users to 

use the mobility options, that they perceive to be sustainable. 

The NGO actor also proposed a policy related criteria where she explains that “The government 

policies need to be conducive and coherent towards developing integrated transport system - It is 

generally seen that the policies are public litigation driven or due to other externalities, They 

therefore generally are not thought out and hence (not) implemented systematically.” This criteria 

being the only policy related criteria proposed by all the participants, it has been categorised under 

social issue. 

All three inclusivity criteria received highest weights from the three respective participants. This 

means that those who proposed this criterion, perceived that giving access to mobility to all 

marginalised people in the society is one of the major goals to achieve in order to sustain the 

mobility options. The major criteria, which received low weight, are ‘change in people’s behaviour’, 

‘improved health and peace of mind’ and ‘active community participation’.  It is interesting to see 

that heath effects through emissions, congestions is not a dominant concern among the 

stakeholders, even though it is a major problem in urban mobility sector in India. This implies that 

either there are several other major concerns which puts health lower in priority list or the 

stakeholders are not completely aware of the negative health impact caused by the transport sector. 
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Table 5.4 List of criteria under economic issue in urban mobility case in India 

Stakeholder Economic criteria Weights 
Representative of a State 
pollution control board 

Affordability H 

Economic feasibility for governments to subsidise L 

Senior representative from a 
national NGO on Climate 
change adaptation and 

Mitigation 
 

 
Economically feasible and accessible technologies 

L 

Representative from a local 
bicycling club 

Profitability of service provider L 

Affordability   

Mechanical Engineer and 
researcher on solar 

applications 

Removal of economic disparity H 

Researcher on energy 
efficient vehicle parts 

technology 

Affordability   

Economist and Climate 
change researcher 

Income generation and expansion of market E 

Representative from a 
science, technology and 
development research 

institute 

Positive impact on national economy   

Minimisation of capital cost L 

Minimisation of operation cost L 

Minimisation of maintenance cost L 

Economist and Post doctoral 
Mobility researcher 

Economic viability   

Complete and robust value chain H 

Researcher on urban 
planning and BRT 

Affordability H 

High benefit to cost ratio   

Doctoral Researcher on solar 
and wind energy in India 

Possibility of Income generation   

Economic feasibility for the government to subsidise L 

Doctoral researcher on 
environmental hazard 

Affordability   

Possibility of Income generation and job security L 

Control over misuse of public resources  

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L(0) => Zero weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights E => Equal weight assigned to all criteria proposed by that participant 
 

There are 21 economic criteria, proposed by 11 participants. Only the local civil society governance 

organisation leader did not propose any economic criteria. Like Solar PV, affordability is proposed by 

multiple participants as important sustainability criteria and is also defined in several ways. 

However, the way affordability is measured by majority of the participants in case of mobility 

systems are quite different from that in the Solar PV case. For the engineer from a state pollution 

control board, low and moderate fares in public transport is actually the criteria to achieve 

affordability; while for the researcher on vehicle parts technology, affordability of people 

determined by their income is the criteria for usage of various mobility services. Economic viability 

or feasibility, on the other hand, is referred to from the point of view of governments or private 

producers, service providers. The state pollution control board representative and the doctoral 
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researcher are more concerned about the economic feasibility of the government to subsidise, while 

the national NGO actor talks about the economic feasibility of the technologies itself. The later can 

be interpreted as cost minimisation of the technologies – the criteria that is touched upon by many 

other participants.  

As an economist, the climate change researcher perceived mobility network as a way of expanding 

the market economy. She explains that mobility helps in accessing goods and services from distant 

places, thereby expanding possibilities of income generation, trade and commerce. This is one of the 

unique criteria for mobility, proposed by any participant. However this is a valid criterion which 

incorporates a broader vision of mobilising transport systems to achieve economic growth. 

Possibility of income generation came in thrice, however the criterion of profitability is being 

proposed by one participant.  

The national NGO actor originally named her criteria as ‘innovations’ (See Appendix I: original list of 

criteria), but explained it in terms of economic feasibility and accessibility of technologies. The 

criterion is therefore included under economic issue. Following the same logic, the ‘control over 

misuse of public resources’ proposed by the doctoral researcher on environmental hazard, is 

categorised under economic issue, given his explanation for the criteria, “There is a need for 

carefully assessing the extent of use of public resources in new mobility system. Judicious use of 

public money and strict control on misuse of public subsidies (should be avoided).” 

In terms of weighing, all the criteria concerning ‘economic feasibility’ received lowest weight from 

respective participants. This signifies something – all participants perceived that the mobility 

innovations are economically feasible for the government and private investors. Other criteria that 

received lowest weights are profitability, minimisation of all costs, and job security. On the other 

hand, ‘removal of economic disparity’ and ‘complete and robust value chain’ received highest 

weights from respective participants – implying that these are the dominant concerns in achieving 

economic sustainability of urban transport in India. 

Table 5.5 List of criteria under environment issue in urban mobility case in India 

Stakeholder Environmental Criteria Weights 
Representative of a State 
pollution control board 

Reduced GHG emission L 

Reduced local pollution and minimal health hazard H 

Senior representative from 
a national NGO on Climate 

change adaptation and 
Mitigation 

Use of renewable energy    

Reduced pollution and GHG emission H 

Representative from a local 
bicycling club 

Reduced CO2 emission   

Mechanical Engineer and 
researcher on solar 

applications 

CO2 mitigation potential   

Natural resources preservation L 

Researcher on energy 
efficient vehicle parts 

technology 

No compromise with agricultural land   

Reduced air pollution H 

Non-depletion of energy source L 
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Reduced GHG emission H 

Minimal waste   

Economist and Climate 
change researcher 

Reduced local pollution and global emissions E 

Representative from a 
science, technology and 
development research 

institute 

Minimal fossil fuel energy use H 

Minimal and efficient land use L 

Easy and efficient waste disposal   

Reduced air pollution H 

Reduced noise pollution   

Reduced impact of global climate    

Economist and Post doctoral 
Mobility researcher 

Increased resilience (reduced vulnerability to 
disaster and environmental hazard etc) 

  

Researcher on urban 
planning and BRT 

Reduced per capita GHG emission L (0) 

Overall emission reduction  

Doctoral Researcher on 
solar and wind energy in 

India 

Reduced GHG emission   

Doctoral researcher on 
environmental hazard 

Reduced GHG emission H 

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L(0) => Zero weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
Weights E => Equal weight assigned to all criteria proposed by that participant 
 

There are 24 criteria in the environmental issue, proposed by 11 participants. Unlike Solar PV case, 

participants in mobility workshop could explain ways in which GHG emission; local air pollution can 

be reduced, therefore ensuring sustainability of mobility systems. Use of clean fuel and reduced use 

of fossil fuel are often described as either independent sustainability criteria or contributors to 

criteria like “Reduced GHG emission” or “Reduced air pollution”. Local environmental criteria like 

reduced air pollution and noise pollution reduction are separately mentioned and given importance 

by most of the participants.  

The most common criteria are ‘reduced GHG emission’, which occurred seven times in the list of 

environmental criteria. The economist, who is a post doctoral researcher proposed “increased 

resilience” as a sophisticated representation of better disaster management and better ways to 

confront environmental hazard. Minimal land use came up twice as a criterion, proposed by 

researcher on vehicle parts technology and representative from science, technology, policy research 

institute. The former is more concerned about especially agricultural land and set his criteria as ‘it 

should not take too much land so that agriculture could not hamper.” He is also the only participant 

who mentioned minimal environmental waste as a criterion.  

Six out of the eleven participants assigned their highest or high equal weights to one or more of the 

environmental criteria. This signifies the importance of environmental sustainability of urban 

transport in India, as perceived by the stakeholders.  
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Table 5.6 List of criteria under technical issue in urban mobility case in India 

Stakeholder Technical Criteria Weight 
 

Representative of a State 
pollution control board 

Presence of good network and connectivity L 

Efficient traffic management and better road 
infrastructure 

  

Local civil society 
governance organisation 

leader 

Co-existence of many modes of transport L 

Senior representative from 
a national NGO on Climate 

change adaptation and 
Mitigation 

Availability of infrastructures   

Representative from a local 
bicycling club 

Time and speed of travel  

Mechanical Engineer and 
researcher on solar 

applications 

Possibility of technology transfer L 

Researcher on energy 
efficient vehicle parts 

technology 

Localised manufacturing unit (minimising waste of 
energy for movement) 

  

Use of electric and solar systems   

Economist and Post doctoral 
Mobility researcher 

Established link between different modes of 
transport 

  

Doctoral Researcher on 
solar and wind energy in 

India 

Compatibility of new systems in existing 
infrastructure/ Minimal need for new additional 
infrastructure 

L 

Doctoral researcher on 
environmental hazard 

Compatibility in existing infrastructure   

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights E => Equal weight assigned to all criteria proposed by that participant 
 

The technical issue contains 11 criteria proposed by 9 participants. Majority of the criteria concerns 

infrastructural compatibility and facilitation of multi-modal transport. The doctoral research on 

environmental hazard in defining his technical criteria ‘compatibility in existing infrastructure’ raised 

the questions: “...Whether the new system can be integrated into the existing infrastructure? It has 

to be judged that whether the elements of the new system are compatible with the existing available 

infrastructure. Does it require lot of new infrastructure?” 

 

The time and speed of travel, proposed by the local bicycling club representative is a technical 

criterion since the technical capability of each mode of transport will determine fulfilment of this 

criterion. Same logic goes for the local manufacturing unit criteria, proposed by the researcher on 

vehicle parts technology. He forwarded his argument that “spared manufacturing unit will minimise 

the wasting energy through movement.” This can basically be seen as minimising transmission 

losses, thereby the criteria is categorised under technical issue.  
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None of the criteria included in technical issue received highest weight from any of the participant. 

This reflects that even those stakeholders, who proposed technical criteria, did not perceive those 

criteria to be more important than their social, economic or environmental criteria. Four out of 

eleven criteria, however received lowest weight from respective participants. Those are namely 

‘presence of good network and connectivity’, ‘co-existence of many modes of transport’, ‘possibility 

of technology transfer’ and ‘Compatibility of new systems in existing infrastructure’. This 

observation further strengthens the argument that  

The following graph shows that the highest number of criteria proposed, are included in social issue 

(25), closely followed by environmental issue (24). The technical issue includes the lowest number of 

criteria (11). 

 

Fig 5.1 Number of criteria in each issue of sustainability, for urban mobility case in India 

In terms of relative significance (weights) of the criteria, criteria included in social issue receive 

highest weight on average. The technical issue received least average weight. However, there is at 

least one social criterion which is assigned with very low weight (left end of horizontal line), another 

social criteria is assigned with very high weight (right end of the horizontal line) – representing the 

fact that weights to social criteria are assigned over a wide range. The figure below illustrates this. 

 

Fig 5.2 Weights assigned to each issue of sustainability, for urban mobility case in India 
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The analysis of weights assigned by each perspective also shows similar result. One of the interesting 

observations from the figure below is that the governmental and NGO actors assigned very high 

weights to their social criteria, compared to their weighing of other criteria. This depicts that it is the 

stakeholders from governmental bodies and NGO who mostly voiced their concern about social 

issues like inclusivity and access to mobility by all people, awareness and acceptability of people.  

The academicians also allotted their highest weights to social criteria but their weights to social 

criteria are not too high compared to the weights assigned to other criteria. This implies that even 

though there are a lot of academicians in the group and most of them proposed some social criteria, 

yet they preferred to assign a balanced, almost equal weight across all criteria – depicting the 

importance of addressing all issues simultaneously to ensure sustainable transport. 

Another surprising result is that the environmental criteria proposed by the stakeholders in NGO 

perspective, received very low weight. All the weights to environmental criteria come from 

governmental and academic perspective. One of the explanations for this result can be that the local 

bicycle club representative, who is part of the NGO perspective, lobbied for the bicycling as one of 

the most sustainable trajectories. He stressed on changing people’s behaviour to adapt to habit of 

cycling and assumed that such modes of transport are anyway environmentally sustainable.  

Fig 5.3 Weights assigned to each issue by each perspective of participants, for urban mobility case in 

India 

Given this analysis on the sustainability criteria and their respective weights, prescribed by 

stakeholders for urban mobility trajectories in India, I now turn to the sustainability appraisals of the 

trajectories by individual stakeholder.  
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5.4.3 Scoring by individual participants; individual uncertainty 

The following charts show the final evaluation of the trajectories of urban mobility by each 

participant, scored by weighted criteria. 
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Box 5.1 Appraisal of trajectories by each stakeholder in urban mobility case in India 

The perceptions of the stakeholders on sustainability of each trajectory are reflected in their 

respective optimistic and pessimistic scoring. The narrative on each individual stakeholder’s 

argumentation for their respective scoring is presented below. 

Economist and Climate change researcher 
Representative from a science, 

technology and development Research 

institute 

Economist and Post doctoral Mobility 

Researcher 

Researcher on Urban Planning and BRT 

Doctoral Researcher in India 
Doctoral researcher on environmental 

hazard 
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For an engineer from a state pollution control board, ultra-capacitor and electric vehicle options are 

scored most pessimistically, compared to other options. These are perceived to be less affordable, 

less economic viability options and are likely to cause environmental hazard from battery disposal. 

His aggregate scores and uncertainty level turns out to be almost same for BRT and CNG vehicles. 

About BRT, he commented that there is incoming fund from international organisation like World 

Bank and there is heavy investment – making the option economically feasible, however the 

uncertainty possibly arises from whether this model can be sustainable with long payback period 

(around 30 years). 

The local governance network leader’s scoring reveals that he is most pessimistic about ultra-

capacitor. His main concern is that there is no awareness about this technology and there is no 

infrastructure to support this technology (like gas refilling stations for CNG vehicles). All other 

options are scored with wider range of uncertainty except ultra-capacitor, which implies that he sees 

no hope with this technology in the coming years. He raised the problems of safety while walking, 

parking and theft of bicycles and concentration of CNG in only the major cities.  

Representative of the national NGO shows high range of uncertainty for all the options assessed, 

with no clear preference of any option. She assigned scores based on futuristic assumptions, like her 

optimistic score for BRT under commuter behaviour is 9, with the explanation that “better regulation 

and creating dedicated cycle paths, walk ways and over bridges for walking where it is needed will 

make this system highly efficient.” The uncertainty range about ultra capacitor is the highest, owing 

to the facts that it is not yet affordable by common people, requires social infrastructure to be 

manufactured and uses energy while production. She is comparatively less uncertain about electric 

vehicles, which she predicts that if it can reach out to the public, it will be acceptable and 

sustainable.  

The representative of a local bicycling club shows his clear preference towards walking and cycling 

options, sharply contrasting all other options. He explained that pedestrian lanes are to be built first, 

in order to make walking sustainable as a trajectory. In terms of environmental impact of walking, he 

gave an interesting example stating that “If you are selling helium balloons or if you are smoking 

while walking, (then) there may be emissions.” Therefore, according to him, one can’t say that 

walking is always environmentally sustainable. Similarly, he states that electric vehicle is 

environmentally sustainable only when the electricity comes from renewable sources.  

The mechanical engineer perceives cycling to be clearly a better option, compared to other 

trajectories. He scored CNG vehicles most pessimistically and with high uncertainty, owing to 

scarcity of infrastructure (refilling station) and lack of contribution to removal of economic disparity. 

Even though walking and cycling are predicted to be the most technically feasible, economic and 

environmentally suitable options, special situations like use of escalators or electric bicycles are 

taken into account, which lowered the score.  

For the researcher on vehicle parts technology, BRT and CNG vehicle option stands out to be the 

options he is most pessimistic about. He, being the presenter on ultra capacitor, seemed to be most 

knowledgeable about the technology. He informed that the newly developed ultra capacitor do not 

produce any chemical waste, neither any GHG, therefore good for maintaining air quality. Its main 

drawbacks are identified as the cost, requirement of raw materials and skilled labour. The problem 

with walking and cycling is mentioned to be lack of availability of proper spaces and infrastructure.  

The economist and climate change researcher showed a high optimistic score as well highest 

uncertainty range for the electric vehicle option, compared to all other options she has assessed. She 
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predicted that electric vehicles have highly positive social, economic and environmental impact, 

given her criteria. She scored walking and cycling relatively low in terms of social and economic 

criteria, because of no guarantee that it will provide equity and accessibility, cost of building 

infrastructures etc.  

The representative from a science, technology and development research institute scores all the 

options with very low uncertainty and walking stands out to be a clearly more sustainable option for 

him. He scored 0 in pessimistic score and 0 in optimistic score for those options, which can’t be 

scored by a particular criterion. For example, Electric, CNG vehicle ultra-capacitor is scored 0-0 in 

terms of social participation. BRT, according to his evaluation is the least sustainable trajectory. He 

commented that ultra-capacitor will “add to a sense of pride of owner for driving a pollution free 

vehicle.”  

The post doctoral researcher on Indian urban mobility also shows similar uncertainty range across 

all options, still being most pessimistic about ultra-capacitor. His main concern for ultra-capacitor is 

its high cost, which makes it difficult for the trajectory to penetrate in the competitive market. He 

pointed out that the BRT is a trajectory which can’t be easily and universally implemented. But once 

implemented, it will lead to reduction in the use of private vehicles. About CNG, he commented that 

“there is misinformation regarding effects of using CNG as fuel for one's car….. if initiatives are taken 

to disperse myths about CNG as a fuel, it can be more widely used.” 

The researcher on urban planning shows clear optimistic bias for walking and cycling and clear 

pessimistic bias for ultra capacitor and electric vehicles. He expressed least uncertainty about 

walking and cycling being environmentally sustainable; however the uncertainty range is quite high 

in terms of health impacts for these two trajectories. BRT is scores with high range of uncertainty 

because he was unsure about its benefit to cost ratio and potential for emission reduction. He, being 

a researcher on BRT, expressed all his concerns about the challenges and future of BRT during the 

appraisal process. 

The appraisal of doctoral researcher on renewable energy in India shows very clear and consistent 

optimism for all mobility trajectories with minimum uncertainty. However, he is pessimistic about 

walking as he thinks it is uncomfortable to walk in hot climatic conditions, in crowded cities with no 

walking lanes. He expressed his concern for the manufacturing units of each of the technologies 

being clean and sustainable. In terms of inclusivity criteria, he argued that “BRT systems often 

exclude the poor population in cities and have mostly served the urban middle class in the cities.” For 

ultra-capacitor, he commented that “Users need to learn the technicalities associated with these 

innovations. A lot of experimental learning needs to take place before these innovations are ready for 

common use.” 

The Doctoral researcher on environmental hazard shows clear preference for walking and 

remarkably high range of uncertainty for BRT, compared to all other options. His uncertainty about 

BRT is mainly with respect to the criteria like GHG emission, comfort of users, affordability, 

possibility of income generation and efficient use of public resources. He exclaimed that the 

production of CNG, which is now done from landfills and waste water, should have an environmental 

friendly production process. He expressed his concern that constantly rising CNG prices affect its 

affordability.  
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From all these individual appraisals, certain common perceptions and judgements of the 

stakeholders about each of the trajectories can be observed. Given the reasons and argumentation 

as stated above, these observations reflect the debates and discourses on the sustainability of each 

of the urban mobility trajectories in India.  

 Walking:  
This is a trajectory about which most of the stakeholders expressed high optimism with very low 
uncertainty. In other words, Walking is an option for which none of the participants are very 
pessimistic about. There are a few who showed a high range uncertainty for this option, given its 
limitation of accessibility, possibility of adverse health impacts etc. Majority of the participants 
agreed about the environmental sustainability of this trajectory. 

 

 Cycling:  
Cycling is mostly appraised similar to the walking trajectory. However, yet the optimistic value of 
cycling in lower than walking for most of the participants, owing to its requirement of manufactured 
technology that brings in the questions of cost, affordability and infrastructure development. 
Though the trajectory is mostly perceived to be environmentally sustainable, some of the 
stakeholders expressed concerns over the environmental impact of the manufacturing method, 
disposal etc. 

 

 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT): 
The BRT option involves huge range of uncertainty for almost every participant. For those who 
expressed low uncertainty, they are mostly pessimistic about BRT option. The optimistic scenario 
comes from it is potential to provide maximum accessibility, reduce congestion, while most of the 
participants are uncertain about the economic feasibility of wide-spread BRT implementation and its 
affordability. 

 

 Vehicle parts innovation (ultra-capacitor):  
Majority of the participants are either pessimistic or highly uncertain about sustainability of the 
ultra-capacitor. Most of the stakeholder were either unaware of the technology and its benefits, or 
expressed high concerns about its acceptability, economic and technical feasibility. The only 
exceptions were researcher on vehicle parts technology, who himself experiments with ultra-
capacitor and therefore scored it reasonably optimistically, and the representative from a national 
NGO who seemed well acquainted with and enthusiastic about the technology, gave it a highly 
optimistic value along with a maximum range of uncertainty. 
 

 Electric vehicle:  
Electric vehicle is a trajectory about which no clear pattern across all participants is found. Many of 
the stakeholders seemed to be optimistic about this new technology because of its promise to 
deliver environmentally sustainable private mode of transport. However, many of the stakeholders 
are pessimistic and uncertain about its potential to meet other socio-economic challenges. It is still 
not affordable to many, requires high investment cost on behalf of car manufacturers and after all 
promotes private transport – all of which factors make it desirable to many stakeholders. 

 

 CNG Vehicles:  
Similar to electric vehicles, no unanimous results found for CNG vehicles.  However if compared with 
electric vehicle, the CNG vehicle option scored better (higher pessimistic score) is most cases mainly 
because as a clean fuel, it is used in public transport, easily available and is perceived to be cost-
effective. The recent controversies and debate on more wide spread of CNG as an alternative fuel 
might have triggered increased awareness of people about its benefits and challenges.  
 

The next section will take into account all these individual evaluations to produce results on the 

overall performance of the trajectories and overall uncertainties for each mobility trajectory in India.  
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5.4.4 Overall performance of trajectories; overall uncertainty 

The following graph, representing overall ranking of the trajectories, as evaluated by stakeholders in 

mobility workshop in India, shows that walking and cycling are the two trajectories which stand out 

as more sustainable options, compared to all other trajectories. These are basically non-motorised 

options which are perceived to be environmentally sustainable. All other trajectories show more or 

less similar ranking, without any remarkable difference in average or individual scoring. The ranges 

of scoring are extremely high for all trajectories – showing that there were reasons for being highly 

pessimistic and at the same time highly optimistic about the sustainability of all the trajectories. This 

scenario is better is case of walking and cycling since all the stakeholders were less pessimistic about 

these trajectories, as compared to all other trajectories. The following figure illustrates this. 

 

Fig 5.4 Final rank of all trajectories for urban mobility case in India 

The difference between optimistic and pessimistic scores represents uncertainty in evaluation of the 

trajectories. The following graph shows that there is almost equally high uncertainty for all mobility 

trajectories, in evaluation of all participants. This indicates that the participants perceive each of the 

options sustainable in terms of some criteria and highly unsustainable in terms of other criteria. For 

instance, the highest uncertainty is for BRT systems, which can provide accessibility, efficiency in 

mobility system through minimal congestion and air pollution (therefore sustainable in terms of 

these criteria), however requires high investment, infrastructural capacity, can be unaffordable, 

therefore inaccessible to the poor (therefore unsustainable in evaluation of those participants, who 

proposed these criteria).  

 

Fig 5.5 Uncertainty for all trajectories, by all participants in urban mobility case in India 
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These uncertainties can be better analysed if it is compared across participants’ perspectives. In the 

following graph, it can be observed that the highest uncertainty comes from the stakeholders in 

governmental perspective for BRT and CNG vehicle options. One of the governance actors explained 

that CNG could be affordable, only if it is available and BRT systems can only be financially viable if 

there is funding support from international organisations like World Bank. The other governance 

actor backed up his scores for BRT arguing that “(BRT is) good if it is in long radial or a linear system, 

not in intermodal connectivity.” For CNG, his uncertainty about its sustainability arises from the 

unavailability of charging infrastructure in all cities. 

The stakeholders in academic perspective expressed relatively low levels of uncertainty for all 

trajectories compared to other perspectives. They are least uncertain about cycling and walking 

trajectories. The actors in NGO perspective revealed equally high uncertainty for all the trajectories. 

The figure below supports this observation. 

 

Fig 5.6 Uncertainty by each perspective of participants in urban mobility case in India 

The uncertainties can also be interpreted across the different issues of sustainability. For all the 

trajectories except CNG and electric vehicles, highest range of uncertainty is expressed in terms of 

social criteria. For CNG and electric vehicles, the highest uncertainty is in terms of technical criteria. 

This is a striking result, however the concerns of the stakeholders about certain technical challenges 

availability of CNG gas, adequate CHG recharging stations are understandable. 

Another interesting result is that even though walking and cycling are perceived to be highly 

desirable options, high ranges of uncertainty is expressed in terms of social issues. The reason for 

this mainly concerns the requirement of infrastructures like bicycle lanes, pedestrian walks. The 

stakeholders also explained the challenges in changing people’s behaviour in shifting to such a 

different habit of transportation. Some of the participants even questioned whether it is at all 

healthy to walk and bicycle while inhaling polluted air in the cities. However, walking and cycling are 

perceived to be the most environmentally sustainable mobility options through expressions of least 

uncertainty about these options in terms of environment related criteria. The figure below supports 

this argument. 
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Fig 5.7 Uncertainty across each issue of sustainability in urban mobility case in India 

5.5 Conclusions for urban mobility case in India 
To summarise, similar to Solar PV in India, there is no clear winner or loser trajectory in urban 

mobility case as well. Participants seemed to be optimistic about all trajectories, even though 

pointing out the areas of improvement for each of the trajectory through pessimistic scoring. High 

optimism as well as substantial pessimism resulted in high levels of uncertainty for all trajectories. 

Yet, walking and cycling are the two trajectories, which appeared to be most sustainable trajectories 

in overall ranking and in terms of lowest uncertainty range. This is quite an interesting result because 

so far, the research community and policy makers have paid very less attention to these trajectories, 

as compared to other options. This result tell that actors engaged in urban mobility sector really 

thinks that walking and cycling can be sustainability mobility options, especially in terms of 

environmental sustainability. However, there are certain challenges pointed out like requirement of 

dedicated walking and biking lanes, inaccessible for long distances, bad for health in presence of 

pollution etc – all of which brings in the uncertainties in mainly fulfilling the social aspects of 

sustainability. 

 

Among other trajectories, highest levels of uncertainty is expressed for BRT systems, owing to the 

facts that it can provide accessibility, efficiency in mobility system through minimal congestion and 

air pollution, however requires high investment, infrastructural capacity, can be unaffordable, 

therefore inaccessible to the poor. CNG and electric vehicles are the ones which are perceived to 

have most technical challenges to be sustainable. Among all the stakeholders, the ones included in 

governmental perspective expressed their highest uncertainty for BRT and CNG vehicle trajectories. 

Unlike Solar PV case, the environmental set of criteria seemed to be highly significant for 

sustainability of mobility systems in India. Air and noise pollution are now common problems 

associated with urban transport; therefore reducing these pollutions seemed to be important 

criteria for sustainability, as expressed by most of the participants. Economic factors on the other 

hand, are not considered to be a so much a challenge for sustainable mobility transition. Therefore 

the results here support the environmental sustainability argument for transition of urban mobility 

in India.  
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Chapter 6.  
Case study III: Solar PV in Thailand 

6.1 Introduction 
Thailand has seen rapid development over the past two decades and just like India, it can be 

characterized as a middle-income country. According to the United Nations, the country has reduced 

poverty from 27% in 1990 to 8% in 2002, which can be attributed to a mixture of enabling policies, 

strong democratic governance, public investments, advantageous historic and geopolitical 

circumstances and economic growth.  

 

Thailand has natural gas resources and, consequently, about three quarter of power production is 

based on this indigenous resource. This makes power production in Thailand relatively clean, but 

also vulnerable due to depletion in the coming decades. Overall, fossil fuel accounts for around 80% 

of total primary fuel supply, the remaining mainly being traditional burning of firewood, charcoal 

and agricultural wastes. Electricity demand is expected to double in Thailand between 2007 and 

2021 (Nakawiro et al, 2008). Over the last two decades, the Thai government has planned and 

implemented a variety of measures to increase the use of endogenous renewable sources, including 

modern bio-energy technologies and hybrid PV systems. In 2009 the Thai government published the 

Renewable Energy Development Plan (REDP) 2008-2022, which targets to increase the use of 

renewable to 20.3% of the total energy mix by 2022 (IEA, 2013). For the electricity sector, the plan 

initially targeted biomass and biogas; and eventually focussed on alternative energy technologies 

like wind, hydro, solar. Energy generation through solar photovoltaic cells is expected to be around 

500MW with an investment over 14 billion US$ in 2022. 

6.2 Background on Solar PV in Thailand 

6.2.1. Historical development, policies and governance 
The Thai power regime has seen major progress over the last few decades. Rural electrification has 

increased from 7% in the early 1970s to 97% by 2000 (Mulugetta, 2007). Consequently carbon 

emissions have seen a sharp increase. Thailand has demonstrated the first photovoltaic rooftop 

application since 1997 by the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT). At the first and 

second phase (10 and 50 stations), the government launched “Net-metering” and “Buy-back” 

measures to stimulate people to join the PV rooftop programme and house owners were subsidized 

about 45.7% of the system cost via The Energy Conservation Promotion Fund . During 2007 – 2011, 

the Government has been using financial incentive measures; adder measures, which means an 

additional energy purchase price on top of the normal prices that power producers, will receive 

when selling electricity to the power utilities. This measure covers the first and second phase of PV 

rooftop programme but there was no growth of the installation PV rooftop system. 

From the implementation data of DEDE, mini-grids in Thailand were proposed in 2003. There are 5 

stations, 10 kW each, built in 2010. Apart from that, King Mongkut’s University of Technology 

Thonburi (KMUTT) installed 5 other stations of PV-Wind-Diesel hybrid mini-grid system in 1998 – 

2013 and in 2013; KMUTT installed 3 Mobile Hybrid Power Supply that is suitable to use in national 

park, wildlife sanctuary, military base and disaster areas. This system is mixed AC and DC coupling. 

The total PV systems installed are 5.76 kW, wind 1 kWp and diesel 26 kwp in 3 phases.  
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Since 2001, the government initiated the ‘pricing subsidy’ in the form of fixed adder for electricity 

generated by renewable energy from the Small Power Producer scheme (SPP; more than 10 MW but 

not exceeding 90 MW) and the Very Small Power Producer scheme (VSPP; not exceeding 10 MW). 

The main mechanism of promotion is by means of Board of Investment (BOI) tax incentive; generate 

acceptance and confidence of local and international finance institution, and the eligibility for 

“Adder” for a period of 7-10 years. Initially, the Fixed Adder for solar PV Power plant was 8 THB/kWh 

(26.67 US cents/kWh). Measuring by vigorous interest displayed by the private sector, and by the 

number of applications posted to generate electricity from solar installations, the Thai government’s 

subsidy programme on solar electricity has been success. From the beginning of this programme 

until 2008, the growth rate of PV grid connected power plant was rather insignificant. However, in 

the third quarter of 2008, the cost of the solar PV system and system component in the world 

market began to drop considerably. Later in 2009, there was dramatic increase in the number of 

solar PV projects. In June 2010, the Fixed Adder has been reduced to 6.50 THB/kWh (21.67 US 

cents/kWh).2  

6.2.2 Industries 
Most of the solar PV has been so far imported from Japan, U.S. The Thai industries are now working 

in close co-operation with university researchers, independent research and consultancy 

organisations to develop indigenous knowledge and skills for domestic manufacturing Solar PV 

panels. There are a few SPV manufacturers at present (e.g. Bangkok Solar, Sharp Thailand, Thai 

Agencies, Ekarat Solar, Solartron). They have a manufacturing capacity of only 237 MW, at the 

moment. PV manufacturers in Thailand often face loss due to idle manufacturing plants. They are 

forced to often shut down manufacturing due to the requirement of high investment. But currently 

there has been financial support from the Thai government as well as international organisations – 

which stimulated the industries and the market to operate more efficiently. However, the 

production costs of PV modules are so high in Thailand that importing modules and components still 

seem to be more attractive. 

6.2.3 Issues and controversies 
One of the major issues faced in the SPV sector in Thailand is that there is lack of economies of scale, 

therefore the domestic production remains to be expensive.  Adding to this problem, there is lack of 

availability of raw materials like silicon. Excessive import has long term adverse impact on 

governmental budget, therefore there have been efforts to encourage and incentivise domestic 

manufacturing and local entrepreneurship.  

Other issues faced for dissemination of the different SPV systems are reported in terms of poor 

quality equipments, lack of maintenance of installed units. There is lack of training and awareness 

about the operation and maintenance of the technologies. The projects once initiated in rural areas 

are often not monitored by professionals, resulting in pre-mature termination of the endeavours.  

The excessive reliance on government for promotion and subsidising the SPV system is also another 

major issue. Dependence on governmental support is an integral feature of Thai SPV sector. The 

private companies and the consumers seemed to play a rather passive role in such a scenario. The 

recent political unrest in Thailand raised concerns among solar producers and lobby groups about 

the continuation of the SPV programmes, issuance of permits and incentives under the new 

government (Hall, 2014). 

                                                             
2 These information are adapted from the presentations of Thai SPV experts during the workshop in Thailand. 
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6.3 Introducing the trajectories 
Given this background, there are still a lot of initiatives (experiments) found in the Thai SV sector. 

From these experiments, 5 emerging trajectories are identified. The following table demonstrates 

the characteristic scenario of each trajectory in Thailand. 

Table 6.1 Characteristics of identified emerging trajectories in SPV case in Thailand  

Trajectories Policy 
initiator 

Current size (totals),       
date: 10 March 2014 

Ownership 

1. SHS PEA, EPPO, 
DEDE 

26 MW and 290 000 installations Public 

2. Off grid Power 
Generation 
Systems 

DEDE, TOT 3,9 MW and 1756 installations 
(DEDE) 
0,5 MW (TOT) 

Public 

3. Rooftops  
(2nd phase after 
2000) 

[EGAT, DEDE, 
ERC, EPPO, 
PEA]* 

200 MW (100 MW industry, 100 MW 
domestic incl. 0,24 MW EAGAT) 
10-20 000 installations 

Private (industry, 
households) 
Public (EGAT 
projects) 

4. Mini-grids  DEDE, KMUT, 
EPPO 

50 KW and 5 installations (DEDE) 
57 KW solar, 10, 5 KW wind, 230 KW 
diesel at 6 hybrid installations 
(KMUT) 

Public (DEDE) 
Public and private 
(KMUT) 

5. Grid 
connected 
power plants 

[EGAT, DEDE, 
ERC, EPPO, 
PEA]* 

613 MW and 186 installations (most 
by PEA, less by MEA) 

Private 

*Committee 

Source: Thailand workshop concept note (Wieczorek, 2014) 

Short descriptions on each trajectory are provided below: 

Trajectory 1. Solar Home Systems (SHS) 

 

Source figure:  tanfon.en.alibaba.com 

SHS is mainly used, in context of Thailand, to satisfy the electrification needs of remote households. 

This system give rural people access to modern electronic appliances like radio and television; also 

ensure a healthy living of the villagers as no more pollution arises from the use of kerosene-fuelled 

lighting. Individual SHS equipment that needs to be installed includes: one set of solar module; not 

less than 120Wp; one set of an electronic charge-controller including inverter; no less than 150 W, 

http://tanfon.en.alibaba.com/product/1687207453-213471455/Off_Grid_Supply_5kw_Solar_Generator_Solar_Electricity_Home_Photovoltaic_System_Home_Solar_Panel_Kit.html
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battery; no less than 125Ah; two 10 watt of fluorescent lamps and 1 set of outlet. The rechargeable 

batteries store spare electricity on sunny days, so that it is available at night and on cloudy days. In 

most systems, an electronic charge-controller is used to protect the battery from being overcharged 

(when it is very sunny) or over-discharged (when people try to get too much electricity from the 

system). After SHS installation finished, responsibility for system management and maintenance was 

transferred to The Sub district Administrative Organization (SAO). According to the Department of 

Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency (DEDE), Thailand has applied solar home system 

(SHS) in the context of Royal Project Development Center in Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai since year 

2000.  

Trajectory 2. Off Grid Power Generation System 

 

  
 

Source figure: Eakanat, 2013. Ban Huay Kong, Om-koi district, Chiang Mai. 

 

This trajectory encompasses stand - alone off-grid power generation systems. Before 2003, DEDE 

was government agency which had the most installing PV stand-alone off-grid system in remote 

areas. At that time, PV entrepreneurs received an exemption on import tariff and income tax. The PV 

market in the stand - alone off-grid system can be described as the technology demonstration in 

rural applications, and publicly funded. Currently the systems are supported by public funding, but 

the contractors have no longer received an exemption on import tariff and income tax. Almost all 

the DEDE off-grid systems use photovoltaic modules, charger & controller, batteries and inverter, 

except solar pumping system which use photovoltaic modules, controller, water pump and water 

tanks. 

Trajectory 3. Solar PV Rooftop 

 

 

Source figure: http://www.leonics.com/system/solar_photovoltaic/solar_grid_tie_system/ 

solar_grid_tie_system_en.php  

http://www.leonics.com/system/solar_photovoltaic/solar_grid_tie_system
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Solar PV rooftop means generation of electricity from solar source by utilizing photovoltaic panel 

installed on the roof, deck, or any part of building. The components in PV rooftop include solar array, 

mounting systems, cables, grid tie inverters and watt-hour meter. These systems can be fed into a 

PEA/ Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) transmission line and/or used by a system owner. 

Currently, the Energy Policy and Planning Office (EPPO) and DEDE has promoted installation of Solar 

PV rooftop to replace peaking plant factories, reducing the state’s investment burden, generating 

more electricity, trimming power usage at load centre, and raise the country’s power security. This 

programme can be divided into three types, all of which will sell power output to the state in the 

form of Feed-in Tariff (Fit), comprising 100 MWp from residential units, and a total of 100 MWp 

from small business buildings and medium- to large-scale business buildings and factories. 

Trajectory 4. Mini grid system 

 

Source figure: S. Tawatchai, Mini -Grid System for Rural Electrification in the Great Mekong Sub 

Regional Countries, 2007 

Provision of grid electricity in remote areas is often associated with higher costs to the grid supplier. 

Grid electrification in remote areas is often financially inefficient because of the low consumption in 

remote areas. Agglomeration of consumers that are located far from the existing utility grids may be 

served by isolated mini-grids. The distribution system in mini grids is similar whether served by a 

central grid, a local diesel generator, a local renewable energy source, or hybrid systems. These mini-

grids may be upgraded in the future through their connection to the grid. Most of operations of Mini 

grids in Thailand are of off-grid non domestic character.  

Trajectory 5. Power plants; solar farm 

 

Source figure: http://www.iurban.in.th/greenery/l-solar-the-bigest-solar-farm-in-thailand/ 
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Solar farms mean an installation or area of land in which a large number of solar panels are set up in 

order to generate electricity or large collections of interconnected solar panels that work together to 

capture sunlight and turn it into electricity on a grand scale. Some are state enterprises, like the one 

at Sirindhorn Solar Power Plant of EGAT, while others are privately owned. There is no standardized 

solar farm definition in general; however private representatives and government agencies refer to 

solar farms as utility-scale solar applications. Currently, solar farms in Thailand were two types of 

installation: one is the fixed system and the other is the tracking system which depends on the 

investment of each company. 

6.4 Analysis and results 

 6.4.1 Participants and perspectives 
15 stakeholders participated in the MCM interview for SPV in Thailand. The table below introduces 

these stakeholders in their reference names, the way they have been categorised under different 

‘perspectives’ and their respective areas of expertise.  

Table 6.2 List of participants and perspectives in SPV case in Thailand 

Sl 
No. 

Stakeholders Perspectives Areas of 
expertise 

1 Lecturer on Energy Technology and SPV expert Researcher  

2 Energy technology researcher and mini-grid 
expert 

Researcher Mini grid 
applications 

3 Researcher on Mini-grid applications Researcher Mini grid 
applications 
(Speaker) 

4 Energy management technology Researcher Researcher Rooftop 
applications 
(Speaker) 

5 Researcher specialised on SHS with transnational 
experience 

Researcher SHS 

6 PhD Researcher on SPV, specialised on SHS 
applications 

Researcher SHS (speaker) 

7 Energy engineering researcher and SPV expert Researcher  

8 Electrical engineer, researcher and expert on SPV 
policy 

Researcher  

9 Governmental department on alternative energy 
representative  

Governance Off - grid 
generation 
system 
(Speaker) 

10 Ministry of Energy representative and off-grid 
generation systems expert 

Governance Off grid 
generation 
systems 

11 Provincial electricity authority representative 
with expertise on grid connected large systems 

Governance  

12 Owner of a solar power plant industry Industry Power plants 

13 Electronic industry actor and SPV technology 
expert 

Industry Power plants 

14 Industry actor with expertise on grid connected 
large systems 

Industry  

15 Industry actor with expertise on SPV inverter Industry  
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In the above list of participants, who took part in the SPV trajectory appraisal process in Thailand, 

there are eight researchers, dedicated to research in different disciplines, either in universities or in 

independent research organizations. Out of these eight, one is a university lecturer, one PhD and 

two from engineering background. They comprise of the research perspective. 

The second perspective includes governmental actors. There are 3 participants in this group - two 

from the national government and one from the regional electricity distribution authority. Both the 

national government representative can be noted to be experts on off grid power generation, while 

the provincial electricity authority representative is known to have experience on grid connected 

large power generation systems. 

The third category of perspective comprise of industry actors. There were 4 stakeholders in the 

industry sector, one of them being the owner of a solar power generating private form. The diversity 

in expertise among industry actors is noteworthy.  

Therefore, summarising, there are 3 perspectives in SPV case in Thailand, as follows: 

i. Researcher’s perspective: 8 participants 

ii. Governmental perspective: 3 participants 

iii. Industry perspective: 4 participants 

No overlap is considered across the perspectives. That is, one stakeholder is considered under only 

one perspective. 

6.4.2 Sustainability criteria and weights 
Tables in this section provide an overview of all the criteria selected by the SPV stakeholders, 

categorised under social, economic, environmental, technical and policy issues respectively. The last 

column of each table presents whether the criteria received highest or lowest weight by the 

respective participants. The letter H refers to the fact that the criteria received highest weight from 

that participant and likewise, lowest weighted criteria are indicated with a L. 

Table 6.3 List of criteria under social issue in SPV case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Social criteria Weights  

 

Lecturer on Energy 

Technology and SPV expert 

Infrastructural flexibility   

Meets other problem (not only CO2 emission 

reduction problem) 

L 

Researcher on Mini-grid 

applications 

People's participation and community 

empowerment 

  

Energy management 

technology Researcher 

Collaborative actor-networks   

 

Researcher specialised on 

SHS with transnational 

Education and awareness H 

Treaty linkage around the world   
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experience 

PhD Researcher; specialised 

on SHS applications 

Terms of use catering to needs H 

Knowledge and understanding of technologies L 

Delivering proper education for photovoltaic 

growth 

 

Electrical engineer, 

researcher and expert on 

SPV policy 

Societal acceptance of technologies H 

Governmental department 

on alternative energy 

representative 

Awareness about environmental impact   

Ministry of Energy 

representative and off-grid 

generation systems expert 

Societal acceptance of PV technologies L 

 

 

Provincial electricity 

authority representative 

with expertise on grid 

connected large systems 

Positive social impact - job creation, reduced 

conflict within communities 

  

Provides energy security; reduced reliance on 

imported energy 

  

Knowledge and awareness on PV technology L 

Owner of a solar power 

plant industry 

Minimised corruption H 

Electronic industry actor 

and SPV technology expert 

Awareness on energy savings across men and 

women 

L 

Industry actor with 

expertise on grid connected 

large systems 

Knowledge to maintain and repair systems H 

Appropriate use of technologies    

Industry actor with 

expertise on SPV inverter 

Good entrepreneurial network L 

   
There are 20 social criteria proposed by 13 participants. The list of criteria touches upon knowledge, 

awareness, societal acceptance, public participation, and collaborative actor-networks. Minimizing 

corruption related to illegal flow of money and abuse of positions. This is one of the unique criteria 

proposed by the owner of the SPV power plant. He also assigned highest weight to this criterion. 

Collaborative actor-networks, which includes cooperation between agencies, manufacturers or 

operators, and consumers feature as the only social criteria proposed by the energy technology 

management researcher.  
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In defining a criterion, participants often tend to describe a sustainability problem, instead of 

defining a criterion in particular. The lecturer on energy technology and SPV expert explained 

“Currently, a trend on carbon dioxide reduction is quite mainstream of the world. Whether you want 

or do not want, this stream is forced into the scenario. But if the other crises are more appealing, this 

stream has to be insignificant, compared to other problems.” In this comment, he put forward the 

debate on the relative importance of social, economic and environmental sustainability goals. This 

criterion, defined by him, has been reframed as a sustainability criterion called “Meets other 

problems”.  

Importance of education, knowledge and awareness came up several times. The awareness 

concerns not only environmental benefit of using solar technologies, but also about the ways to use 

and maintain the systems. Many of the knowledge and awareness related criteria also received 

highest weights from the respective participants. Appropriate use of the SPV technologies featured 

as a criteria proposed by industry actor with expertise on grid-connected systems. Given his 

experience with grid connected systems, he explained the importance of skill and knowledge to 

operate the systems efficiently. Social acceptance of SPV technologies is proposed as a social 

criterion for sustainability by two of the policy actors. One of them argued that the technologies 

must be recognized by the society through knowledge, understanding, acceptance and culture of 

use. A technology will only be sustainable if it is recognized and accepted by people in the society.  

Table 6.4. List of criteria under economic issue in SPV case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Economic Criteria Weights  

Lecturer on Energy 

Technology and SPV expert 

Enabling market mechanisms   

Energy technology researcher 

and mini-grid expert 

Lower cost of electricity from SPV H 

Researcher on Mini-grid 

applications 

Low cost energy technology  H 

Fast payback return   

PhD researcher specialised 

on SHS applications 

Return on investment   

Electric engineer, researcher 

and expert on SPV policy 

Return on investment  

Governmental department 

on alternative energy 

representative 

Low cost of investment H 

Ministry of Energy 

representative and off-grid 

generation systems expert 

Low cost technology   

Owner of a solar power plant 

industry 

Fast payback return   

Affordability of consumers L 
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Industry actor with expertise 

on grid connected large 

systems 

Provision of loans to users in low interest rate L 

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
   
There are eleven social criteria proposed by 9 participants. Low cost energy technology, and Fast 

payback return to investment are the most common economic criteria proposed by all participants.  

Affordability as a criterion is proposed by only one participant, namely the solar power plant owner, 

who explained “To shift from government's support to consumers' scale, we have to ensure that it is 

affordable for customers”. Given the prevalence of continuous government support, it is expected 

that affordable did not feature as one of the main concerns for the stakeholders in Thailand.  

Fast payback return featured twice as sustainability criteria, proposed by the owner of the solar 

power industry, the researcher on mini- grids. The researcher and expert on SPV policy however 

explained fast payback period as an outcome of choosing appropriate technologies. Since his main 

criteria here, is the choice of appropriate technologies, the criteria is categorized under technical 

issue, even though it contains the economic element of payback on investment.  

All the three economic criteria, which received highest weight from respective participants, concern 

minimal cost of the power, technologies and investment. The only affordability criteria proposed by 

SPV power plant owner received lowest weight from him. The industry actor with expertise on large 

SPV systems explained that “The loans should be provided with low rate interest and credits with 

payments, so there will be more opportunity for expansion.”, but in the end assigned his lowest 

weight to this criterion.  

Table 6.5 List of criteria under environmental issue in SPV case in Thailand 

Stakeholder  Environmental Criteria Weights  

Energy technology researcher 

and mini-grid expert 

Low impact on environmental pollution and GHG 

emission 

  

Researcher on Mini-grid 

applications 

Reduced Air, Noise pollution, and Soil 

contamination. 

L 

Energy management 

technology Researcher 

Optimal land use L 

Researcher specialised on 

SHS with transnational 

experience 

Resource sharing across other Asian countries  L 

Electrical engineer, 

researcher and expert on SPV 

policy 

Reduced environmental impact and better quality 

of life 
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Governmental department 

on alternative energy 

representative 

 

Efficient waste management and battery disposal 

L 

Ministry of Energy 

representative and off-grid 

generation systems expert 

Contribution to global CO2 reduction   

Reduced air, Noise pollution, and waste   

Provincial electricity 

authority representative with 

expertise on grid connected 

large systems 

Efficient use of natural resource H 

Contribution to reduction in global warming   

Electronic industry actor and 

SPV technology expert 

Reduced GHG emission L 

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
 

The number of environmental criteria is also eleven, proposed by 9 participants. The environmental 

criteria mainly concerned air and noise pollution, agricultural land use, efficient waste 

management and natural resource utilization. 6 out of the 15 participants didn’t mention any 

environmental criteria at all.  

The low importance of environmental criteria is also reflected in the fact that many of the 

environmental criteria received lowest weight from the respective participants. The only participant 

who assigned highest weight to his environmental criteria, namely ‘efficient use of natural resource’ 

is the provincial electricity authority representative with expertise on grid connected large systems. 

Table 6.6 List of criteria under technical issue in SPV case in Thailand 

Stakeholder  Technical criteria  Weights 

Energy technology 

researcher and mini-grid 

expert 

Stability and reliability of technology   

Researcher on Mini-grid 

applications 

Energy efficient PV system   

Energy management 

technology Researcher 

Good quality components   

Availability of energy storage system L 

High standard of design and safety L 

PhD Researcher; specialised 

on SHS applications 

Adequate maintenance services L 

 Reliability of technology L 
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Energy engineering 

researcher and SPV expert 

Good quality of equipment L 

Electrical engineer, 

researcher and expert on 

SPV policy 

Appropriate technologies with fast payback period L 

Provincial electricity 

authority representative 

with expertise on grid 

connected large systems 

Efficient space utilisation (using high quality 

panels)  

L 

Industry actor with 

expertise on grid connected 

large systems 

Minimal requirement of installation   

 

The number of technical criteria is eleven, proposed by 8 participants. The list comprise of good 

quality SPV components, good standard of design and safety and overall stable, reliable, energy 

efficient technology.   

The energy technology researcher and mini grid expert defined a criterion called “stability and 

reliability of technology”, however, while scoring with this criterion (discussed in later sections), he 

took into account monitoring and maintenance, lesser-imported technology. The electrical engineer 

mentions fast payback period, which is an economic concept, however, his main criteria involves 

appropriate technology, which is instrumental in ensuring fast payback period. Therefore, the 

criteria are considered under technical issue. Requirement of installation and maintenance are 

mentioned by the industry actor with expertise on grid connected large systems and PhD researcher 

respectively. While minimal installation is considered to be a criterion efficient availability of 

maintenance services is considered to be essential for sustainability of the systems. 

None of the participants assigned their highest weight to technical criteria. Rather, most of the 

participants assigned their lowest weight to technical related criteria. 7 out of 11 technical criteria 

received lowest weights – showing the less importance of technical issues in sustainability of SPV 

trajectories in Thailand. This result is discussed in more details later in this section. 

Table 6.7 List of criteria under policy issue in SPV case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Policy related criteria Weights 

Lecturer on Energy 

Technology and SPV expert 

Enabling policy and incentives H 

Energy technology 

researcher and mini-grid 

expert 

Supportive government’s investment budget and 

enabling subsidy schemes 

L 

Researcher on Mini-grid 

applications 

Simulative investment on behalf of government   
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Energy management 

technology Researcher 

Transparency in regulation and guidelines H 

Researcher specialised on 

SHS with transnational 

experience 

Enabling policy to support private operators and 

financial systems 

L 

Energy engineering 

researcher and SPV expert 

Enabling policy to stimulate market formation H 

Electrical engineer, 

researcher and expert on 

SPV policy 

Policies catering to societal needs   

Governmental department 

on alternative energy 

representative 

Provision for tax exemption and soft loans   

Ministry of Energy 

representative and off-grid 

generation systems expert 

Enabling policy and governance for investment and 

development 

H 

Capital and financial incentives   

Electronic industry actor 

and SPV technology expert 

Supportive policy and governance   

Capital and financial incentives H 

Industry actor with 

expertise on SPV inverter 

Policy encouraging domestic market and support 

entrepreneurship 

H 

Enabling policy for investment and government 

funding 

  

Enabling policy for continuation of businesses   

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  
Role of policies in sustainability of SPV systems seem to be very significant in Thai context. 12 out of 

15 participants mentioned at least one policy related criteria in their appraisal process, which is 

unique in case of Thailand, as compared to India. 

For many sustainability criteria, policies, regulations and guidelines are considered to be effective in 

fulfilling those criteria. For instance, for efficient waste management, the need for clear guidelines 

for scientific waste disposal techniques is considered as sustainability criteria. Acknowledging this 

significant role of governance in sustainability of SPV systems, almost all participants came up with 

at least one policy related criteria. Those who didn’t propose any policy related criteria, mentioned 

the need for effective policies and regulations, while scoring the trajectories through their proposed 

sustainability criteria. The policy related criteria, proposed by several participants covered several 

aspects that are likely to enable smooth diffusion of SPV technologies. The criteria ranged from 

‘enabling policy to support private operators and financial systems’ to ‘policy encouraging 

domestic market and support entrepreneurship’.  
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Analyzing the highest and lowest weights assigned to their set of criteria by each participant, it can 

be found out that 6 participants, namely the lecturer on energy technology, energy technology 

management researcher, energy engineering researcher, the ministry of energy representative, the 

electronic industry actor and Industry actor with expertise on SPV inverter assigned highest weight 

to (one of) their policy related criteria. Only two of the researchers assigned their lowest weight to 

the policy related criteria. These criteria includes supportive subsidy scheme and policy support to 

private operators. All these observations supports the argument that policy support is considered to 

be highly essential in SPV sector in Thailand.  

 

In total, the social issue includes the highest number of criteria (20), and the policy issue consists of 

second highest number of criteria (15). This result signifies that majority of the stakeholders in 

Thailand tend to think that the government has a significant role to play in order to ensure 

sustainability of the trajectories through supportive policies, regulations and incentives.  All other 

issues of sustainability, namely economic, environmental and technical issues contain exactly the 

same number of criteria (11). The graph below represents the total number of criteria proposed by 

all participants, under each dimensions of sustainability. 

 

Fig 6.1 Number of criteria in each issue of sustainability, for SPV case in Thailand 

Even though the criteria included in social issue dominate in numbers, in terms of weights, the policy 

related criteria surpasses the social criteria both on average and in absolute terms. There are one or 

more participants who assigned higher weight to policy related criteria than any other criteria, 

thereby the policy issue features as the most significant issue of sustainability in SPV case in 

Thailand. Another observation is that even though the economic, environmental and technical issues 

contain exactly same number of criteria, they vary in terms of their relative weights. The mean 

weight assigned to environmental criteria is the lowest, reflecting that on average, the 

environmental dimension of sustainability is given relatively lower significance by majority of the 

participants. The graph below illustrated this interpretation through a chart produced in the MCM 

tool. 
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Fig 6.2 Weights assigned to each issue of sustainability, for SPV case in Thailand 

When these weights for each issue of sustainability are compared across the three perspectives of 

participants, it can clearly be noticed that the industry actors are the ones who assigned majority of 

the weight to policy related criteria. One of the industry actors illustrates the importance of 

governmental intervention in sustainability of SPV industries: “Government should provide funds to 

both government and private sector to encourage investment in the industry and the production of 

electricity from solar cells.” Both researchers and industry actors allocated their lowest weights to 

environment related criteria. Another interesting observation is that the governmental actors 

perceived technical criteria for sustainability of mobility systems to very less significant. The 

following figure shows this trend as described above.  

   

Fig 6.3 Weights assigned to each issue by each perspective, for SPV case in Thailand
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6.4.3 Scoring by individual participants; individual uncertainty 

Each individual’s evaluation on performance of trajectories in represented in the following set of 

graphs and is analyzed afterwards. The evaluation is done in terms of scoring each trajectory - under 

optimistic and pessimistic situations. The difference between such optimistic and pessimistic score 

represents the level of uncertainty of the participant for the particular SPV option. 
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Researcher on Mini-grid applications Energy management technology 
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applications 

Contd... 
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Box 6.1 Appraisal of trajectories by each stakeholder in SPV case in Thailand 

 

The individual perceptions of the stakeholders on sustainability of each trajectory are reflected in 

their respective optimistic and pessimistic scoring. The participants have also explained their rational 

for providing each scores.  

The lecturer on energy technology and SPV expert showed highest uncertainty for the rooftop solar 

option. He explained that there is a lot of investment on rooftop solar option in Thailand since the 

government promotes this option for the cause of CO2 emission reduction, yet there is lack of public 

knowledge and awareness about the option. His second highest uncertainty is about the solar power 

plants, which is also very suitable for addressing global problems like climate change mitigation, yet 

the option requires complicated legal procedures for successful implementation. 

The energy technology researcher and the mini-grid expert offered slightly high overall optimistic 

score for mini grid, even though her uncertainty about this option is as high as other options. She 

forecasted that a shift is about to happen from SHS to mini grid, as the price of solar becomes lower. 

She was highly optimistic that the villagers would install mini-grid if soft loans are available and the 

government would be more interested in investing in co-operatives and state enterprises. The 

participant, however expressed her concern that mini grid, as compared to other SPV options, has 

not been able to contribute substantially to GHG emission reduction in Thailand.  

Electronic industry actor and SPV 

technology expert 

Industry actor with expertise on grid 

connected large systems 

Industry actor with expertise on           

SPV inverter 
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The other researcher on mini grid application, who also presented the trajectory in the workshop, 

also showed high optimism about mini grids, in spite of being highly uncertain about it. His 

evaluation of mini grid is comparable to his evaluation of off-grid solar power generation system - 

which also received very high optimistic scores and very low pessimistic scores. He explained that 

even though the cost of PV energy becomes lower, the maintenance cost of both mini grids and off-

grid systems are high. The quality of maintenance of the panels, in turn affect the energy efficiency 

of the panels. She scored the rooftop and solar power plant trajectories with a ‘0’ under both 

optimistic and pessimistic situations through her ‘participation ’criteria arguing that she is unaware 

of the real situation for those two solar PV options.  

The energy management technology researcher expressed moderate high uncertainty for all the 

options, the highest being for rooftop solar and lowest for solar power plant options. He stated that 

the government has to bear the burden of electricity purchase price in case of rooftop solar, which 

makes the trajectory unsustainable. However, in terms of his high standard of design and safety 

criteria, he explained that rooftop solar option comes with a guarantee of electricity production 

efficiency and safety of utilisation. 

For the researcher with transnational experience and specialised on SHS, the highest uncertainty is 

for solar power plant and rooftop solar options. He provided further detailed explanation of his 

criteria ‘enabling policy to support private operators and financial systems’ while scoring the rooftop 

trajectory, stating that “The purchasing mechanism should consider angles, directions, and latitude in 

installation. It should not use mid price as the mechanism to indicate the price.” He scored the 

trajectories identically in terms of his two other criteria, namely ‘treaty linkage around the world’ 

and ‘resource sharing across other Asian countries’, offering the same arguments. 

The PhD researcher specialised on SHS applications scored all the trajectories in the same high 

uncertainty range, but was slightly more optimistic about the mini - grid option. He recommended 

for rooftop solar option that “Electricity utility should have better technical operations, such as a 

regulation for electricity substation linkage.’’ For off-grid generation systems and mini-grids, he 

explained that the system administrators are responsible to share the knowledge on the systems to 

induce community participation in maintenance and ownership of the systems. The stakeholder 

evaluated mini grids to be the best possible option in terms of meeting the need for electricity in 

remote islands while it is being financed by government budget. 

In evaluation of the energy engineering researcher and SPV expert, the solar home system and mini 

grid option received the lowest pessimistic score. She seemed to be least uncertain and very 

optimistic about solar power plants. She expressed her general reliability on ‘government owned 

and installed systems’ in terms of stability of the technologies, policy support and good quality 

equipments. She informed that the government has policies to support off-generation systems in 

southern Thailand. She associated her “’good quality of equipments’ criteria with system efficiency 

and knowledge transfer to the operators after installation of the systems. 

The electrical engineer, researcher and expert on SPV policy seemed to be equally pessimistic and 

uncertain about the solar home system and off-grid generation systems. He argued that off-grid 

systems are still almost fully dependant on governmental support and solar home systems are still 

not widely accepted due to lack of knowledge of consumers on the technology. According to him, 

rooftop solar is the most sustainable solar trajectory since the ‘feed-in-tariff’ policy is motivating the 

investors to finance the systems and it has positive environmental impact in urban areas. 
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The representative from a governmental department on alternative energy appraised all the five 

trajectories with equally high range of uncertainty. He seemed to marginally more optimistic about 

the solar power plant trajectory as he explained that the government supports this option by 

incentive measure like "adder" and "Feed in Tariff" which motivates many investors to investment in 

these large systems. He also sees the down side of this argument that the investment cost of solar 

farms are often high and the policies are not transparent enough to lower the prices, therefore the 

uncertainty persists. He seemed to be rather pessimistic about solar home systems and mini-grids 

because of the facts that mini-grids are complicated systems which require expert technicians to 

operate and maintain. His concern for solar home systems mainly includes improper ways of battery 

disposal and lack of proper maintenance service in case of installations by the government. 

The ministry of energy representative and off-grid generation systems expert is highly uncertain 

yet optimistic about solar rooftop and power plant trajectories. She acknowledges that 

governmental support encourages investment in both the systems and both are environmentally 

desirable options, however, a lot of uncertainty arise with the facts that there is limitation in laws 

and regulations; the power plants would require a lot of space and might require cutting down trees 

and the systems might generate inequality in income generation and distribution. She seemed to be 

less uncertain and not so optimistic about solar home systems and mini grid options because of lack 

of governmental support on those trajectories. 

The appraisal of provincial electricity authority representative with expertise on grid connected 

large systems shows similar results with high uncertainty for all the trajectories. He gave marginally 

more optimistic score to off-grid generation systems and solar power plants and he thinks that the 

systems can resolve many social problems like reducing the dependence on fossil fuel based energy. 

However the systems fail to provide energy security and required new set of knowledge and 

awareness to be spread about the new technologies. 

The owner of a solar power plant is least uncertain about sustainability of power plant and mini-grid 

options (even though not very optimistic). He is highly pessimistic about rooftop solar trajectory 

mainly because he thinks there is lack of governmental support and transparency in flow of money – 

thereby making this option unaffordable for rural people. He couldn’t be very optimistic about 

sustainability of solar power plants because there is lack of co-ordination between governmental 

authorities in providing support and therefore the implementation of the projects take longer than 

expected. Regarding mini-grid, the main issues concern high investment cost, long payback period 

and affordable mainly by wealthy people. 

The electronic industry actor and SPV technology expert also appraised all the trajectories in 

equally high range of uncertainty, using the criteria like minimal cost, enabling policy, reduced 

emission and gender equality. His highest uncertainty as well as highest optimism lies in rooftop 

trajectory where “government has good policy and support the rooftop installation. The payback 

period is about 8-10 years.”, however there is a need for maintenance and the invertors can create 

noise pollution. 

The industry actor with expertise on grid connected large systems shows no different result than 

high uncertainty ranges for all trajectories. He is more optimistic about rooftop solar and power 

plant trajectories, assuming that the project designers have basic knowledge. His other criteria are 

appropriate use of technologies, and availability of funds and minimal time of installation. Most of 

his explanations do not match the optimistic and pessimistic scores provided. 
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The appraisal of the industry actor with expertise on SPV inverter shows some clear indication 

about the sustainability of the trajectories. He is highly optimistic about rooftop solar trajectory 

because these are easy to operate; “.. the bank is willing to give out loans to people who are 

interested in investment in this option...” and “these systems have a lot of entrepreneurs and the 

potential to achieve the network, thus network building is not difficult.”. The pessimistic scores are 

assigned to this trajectory, taking into account uncertainty about payback period, grid parity point 

and bad quality of the products imported from China. He evaluated power plants with least 

uncertainty and explained that the governmental support and easy availability of loans from banks 

will always ensure that there is no lack of investment in this trajectory. However, the participant 

seemed to be highly pessimistic about mini-grids option because the systems are expensive and 

according to him, neither banks not the private sectors are interested in investing in this option. 

From these 15 individual scoring of trajectories, the following trends can be observed for each 

trajectory of SPV sector in Thailand: 

 Solar Home systems 

Solar home system is the trajectory which received pessimistic scores from majority of the 

participants. This is mainly because of lack of governmental support on this trajectory, requirement 

of skill of operation and maintenance and the systems are often not affordable by rural people. All 

participants expresses moderate to high uncertainty about SHS except the ministry of energy 

representative and the industry actor with expertise on SPV inverter 

 Off-grid generation systems 

The off grid systems often received pessimistic scores from majority of the stakeholders. This is due 

to the fact that it has high maintenance cost and requires adequate knowledge dissemination for 

community participation. Some stakeholders complained that it is fully dependent on governmental 

intervention. However, the uncertainty arises because of the fact that these systems have the 

potential to ensure energy security, energy access through clean source to rural communities. 

 Rooftop solar: 

Majority of the participants are highly optimistic and at the same time highly uncertain about 

rooftop solar trajectory. This is the trajectory which receives major institutional and financial 

support, therefore is mostly perceived to be sustainable. However, many of the stakeholders identify 

the problems related to complexity in the systems, involvement of huge cost, and lack of 

transparency in financial incentives – which makes the sustainability of this trajectory uncertain. 

 Solar power plants 

12 out of 15 participants appraised this trajectory with high levels of uncertainty. It is interesting 

that most of the participants assigned very high optimistic score to this trajectory after rooftop solar 

owning to its advantages as large scale system and due to the continuous governmental incentives.  

However several issues like lack of co-ordination between different governmental authorities result 

in inefficiency and longer time of implementation of projects. The investments are huge, require 

high maintenance cost – all of these contributing to the uncertainty about the sustainability of this 

trajectory.  
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 Mini grids 

Most of the participants are neither too pessimistic nor too optimistic about mini grid trajectory, 

expressing a moderate to high level of uncertainty. Some of the stakeholders preferred this 

trajectory to be one of the best solutions for providing electricity to remotest villages, however 

others raised their concerns about the high cost of installing and maintaining the systems.  

6.4.4 Overall performance of trajectories; overall uncertainty 

Overall ranking of all trajectories across all participants shows that the performance of the 

trajectories is evaluated in equally high ranges of uncertainty. The rooftop and solar power plant 

trajectories perform marginally better, compared to other trajectories. Keeping in mind the 

importance of policy related criteria in sustainability of the SPV trajectories in Thailand, the 

stakeholders expressed their higher optimism for these trajectories given the fact that both these 

trajectories receive financial and institutional support from the government. The graph below shows 

this evaluation by all participants on the performance of the five SPV trajectories in Thailand. 

 

Fig 6.4 Final rank of all trajectories for SPV case in Thailand 

When ranks per perspective are considered, the actors included in governmental perspective 

evaluated solar power plant trajectory over a wide range of pessimistic and optimistic scores (fig. 

6.4.1). The governmental actors provide ample reasoning for being optimistic about this trajectory. 

They explained the significance of the presence of feed in tariff and other incentive measures from 

the government for solar power plants. However, the same governmental actors expressed their 

concern about high investment cost of solar farms that put burden on governmental budget.  

The industry actors, on the other hand expressed very high optimism as well as very high pessimism 

in their evaluation of rooftop solar option (fig. 6.4.2). For this trajectory, the industry actors are far 

more optimistic in comparison to other options because they explained that “These systems have a 

lot of entrepreneurs and the potential to achieve the network, thus network building is not difficult.” 

However, “When the owner (of rooftop) sells electricity to transmission line, method of pay back, is 

not as good as it should be.”   These arguments resulted in low pessimistic scores.   
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Fig 6.4.1 Rank of all trajectories by participants in governmental perspective for SPV case in Thailand 

 

 

Fig 6.4.2 Rank of all trajectories by participants in industry perspective for SPV case in Thailand 

While it is true that the rooftop and solar power plant trajectories are the ones, which received 

highest optimistic scores, it is also interesting to note that that these are also the trajectories, which 

are assessed with highest uncertainty. The common reasons for such pessimistic scores for solar 

power plant and rooftop trajectories are mostly due to need for high initial investment, lack of 

affordability without governmental support, lack of transparency in governmental policy etc. 

Therefore, the governmental support and incentives could not eliminate the concerns related to 

these trajectories – resulted in the high uncertainties. The following figure supports this argument. 

 

Fig 6.5 Uncertainty for all trajectories, by all participants in SPV case in Thailand 
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Given that there is uncertainty for all options, it is important to check if these uncertainty levels vary 

across different sustainability criteria. This can be found out by assessing the uncertainty under each 

issues of sustainability. The following graph represents result of this exercise. Key finding from this 

exercise is that highest uncertainty for all trajectories is expressed in terms of policy related criteria. 

It is also noticeable that the lowest uncertainties are expressed in terms of environmental criteria for 

all trajectories. Therefore, it is an important conclusion from this analysis, that while the participants 

are least concerned about the environmental sustainability of all the trajectories, they are still not 

certain about the sustainability of the trajectories in absence of effective policies and governmental 

support.  

 

Fig 6.6 Uncertainty across each issue of sustainability in SPV case in Thailand 

If uncertainties expressed by participants included in different perspectives are compared, one can 

see that the stakeholders in industry perspective went way beyond all other stakeholders to express 

their high uncertainty for solar rooftop trajectory. The stakeholders in governmental perspective 

expressed lower uncertainty for all trajectories (except solar power plant trajectory), as compared to 

the uncertainties expressed by all other perspectives, for all trajectories. This makes the case 

stronger about their high uncertainty on power plant trajectory. The following figure depicts this. 

 

Fig 6.7 Uncertainty by each perspective of participants in SPV case in Thailand 
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6.5 Conclusions for Solar photovoltaic case in Thailand 
One of the unique results from the SPV case in Thailand is the importance of policy related criteria in 

determining sustainability of the trajectories. This importance of supportive policy on behalf of the 

government is reflected in the evaluation of the trajectories. One of the key conclusions that can be 

drawn from the results is that only those SPV trajectories where supportive instruments are 

currently present and effectively operating - seemed to be most sustainable in perception of the 

stakeholders. 

 Overall, high uncertainty is expressed for all the trajectories and none of the trajectories (not even 

the policy supported ones) are perceived to be unconditionally sustainable. In fact, highest 

uncertainty is expressed for rooftop trajectory. Highest uncertainty for all the trajectories is 

expressed in terms of policy issues. This result indicates that the stakeholders are highly concerned 

about the sustainability of the trajectories in absence of effective policies and governmental 

support, therefore considers enabling policy environment to be an absolute necessary criteria in 

order to make the SPV technologies sustainable. However, the participants seemed to be least 

uncertain about the environmental sustainability of all the identified SPV trajectories in Thailand.  

It is an unexpected result from the Thai SPV appraisal that a huge number of policy related criteria 

are proposed by participants – so much so that an additional issue of sustainability comprising of just 

policy related criteria had to be incorporated in the analysis. Not only in numbers, the policy-related 

criteria dominated the list of highest weighted criteria, proposed by all stakeholders in SPV appraisal 

in Thailand. This result depicts that there is a general feeling among SPV stakeholders in Thailand 

that lack of supportive, transparent policy or absence of financial incentives are the main 

obstruction for the SPV applications to be sustainable in Thailand. Such results have research and 

policy implications – which are discussed in the concluding chapter. 
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Chapter 7. Case study IV:  
Urban mobility in Thailand 

7.1 Introduction 
According to Thailand Energy Statistics (2012), the transport sector in Thailand contributes to 27% of 

the total GHG emission, having the second largest share after the electricity sector (39%). Most of 

these emissions come from road transport (96.84%) (UABHARADORN, 2013; Pongthanaisawan & 

Sorapipatana, 2013; UNCRD, 2010). But in terms of energy demand, transport sector consumes the 

largest share of energy in Thailand, accounted for 21,640 ktoe (34%) of the total final energy 

consumption as of 2011 (APERC, 2013).  

“The Thai mobility regime accounts for about 30% of the total CO2 emissions in Thailand due to its 

heavy reliance on fossil fuels. The Thai mobility regime heavily depends on imports. More than 50% 

of total primary energy supply – mainly oil for transportation – is currently imported. In 2006, 

transport accounted for about one third of total energy consumption, mainly comprising of diesel 

and gasoline (Siriwardhana et al, 2009).” (WOTRO proposal 2009) 

7.2 Background on urban mobility in Thailand 

7.2.1 Historical development 
Bangkok metropolitan region received its first railway and road based transport systems in late 1800.  

There has been rapid urbanisation since early 1900, copying western trends of modernisation and 

industrialisation. The implementation of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd National Economic and Social Development 

Plan (1962-1976) for road transport infrastructure development was highly concentrated in the 

Bangkok Metropolitan region (BMR) and marked the beginning of regional disparity (Suthiranart, 

2001) between Bangkok and other provinces in Thailand in terms of infrastructure provision and 

development of modern transportation systems. In this early stage of development, Bangkok 

received support from transnational organisation like American consultants and German Agency for 

technical co-operation in developing further policies for urban development The 4th, 5th and 6th plans 

did not yield expected outcomes due to several reasons including insufficient budgets, increased 

attention to highway development instead of public transport network expansion, delays in 

implementation of projects etc. 

Early 1990s marked the rapid development of transport sector through introduction of the concept 

of Mass rapid transit plan. Owing to this plan, Bangkok received its first Sky Train and Elevated road 

and train system and several MRT lines. Later, the plan was extended to surrounding areas of 

Bangkok as well. Later in the same decade, the budgets were tightened due to economic crisis and 

there has been an increasing attention to environmental implication of air pollution from the rapid 

increase in automobiles in urban areas. Policies addressed this issue but failed to solve the problem. 

Apart from environmental problems, there remains problem of traffic, congestion, poor service 

network, inefficient land use planning and inability to meet daily transportation demand.  

The modes of transport in Thailand constitute buses, minibuses, mini-vans and three-wheeler motor 

vehicles called tuk-tuks, cars, motorbikes, and motorcycle taxis etc. The prevalence of informal 

transport regime in form of Bangkok taxi motorbikes has been acknowledged in the transition 
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literature, to be a driver of alternative development pathways (Sengers & Raven, 2014). 

Experimentation with technology within these regimes is identified like the application of ICT in 

metering the motor taxi trips. There have also been efforts to reduce emissions from the existing bus 

systems by introducing alternative fuels like LPG, CNG and bio-ethanol. 

“Over the last two decades, the Thai government has implemented a variety of measures to increase 

the use of endogenous renewable sources, including ethanol production from cassava and cane and 

biodiesel production from palm oil and Jatropha. In 2005 the Thai government announced the 

Strategic Plan on Biodiesel Promotion and Development to replace 10% of diesel consumption in 

2012 with biofuels. In 2007 about 9 ethanol plants were operational, while another 36 plants were 

planned or under construction. Also in 2007, the Thailand Board of Investment established the Eco-

car policy to stimulate the introduction of clean vehicles in Thailand including advanced hybrid and 

electric vehicles.” (WOTRO Integrated full application 2009) 

 

From a governmental perspective, some scholars tend to blame lack of co-ordination across 

ministries and governmental agencies in implementing a real master plan. The planning and 

evaluation standards for projects are often unsatisfactory as well. There has also been lack of laws, 

rules and regulations for impact assessment of transportation projects and absence of strong 

political motive to address the problems. Taking into consideration the rising concern on 

environmental as well as socio-economic impacts,  the Transport and Traffic Development Master 

Plan 2011 ‐ 2020  (MoT, 2013) focuses on achieving green, sustainable transport in Thailand.  The 

main goal is to avoid single occupancy vehicles, shift to multi-modal, non-motorised, public transport 

and improve the transport infrastructure and service facilities.  

There has also been a “Bangkok Declaration on Sustainable transport goals for 2010-2020” which 

demonstrates the new commitment on behalf of the Thai government for achieving socially 

acceptable, economically feasible and environmentally sustainable transport (MoT, 2013). 

7.2.2 Industries 
The automobile industry in Thailand is a competitive export driven industry (Busser, 2008) which 

encourages foreign direct investment, promotes local supply and provides substantial tariff 

protection to production of vehicle parts in the country (Thoburn, 2013). This local manufacturing 

model gave competition to Japanese transnational corporations to operate in Thailand. They 

overcame this disadvantage by establishing their presence as vehicle parts suppliers (Kaosa-ard, 

1993). There are a large number of auto-assemblers in Thailand, operated by Japanese, American 

multi-national corporations. The Thai automotive Institute (TAI) is a joint venture between Thai 

government and private sectors to enable research and design strategic policies for development of 

automotive industry in Thailand. Policies encouraging improved sustainable technologies in private 

vehicles are planned, which projects increase in number of eco-cars, hybrid cars, increased use of 

bio-ethanol and bio-diesel over upcoming two decades. Companies like Toyota, BYD Auto Co. Ltd. 

are producing electric vehicles in Thailand. 

Apart from cars, Thailand is one of the largest bases of manufacturing small and medium sized 

vehicles for shared transportation like the tuk-tuks or the pickup trucks. A lot of global automobile 

manufacturers are making Thailand - their base for producing and exporting these vehicles because 

of the large domestic market and cheap cost of production in Thailand.  There have been 

experiments with electric tuk-tuks (Sakawee, 2014) and there are companies dedicated to promote 

these sustainable modes of transport. The Tuk-tuk factory is one such company who is not only 
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selling the e-tuktuks in the domestic market, but are also exporting in the overseas markets like 

Holland or Australia. 

7.2.3 Issues and controversies 
One of the major issues identified in Thailand is its high regional disparity and concentration of 

development activities in and around Bangkok. There has been lack of governmental initiatives in 

building infrastructure for mobility systems in provinces of Thailand. The role of experiments 

initiated by local entities might play an important role in reducing this disparity. Even though a lot of 

these initiatives still concentrate around Bangkok, there have been a few initiatives by industries and 

universities in other regions of Thailand to catch up with the pace of development and to showcase 

green, sustainable means of transportation. 

Another issue related to urban transport is the increasing number of private vehicle ownership. This 

is depicted by the ‘Car Ownership aspiration index’ (Amin, 2009) and the rapidly increasing number 

of registered vehicles in Thailand. In 2012, there were 3.5 million registered vehicles in Thailand out 

of which, 10 million were just in the city of Bangkok (Dept. of Land Transport, Thailand, 2014). The 

policies of Thai government are also responsible for such scenario. There is a controversial ‘first car 

policy’ (Dept. of Public Relations, 2011) which incentivise Thai youth to buy cars by subsidising their 

first bought cars.  

The problem of lack of innovation in the public transport sector is often seen as an outcome of 

economic and political agenda of taxi companies and shared transport organisations to protect their 

monopolies. The time lag and difficulty in implementation of efficient bus systems in many cities is 

often as result of influential groups safeguarding the incumbent systems. In other cities, even 

though mass transit systems are implemented, owning a car is a symbol of status and increasing 

wealth (Sangkhawasi & Johri, 2007) stand in the way of achieving sustainability. 

7.3 Introducing the trajectories 
This section introduces the emerging trajectories identified in Thailand. These are the areas of 

increasing experimentation, based on empirical evidence (database).  

Trajectory 1. Non-motorised transport systems: walking and cycling 

 

Source: http://www.thaicyclingclub.org/en/content/general/news/detail/1404 

http://www.thaicyclingclub.org/en/content/general/news/detail/1404
http://www.google.nl/imgres?imgurl=http://cdn.bicyclethailand.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/527752_4002195896133_1318151950_3456215_2104235547_n.jpg&imgrefurl=http://bicyclethailand.com/wisut-kasiyaphat-talks-about-road-cycling-in-thailand/&h=488&w=720&tbnid=FXJZwgNQimzEjM:&zoom=1&docid=6ONOmRHO69ddYM&ei=FgFzU6uBIMnW0QX5hYCYCw&tbm=isch&ved=0CF8QMygIMAg&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=1412&page=2&start=8&ndsp=12
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This trajectory includes (i) solutions to lower vehicle speeds at intersections with pedestrians 

(measures such as humps, speed breakers and roundabouts), pedestrian safety measures, traffic 

calming measures, pedestrian crossings, pedestrian subway, pedestrian flyover;  (ii) the 

development of dedicated infrastructure for cycling (bike lanes), bike innovations, smart sharing 

systems, novel traffic management strategies, integration of bikes as an integral part of the road 

networks, bicycle networks etc.  

Walking and cycling receives increased attention in Thailand with a growing number of cycling clubs 

and walking initiatives. Facilitating these non-motorised transport, particularly walking and cycling, 

will directly lead to the reduction of the Carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions. Cycling and walking are 

also access modes for public transport, and thus their promotion could lead to increased public 

transport use. Promotion of NMT also delivers important co‐benefits, such as noise and pollution 

reduction, better health, and a greener environment. 

Trajectory 2. Shared transport systems 

                                                                   
Source figure: http://www.thailandee.com/transports/ 

This trajectory includes different modes of shared transport such as songthaew, shared bikes, shared 

cars etc. Songthaews are a semi-formal mode of transport in towns and cities and for longer routes 

between towns and villages. Those within towns are converted from pick-up trucks and usually ply 

fixed routes for a set fare, but in some cases (as in Chiang Mai) they are used as shared taxis for 

passengers travelling in roughly the same direction. 

Car sharing is not very popular and rather stimulated by internationals who want to travel cheaper 

while in Thailand, see e.g. carpoolworld.com During 2000-10, carpool programmes were initiated 

among some small organizations but with limited success. E.g. in 2003, Bodi Decha School in 

Bangkok with over 4000 students and school personnel, tried to campaign carpooling among 

students and their parents by asking them to pick up other students along the way to school. In 

2008, the research team of Chiang Mai University did a carpool experiment at the new Bangkok 

Government Complex by creating a carpool programme for two government organizations inside. 

The results, however, show that while participants thought that the programme could save their 

travel costs and create interpersonal relationships; the sustainability of the programme was based 

purely on the mutual benefits of both driver and carpool passengers. With few participants, the 

department leaders could not officially support the programme any further. 

 

http://www.thailandee.com/transports/
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Trajectory 3. Public transport innovations: BRT 

 

Source figure: www.wiki.com 

 This trajectory refers to innovations in public transport with Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as an example. 

BRT is a bus-based mass transit system that generally has specialized design, services and 

infrastructure to improve system quality and remove the typical causes of bus delay. Sometimes 

described as a "surface subway", BRT aims to combine the capacity and speed of a light rail or metro 

system with the flexibility, cost and simplicity of a bus system. To be considered BRT, buses should 

operate for a significant part of their journey within a fully dedicated right of way (busway), in order 

to avoid traffic congestion. In addition, a true BRT system will have most of the following elements: 

 Busway alignment in the centre of the road (to avoid typical curb-side delays) 

 Dedicated right of way enforced by delineators, bollards, or colorized pavement 

 Off-board fare collection (to reduce boarding and alighting delay related to paying the 

driver) 

 Platform-level boarding (to reduce boarding and alighting delay caused by steps) 

 Intersection priority (to increase bus speeds at intersections) 

 

In Bangkok out of five routes originally planned, only one line has been operating since 2010. The 16 

kilometres (9.9 mi) route has twelve stations in the centre of the road that give at grade access to 

the right hand side of the buses. Both terminals are connected to the Silom Line of the BTS Skytrain; 

at Chong Nonsi (S3) and at the newly opened Talat Phlu (S10). The buses used are all Sunlong 

SLK6125CNG buses. 

 

http://www.wiki.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bangkok_BRT_2277.JPG
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Trajectory 4. Alternatively fuelled vehicles

 

Source: www.bangkokbusclub.com 

This trajectory refers to innovations in vehicle fuel including the use of ethanol, CNG, LPG and 

electricity to move them. Thailand has set up serious efforts to reduce oil imports and carbon 

emissions by replacing at least 20% of its vehicle fuel consumption with renewable energy sources 

such as ethanol and biodiesel. Biofuels are also seen by the government as an opportunity for rural 

development and trade Currently, various blends of ethanol in gasoline (10%, 20% and 85%) and 

biodiesel in diesel (< 5%) are available on the Thai market, however ethanol can also be used as 

diesel substitute. Thailand currently uses 10% ethanol (E10) on a large scale in the local market. 

Beginning in 2008 Thailand started with the sale of E20 and by late 2008 E85 flexible fuel vehicles 

were introduced with only two gas stations selling E85. In 2011 a project was completed that set out 

to demonstrate the feasibility of using ethanol as a fuel to replace diesel in buses. The aim was to 

reduce diesel usage by large transport buses and promote the use of ED95 ethanol produced from 

domestic raw materials such as sugar cane and cassava. Thailand is a leading global producer of both 

crops: ethanol is produced in 21 local factories. 

Trajectory 5. Electric vehicles 

 

Source: http://www.techinasia.com/fun-pollution-check-thailands-electric-tuktuk/ 

http://www.bangkokbusclub.com/cms/showthread.php?t=1580&page=4
http://www.techinasia.com/fun-pollution-check-thailands-electric-tuktuk/
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This trajectory refers to innovations in vehicles that are run by electricity.  Electric vehicles are not 

yet very popular in Thailand but the public interest in them increases, particularly in the two- and 

three- wheelers such as tuk-tuks, also called auto rickshaws. Normally, these modified motorbikes 

create a lot of pollution but the TukTuk Factory has recently released one of the world’s first fully 

electric, 100 percent zero-emission tuk-tuk. An E-Tuck can go 70 km before running out of energy. 

The max speed is 50 km/h and it takes up to 12 h to charge from a 220 V current. The use of 

conventional golf cart batteries makes maintenance very easy. 

The table below summarise the characteristics of the Thai mobility trajectories, in terms of their 

respective functions and services, ownership and management, infrastructure and technology 

(High/Medium/Low) and implementation time scale (Short Term/ Medium term/ Long Term). 

Table 7.1 Characteristics of identified emerging trajectory in urban mobility case in Thailand 

Trajectory Function 
and Service 

Owners
hip and 
Manage
ment 

Infrastructure 
and technology 
requirement 

Imple-
mentation 
time scale  

 
Non-motorised 

transport 
systems: walking 

and cycling 
 

 
Individual 
practise 

 
Individual/
Household
/communit
y 

 
Low to medium 

 
Short term 

 
Shared transport 
systems 

 
Semi-formal 
transport - 
Access to 
mobility, long 
and short 
routes, minimal 
cost 
 

 
Private/pu
blic 

 
Medium to high 

 
Short to medium 
term 

 
Public transport 
(BRT) 
 

 
Public transport 

 
Public/Gov
ernment 

 
High 

 
Long term 

 
Alternatively 
fuelled vehicles 
 

 
Clean fuel - 
public or private 
transport 
 

 
Public/Hou
sehold 

 
Medium to high 

 
Short term to 
medium term 

 
Electric vehicle 

 
Clean fuel 
private 
transport 

 
Household 
ownership; 
manageme
nt by 
private 
companies 

 
High 

Medium to long 
term 
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7.4 Analysis and results 

7.4.1 Participants and perspectives 
The 14 participants who were interviewed from Mobility sector in Thailand are enlisted below. Each 

of the participants is grouped into perspective and their area of expertise are indicated in the third 

column of the following table.  

Table 7.2 List of participants and perspectives in urban mobility case in Thailand 

Sl. 
No. 

Participants Perspectives Areas of 
expertise 

1 Local governmental representative from 
traffic and transport unit 

Government Public transport 

2 Local Municipality representative from 
pollution control unit 

Government Non- Motorised 
transport 

3 Transport engineer working at a Govt. 
Research lab 

Researcher Alternative fuelled 
vehicles/ EV 

4 Transport engineer working for Govt.-
Industry co-operation platform 

Researcher Alternative fuelled 
vehicles/ EV 

5 Researcher on Business development for 
Govt.-Industry co-operation platform 

Researcher Alternative fuelled 
vehicles 

6 Civil engineer and researcher on Shared 
transport 

Researcher Shared transport 

7 Researcher on Electric vehicles at an 
university  

Researcher Electric vehicles 

8 Researcher at an independent non profit 
research institute 

Researcher Shared Transport 

9 Researcher and consultant at an 
International NGO 

Researcher/consultant Transport Policy 

10 University researcher on transport planning 
and consultant 

Researcher/consultant BRT 

11 Private consultant on public transport 
planning 

Consultant Public 
transport/BRT 

12 Private transport consultant Consultant BRT/Bike sharing 

13 Informal consultant and civil society 
campaigner 

Consultant/Civil 
society activist 

Bicycling 

14 Civil society activist for bicycling and NMT Civil society activist Bicycling/NMT 

 

There are 2 governmental actors, who are representatives of separate departments of local 

governmental bodies. While one of the actors is from the traffic management and transport unit, the 

other governmental actor is from the pollution control unit of a local municipality. 

The researchers perspective constitutes 8 participants, who are from different academic and 

professional backgrounds and are associated with either universities or independent research 

institutes. Two of these participants were from a government industry co-operation institute. There 

are two other researchers who are associated with consultancy firms and can be considered as 

consultants as well. Here lies the overlap with the third category of actors who are consultants. 

 There are five consultants in the list of participants out of which two are researchers as mentioned 

above. One of the other consultants is also a civil society campaigner. He, together with another civil 
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society activist comprise of the last perspective of actors, namely the civil society activist 

perspective’.  

Summarizing, we have 4 perspectives from the above list of 14 participants, considering overlaps 

between perspectives. 

i. Governmental perspective: 2 participants 

ii. Researchers perspective: 8 participants 

iii. Consultancy perspective: 5 participants 

iv. Civil society activist perspective: 2 participants 

7.4.2 Criteria and weights 
The following four tables in this section provide an overview of all the criteria selected by the 14 

stakeholders of urban mobility sector in Thailand. The criteria are categorised under social, 

economic, environmental and technical issues respectively. The last column of each table represents 

the weights, which by definition means the relative importance of a particular criterion, as compared 

to all other criteria proposed by that stakeholder. The letter H refers to the fact that the criteria 

received highest weight from that stakeholder and likewise, lowest weighted criteria are indicated as 

L. 

Table 7.3 List of criteria under social issue in urban mobility case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Social Criteria Weights 
 
Local governmental 
representative from traffic 
and transport unit 

Contribution to connectivity of people with 
social networks 

  

Good health and safety H 

Contribution to cultural conservation L 

 
 
 
Local Municipality 
representative from pollution 
control unit 

Good health (Physical exercise and less 
emissions) 

  

Accessibility for rich and poor L 

Inter-generational benefit   

Induce social interaction   

Easy and comfortable H 

 
Transport engineer working 
at a Govt. Research lab 

Local knowhow for maintenance   

Road safety   

Adaptability to people's lifestyles   

Transport engineer working 
for Govt.-Industry co-
operation platform 

 
Road safety and reduced accidents 

  

 
Researcher on Business 
development for Govt.-
Industry co-operation 
platform 

Local community ownership of transport 
systems 

  

Reduced congestion H 

Minimal travel time L 

Connectivity of various mobility networks L 
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Civil engineer and researcher 
on Shared transport 

Adaptability to long term perspective L 

Equity and fairness   

Efficient land use and urban development H 

Reduced number of accidents and adverse 
health impact 

  

Researcher on Electric 
vehicles at an university  

Improved quality of life (time saving, safety, 
good air quality) 

  

Desirability L 

 
Researcher at an independent 
non profit research institute 

Reduced adverse health impact   

Equity and social inclusion L 

Transparency and accessibility of information   

Increased road safety and security   

Good governance   

 
Researcher and consultant at 
an International NGO 

Accessibility H 

Comfort   

Equity   

Road safety and minimal accidents   

University researcher on 
transport planning and 
consultant 

Equity in access   

Road safety and security L 

 
Private consultant on public 
transport planning 

Convenience   

Accessibility   

Private transport consultant Road safety and reduced accidents H 

Convenience   

 
 
Informal consultant and civil 
society campaigner 

Equity and accessibility E 

Tourist friendliness E 

Comfort E 

Road Safety E 

Minimal need for changing modes of transport 
to reach destination 

E 

Civil society campaigner for 
bicycling and NMT 

Adaptive human potential L 

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights E => Equal weight assigned to all criteria proposed by that participant 

There are 43 social criteria in the urban mobility case in Thailand. All the 14 stakeholders mentioned 

at least one social criterion for sustainability of mobility systems in Thailand. Among these criteria, 

equity and accessibility, health and safety, comfort and convenience, minimal travel time have 

occurred most number of times. There are other diverse and unique criteria proposed by 

participants – which cater to societal needs and expectations. Social connectivity, inducing social 

interaction and adaptability to people's lifestyles are few examples of such criteria.  

Conservation of old traditional modes of transport like old trams seemed another unique criteria 

proposed by a local governmental actor for sustainability of mobility systems. He argued that if old 

trams can be revived, tourist and other who would like to connect to the past could use it. Another 

cultural dimension added to the proposal of criteria was that the mobility system is considered 
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sustainable if it connects to social networks of people. This criterion can be fulfilled only by a dense 

network of mobility within and across the cities. Other participants also consider this requirement 

for well-connected networks of different modes of transport as an important criterion for 

sustainable mobility. Participants call it as “coverage” or “connectivity to various mobility 

networks” – the core idea remains the same.  

Many participants have explained the criterion of equity in different ways. While some participants 

call it ‘fairness’, others prefer to define it as ‘social inclusion’. “Accessibility for both rich and poor”, 

proposed by the governmental representative from pollution control unit also incorporates the 

equity aspect.  

The civil engineer and researcher on shared transport gave his criteria on urban land use efficiency a 

social dimension. He defined efficiency in land use in terms of urban development and prevention of 

urban sprawl. The issue of congestion came up remarkable less number of times, while discussing on 

sustainability of mobility. Only business development researcher in a government-industry co-

operation institute mentioned ‘Reduced congestion’ to be one of the criteria for sustainability. This 

is also considered to be under social issue since the criteria has been defined in terms of desired 

behavioural shifts towards using more mass transit and shared transport to avoid congestion in the 

city of Bangkok. The criteria received highest weight from the respective stakeholder.  

The informal consultant and civil society campaigner seemed to be highly concerned for tourists and 

proposed some unique criteria like tourist friendliness of mobility, reduced modes of transport. The 

one policy related issue – ‘good governance’ - proposed by researcher at an independent non profit 

research institute is considered under social issue. There are many other criteria, which include 

policy and governance aspect of sustainability. The private transport consultant clarified this 

“feasibility or chances of the government/planner achieving a particular sustainability goal (like clean 

air) will be taken into account for each criterion, not as separate criterion itself.” 

Different stakeholders weighed their social criteria differently. For instance, safety related criteria 

received highest weight from two participants, equal weight with other criteria by another 

participant and lowest weight by yet another participant. So nothing can be concluded from the 

weighing pattern of the criteria contained in social issue.  

Table 7.4 List of criteria under economic issue in urban mobility case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Economic Criteria Weights 
Local governmental representative 
from traffic and transport unit 

Affordability   

Transport engineer working at a 
Govt. Research lab 

Minimal investment cost L 

Beneficial to local economy   

Transport engineer working for 
Govt.-Industry co-operation 
platform 

 
Affordability and feasibility for investment 

 
H 

Researcher on Business 
development for Govt.-Industry co-
operation platform 

 
Economic feasibility - minimal cost 
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Civil engineer and researcher on 
Shared transport 

Efficient city infrastructure H 

Operational feasibility   

Economic feasibility    

Researcher on Electric vehicles at an 
university  

Possibility of local job creation   

Affordability   

Researcher and consultant at an 
International NGO 

 
Minimising overall cost 

  

University researcher on transport 
planning and consultant 

 
Economically efficient 

  

Private transport consultant Minimal investment cost H 

Informal consultant and civil society 
campaigner 

Affordability E 

*Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights E => Equal weight assigned to all criteria proposed by that participant 

There are 14 economic criteria, proposed by 10 participants. Four participants namely the local 

governmental representative from traffic and transport unit, transport engineer working for 

government-industry co-operation platform, researcher on electric vehicles at an university and the 

informal consultant who is also a civil society activist mentioned ‘affordability’ as one of their 

criteria. Cost minimisation features as other frequently proposed economic criteria, mentioned by 

four other participants. Only the university researcher on electric vehicles mentioned possibility of 

job creation. The ‘efficient city infrastructure’, proposed by the civil engineer, who is a researcher 

on shared transport, is considered under economic issue since he explained the criteria as “its refers 

to the contribution of the efficiency of urban infrastructure to the growth of urban economy”.  The 

researcher on shared transport also mentioned operational feasibility of a mobility option as one of 

the criteria, defined in terms of institutional law and human capital – which is considered as an 

economic criterion. Others touched upon the aspect of economic sustainability, by mentioning 

generalised criteria like ‘economic feasibility’, ‘beneficial to local economy’ etc. 

The transport engineer working for government-industry co-operation platform and the private 

transport consultant are the two participants who assigned their highest weights to their only 

economic criteria, which are “affordability and feasibility for investment” and “minimal investment 

cost” respectively. However the transport engineer working at a governmental research lab assigned 

the same criterion of ‘minimal investment cost’ with lowest weight. To this engineer, environmental 

sustainability is most important and therefore he assigned his highest to both environmental criteria, 

which he proposed, as discussed below. 

 There are four participants – who did not specify any economic criteria. Those are the Local 

municipality representative from the pollution control unit, researcher at an independent non-profit 

research institute, private consultant on public transport planning and the civil society campaigner 

for bicycling and NMT.  
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Table 7.5 List of criteria under environment issue in urban mobility case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Environmental Criteria Weights  
Local governmental 
representative from traffic 
and transport unit 

 
Natural resource conservation 

  

Local Municipality 
representative from 
pollution control unit 

Natural resource conservation L 

Reduced emission and waste L 

Transport engineer working 
at a Govt. Research lab 

Good air quality H 

Reduced GHG emission H 

Transport engineer working 
for Govt.-Industry co-
operation platform 

Efficient use of energy L 

Reduced emission and good air quality   

Researcher on Business 
development for Govt.-
Industry co-operation 
platform 

Good air quality   

Reduced CO2 emission   

Civil engineer and researcher 
on Shared transport 

Good air quality and reduced noise pollution L 

Researcher on Electric 
vehicles at an university 

Minimal fossil fuel use H 

Researcher at an 
independent non profit 
research institute 

Good air quality   

Use of renewable energy sources and reduction 
of GHG emission 

H 

 
Researcher and consultant at 
an International NGO 

Good air quality   

Energy security   

Reduced GHG emission   

Reduced noise pollution L 

 
University researcher on 
transport planning and 
consultant 

Reduced air and noise pollution L 

Intergenerational equity in resource use and 
sustainable development 

L 

Private consultant on public 
transport planning 

Environment friendly L 

Private transport consultant Good air quality   

Reduced noise pollution L 

Civil society campaigner for 
bicycling and NMT 

Efficient resource use   

No negative environmental impact   

  *Weights H => Highest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
  Weights L => Lowest weight assigned to that criteria by the participant 
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13 participants together proposed 24 environmental criteria. Both the governmental actors 

mentioned ‘natural resource conservation’ as one of their environmental criteria. The ‘minimum 

fossil fuel use’ criteria, proposed by the researcher on electric vehicles and the ‘efficient resource 

use’ criteria proposed by the civil society campaigner also incorporates the idea of conservation of 

natural resources. “Efficient use of energy”, proposed by the transport engineer from the 

government – industry platform is categorized under environmental issue since the criteria concerns 

individual’s minimal energy use while travelling from one point to the other.  

Reduced GHG/CO2 emission, “good air quality” is the most common environmental criteria. 

Reduced air and noise pollution also came up several times, either separately or together. The 

University researcher on transport planning and consultant proposed a criterion named 

“intergenerational equity” which is different than other equity related criteria. Here he talks about 

GHG emission and climate change related problems, therefore the criteria is classified under 

environmental issue. 

9 of the 24 environmental criteria received lowest weights from respective participants. Among 

them, it is interesting to note that the governmental actor from the pollution control unit assigned 

lowest weight to both his environment related criteria. The university researcher on transport 

planning and consultant also did the same and the private consultant on public transport planning 

assigned his lowest weight to his only environmental criteria. These observations depict that even if 

the stakeholders mentioned several environmental criteria, there are other concerns which get 

priority in assessing the sustainability of trajectories. However, there are two participants namely 

the transport engineer working at a governmental research lab and the researcher on electric 

vehicles – who provided their highest weights to as many environmental criteria as they proposed. It 

is noteworthy that the informal consultant, who is also a civil society campaigner didn’t come up 

with any environment related criteria.  

Table 7.6 List of criteria under technical issue in urban mobility case in Thailand 

Stakeholder Technical Criteria Weights  
Local Municipality 
representative from 
pollution control unit 

Use of Energy efficient technologies L 

 Adaptive and Compatible system; less dependence on 
fuel, electricity 

L 

Informal consultant and 
civil society campaigner 

Availability of parking E 

 Accessibility of fuel E 

Co-existence of different modes of transport E 

Route predictability E 

Schedule predictability E 

Civil society campaigner 
for bicycling and NMT 

Co-existence of many modes of transport through 
efficient public space utilisation 

H 

Researcher and consultant 
at an International NGO 

Efficient use of space  

Private consultant on 
public transport planning 

Minimal travel time H 
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Private transport 
consultant 

Predictable and on time mobility services  

Minimal travel time  

Informal consultant and 
civil society campaigner 

Minimal travel time E 

 

There are 13 technical criteria proposed by 9 participants. The “adaptability and compatibility’ 

criterion proposed by one of the governmental actors is categorized under technical issue. This is 

because the participant referred to compatibility from the technological point of view, arguing for 

less dependence on fuel or electricity systems. He also mentioned about the co-existence of 

different modes of transport like walking and cycling as an example for adaptive and resilient 

transport system. The informal consultant, proposed five technical criteria and weighted them 

equally. His argument on predictability of route and schedule of all modes of transport is similar to 

the argument of the private transport consultant, who also proposed “predictable and on time 

mobility services” to be an important sustainability criteria for mobility systems. 

The civil society campaigner for bicycling and NMT initially named her criteria as ‘public space use’ 

(See Appendix I for original list of criteria), but while describing his criteria, he explained that 

motorized public or private transport and non-motorised transport has to co-exist and operate in 

the most efficient way. This explanation makes the criteria technical since it means re-modelling the 

transport system in order to implement the idea. The ‘efficient use of space’ criteria proposed by 

the Researcher and consultant at an international NGO also has a technical dimension due to the 

fact that it concerns the amount of urban road space require for operation of each modes of 

transport. It is noteworthy that none of the researchers, except the consultant at an International 

NGO mentioned any technical criteria for sustainability of urban mobility in Thailand. It is also 

interesting to note that most of the technical criteria received either lowest or highest weights or at 

least same weight as of other criteria.  

Given all the criteria as enlisted above, social issue contains highest number of criteria assigned by 

all participants (43). The second highest number of criteria is included in the environmental issue 

(24). The figure below represents the number of criteria proposed for MOB in Thailand, per issue of 

sustainability. 

       

Fig 7.1 Number of criteria in each issue of sustainability, for urban mobility case in Thailand 
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The relative weights assigned to each issue also follow the pattern indicated above. The criteria 

included in the social issue received highest weights on average, followed by environmental criteria. 

Owing to the large number of criteria in the social issue, the range in which those are weighed is also 

high. This implies that while some participants assigned very high weight to some social criteria, 

others assigned very low weight to their respective social criteria. However, the stakholders 

weighted economic aspects of sustainability of mobility systems as low as their weighing of technical 

aspects of sustainability. 

 

Fig 7.2 Weights assigned to each issue of sustainability, for urban mobility case in Thailand 

The above graph represents the total weight assigned to all criteria by all stakeholders taken 

together. Looking more in-depth, it is possible to see how participants in each perspective weight 

their respective set of criteria. The figure below illustrates this. It can be observed that the 

stakeholders in governmental perspective assigned exceptionally high weights to social issue. The 

consultants and civil society activists account for most of the weights received by the criteria 

included in technical issue of sustainability. For the civil society activists, the environmental and 

technical dimension of sustainability seemed to be most significant.  

          

              Fig 7.3 Weights assigned to each issue by each perspective, for urban mobility case in 

Thailand 
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7.4.3 Scoring by individual participants; individual uncertainty 

The following box shows the final scoring for each individual stakeholder in the sustainability 

appraisal process of urban mobility trajectories in Thailand.  
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An University Researcher specialised on 

Electric vehicles 

Researcher at an independent non profit 

research institute 

Researcher and consultant at an Int’l NGO University researcher on transport planning 

and consultant 

Private consultant on public transport planning Private transport consultant 

Informal consultant and civil society activist Civil society campaigner for bicycling and NMT 
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Box 7.1 Appraisal of trajectories by each stakeholder in urban mobility case in Thailand 

The perceptions of the stakeholders on sustainability of each trajectory are reflected in their 

respective optimistic and pessimistic scoring. The narrative on each individual stakeholder’s 

argumentation for their respective scoring is presented below. 

The local governmental representative from traffic and transport unit is highly optimistic about 

walking and cycling trajectories, as he perceived these to be affordable and beneficial for health. His 

only concern about this trajectory is that it does not provide adequate connectivity since it is only 

appropriate for short distances. He expressed highest uncertainty for public transport as he 

explained that “Public transport system with lots people packed together might be a public health 

hazard..”, yet they are affordable and provide good connectivity. The alternative fuelled vehicle and 

electric vehicles are appraised with least uncertainty, but not so optimistically, as the investment 

costs are high and the sustainability really depends on the source of electricity or the type of fuel 

used. 

Similar optimism about walking and cycling is also expressed by the local municipality 

representative from pollution control unit while scoring through his several sustainability criteria 

proposed. Especially he mentioned energy efficiency and compatibility, flexibility of these modes of 

transport in any situation. He adds, “..in addition, walking and cycling provide better and easier 

access to the small alleys (soi) in Thai cities.” His second highest optimism goes to public transport 

trajectory as it is value for money and provides opportunity for social interaction. Shared transport, 

alternative fuelled vehicle and electric vehicle are appraised quite pessimistically since he argued 

that often shared transport is run in fossil fuel and does not carry as many passenger as mass transit. 

Moreover, the alternative fuelled and electric vehicles are still private transport modes, which she 

perceived to be worse options anyways.  

The transport engineer working at a government research lab appraised all the trajectories more or 

less optimistically. Still, his highest optimism is more walking and cycling with relatively higher range 

of uncertainty. In spite of all the advantages, he mentioned some down side of walking and cycling 

like safety issues in absence of cycling lanes and inappropriateness for long distance travelling. He is 

extremely pessimistic and uncertain about electric vehicles trajectory as he explains, “there is a lack 

of knowledge and there might be some high voltage problems with charging and maintenance. 

Therefore, more uncertainty as compared to alternative fuels for combustion engine.” He said that he 

would rather prefer electric motorcycles to electric cars. 

The other transport engineer working for government-industry co-operation platform is extremely 

pessimistic and uncertain about shared transport trajectory and equally optimistic about walking 

and cycling as well as public transport. He said that the shared transport systems like red trucks need 

to be managed more efficiently in order to be sustainable. Moreover it is not energy efficient and 

not appropriate for good air quality – which is are exactly what the plus points of walking, cycling 

and public transport are. He is pessimistic about alternative fuelled vehicles as he perceived it to be 

mainly private transport and he is even more pessimistic about electric vehicles since it requires high 

investment cost. 

The researcher on business development for government-industry co-operation platform 

appraised all the trajectories with very less uncertainty. In other words, he is either really optimistic 

or really pessimistic about certain trajectories. He is very pessimistic about alternative fuelled 

vehicles as he said, “..[for] options like hybrids, Thailand has to rely on foreign technology suppliers” 

His only uncertainty about public transport arises from the fact that mass transit does not provide 
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enough coverage/connectively, therefore use of private vehicles are still required. Shared transport 

provides door-to-door access, so does walking and cycling together with its contribution to 

environmental sustainability.  

The civil engineer and researcher on shared transport seemed to be exceptionally critical about the 

trajectory he is researching on. According to him, shared transport does not operate efficiently if it is 

not managed properly, can be harmful for congestion and air pollution if fossil fuel is used. However, 

he also marked the advantages of shared transport by saying, “shared transport has a high 

contribution to reduction of road use and thereby more efficient urban land use.” He expressed 

highest optimism for cycling and walking in short distance travel, and also expressed that public 

transport is the “key to sustainable mobility” when proper monitoring and safety controls by the 

government are in place. 

The university researcher specialised on electric vehicles evaluated all the trajectories in same 

moderate uncertainty range. She is clearly more optimistic about walking and cycling, shared 

transport and public transport trajectories than alternative fuelled or electric vehicles trajectory. Her 

optimism is based on the facts that those three trajectories are resource efficient and affordable, 

while alternative fuelled vehicles and electric vehicles are less desirable options in those respects 

and it fails to create jobs. 

The researcher at an independent non profit research institute expressed high uncertainty for all 

trajectories – highest being for the electric vehicles trajectory. He thinks this is the most expensive 

option for the users, even though it meets people’s desires to own a car. He offered his highest 

optimistic score to walking and cycling trajectory because these modes have to highest potential to 

ensure a low carbon society. However he raised concern about acceptability of these modes by 

common people solely due to environmental trigger. 

The researcher and consultant at an international NGO clearly depicted moderate uncertainty for 

walking and cycling, shared transport and public trajectory trajectories and very low uncertainty for 

the rest of the two trajectories. The uncertainties are based on limited accessibility, requirement of 

infrastructure, level of comfort, rood safety and cost of the options. Uncertainties also arise from the 

fact that some shared transport and public transport systems are safe, efficient and environmentally 

sustainable while others are not. The limited uncertainty for alternatively fuelled and electric 

vehicles comes from which fuel and source of electricity is being used.  

The university researcher on transport planning and consultant is clearly optimistic about walking 

and cycling and public transport, while clearly pessimistic about shared transport and alternatively 

fuelled vehicles. While scoring the walking and cycling trajectories, he exclaimed that “This is 

absolutely the way to go in terms of reducing GHG emissions and saving scarce natural resources.”  

He perceived public transport to be sustainable in terms of economic efficiency and ensuring equity 

in access. However he expressed his concern for noise pollution and type of fuel used for public 

transport. For shared transport, one of the explanations he provided is that “This scores low because 

vehicles like shared taxi pickup trucks do not foster access to the disabled..” For alternative fuelled 

vehicles, the main concern is whether biofuel or CNG or LPG is used and that LPG can be quite 

dangerous and can cause accidents. 

The private consultant on public transport planning shows some contrasting result. He is more 

optimistic about alternative fuelled and electric vehicles trajectory as according to his sustainability 

criteria, he thinks these are convenient, accessible and fast modes of transport. His highest 

uncertainty is for the public transport. The public buses, elevated skytrain are perceived to 
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convenient, however, public transport is not yet reliable in minimising travel time and in providing 

maximum accessibility.  

The other private transport consultant is extremely optimistic about public transport and extremely 

pessimistic about alternative fuelled and electric vehicles. She explained that the BRT and skytrain 

are convenient, safe and punctual with minimal pollution to the air. A private vehicle is rather 

unpredictable in terms of travel time and punctuality. Alternative fuelled and electric vehicles are 

expensive and require high investment – which are the reasons why these are scores pessimistically. 

Cycling and walking is scored relatively optimistically as she explained “if 100% of the people will 

cycle, it will be great for clean air, but this will not happen..” The last part of this quote shows the 

uncertainty in her appraisal of the trajectory. 

The informal consultant and civil society campaigner is very optimistic about cycling and walking 

with minimum uncertainty. Apart from all other advantages of walking and cycling as stated by other 

participants, he added a new aspect which is ‘tourist friendliness’ of this trajectory. Moreover, it is 

predictable in terms of time and route, highly accessibility to all, cheap and safe. He is rather 

pessimistic about public transport trajectory, because of mainly safety issues, lack of comfort and 

sometimes lack of route predictability of buses.  

In contrast, the civil society campaigner for bicycling and NMT scored public transport with high 

optimism and scores alternative fuelled and electric vehicles most pessimistically. The uncertainties 

arise from the fact that renewable energy driven rail system is desirable, while fossil fuel driven bus 

systems are not. She expressed her concern for alternative fuelled vehicle because she explained 

that biofuels compete with food production and thee private vehicles do not foster any social 

interaction. She expressed her highest optimism and least uncertainty for walking and cycling – 

which is her area of expertise. About walking and cycling, she explains, ”cycling and walking allow 

for human interaction. It is associated with small business as opposed to big shopping malls....  

cycling and walking makes people feel in touch with the fine details of their direct environment..... 

cycling fosters a way into further campaigning for broader environmental issue.”  

Therefore, to summarise the individual appraisal results of all participants; the following trends can 

be observed for each emerging trajectory in urban mobility sector in Thailand. 

 Walking and cycling (non-motorised transport) 

Walking and cycling is the trajectory about which all the participants are highly optimistic about. 

They are perceived to be environmentally sustainable modes of transport. The two civil society 

activists seem to be extremely optimistic about this trajectory with very minimal uncertainty.  

 Shared transport systems 

Many of the participants seemed to be pessimistic about this trajectory. At least 4 participants 

assigned their lowest pessimistic score to the shared transport trajectory, compared to all other 

trajectories they appraised. This is mainly because of the concern on the type of fuel used in these 

vehicles, safety and congestion issues. 

 Public transport systems 

Most of the participants assigned their second highest optimistic score to the public transport 

trajectory. Owing to skytrain and BRT, the stakeholders seem to acknowledge the benefits of public 

transport such as accessibility, better connectivity and convenience. However, many of the 
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stakeholders expressed uncertainty about its sustainability, owing to the huge investment cost and 

infrastructural requirement.  

 Alternative fuelled vehicles 

Many of the stakeholders assigned their lowest pessimistic score to the alternative fuelled vehicle 

trajectory. The reasons are mainly economic as alternative fuels are considered to be expensive and 

there are varied sources of fuel, all of which are not considered to be clean and resource efficient. 

Stakeholders therefore expressed moderate uncertainties about the sustainability of this trajectory. 

 Electric vehicles 

Similar to alternative fuels, most of the participants are more or less pessimistic about electric 

vehicle trajectory. This is mainly because of the high cost, uncertainty about the source of electricity 

used. Many stakeholders perceived this to be mainly private mode of transport and were pessimistic 

about it. High optimistic score is assigned to this trajectory under conditions of high uncertainty by 3 

participants namely transport engineer from governmental research lab, researcher at an 

independent non profit research institute and the private consultant on public transport planning. 

7.4.4 Overall performance of trajectories; overall uncertainty 

The overall ranking of the trajectories – taking together the appraisal of all stakeholders shows that 

the participants evaluate cycling and walking most optimistically. Alternative fuelled vehicles, 

electric vehicles and shared transport have been evaluated identically in terms of average 

pessimistic and optimistic scoring. Cycling and walking turn out to be more sustainable trajectories, 

in terms of average high optimistic scores. There is at least one stakeholder, however, who is 

moderately pessimistic about this trajectory (indicated by the left end of the horizontal line). Public 

transport systems follow closely as a sustainable mobility option, in terms of its high average 

optimistic scoring. The graph below illustrates this interpretation. 

 

 

Fig 7.4 Final rank of all trajectories for urban mobility case in Thailand 

The appraisal using only the set of criteria included in social issue of sustainability – also shows 

similar trend. Walking and cycling is appraised most optimistically, followed by public transport 

systems. Unlike all other issues of sustainability, all trajectories are appraised over a wide range of 

optimistic and pessimistic scores through criteria included in social issue of sustainability (fig. 7.4.1). 
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For walking and cycling trajectory, there is at least one participant who is extremely optimistic (right 

end of the horizontal line), and at least one participant who is extremely pessimistic (left end of the 

horizontal line) about the trajectory. 

 

Fig 7.4.1 Rank of all trajectories under social issue for urban mobility case in Thailand 

All the trajectories are evaluated quite pessimistically through the economic set of criteria (fig. 

7.4.2). This result is consistent with the fact that most of the participants argued that alternative 

fuelled vehicles, electric vehicles are still not economically feasible and setting up public transport 

systems require huge investment cost on behalf of the government. There is at least one participant 

who scored public transport trajectory highly optimistically (indicated by the right end of the 

horizontal line). 

Fig 7.4.2 Rank of all trajectories under economic issue for urban mobility case in Thailand 

Similar to SPV case in Thailand, the overall uncertainty for MOB trajectories is also high – implying 

that the Thai stakeholders in general, acknowledged the potential as well as identified the challenges 

in all emerging innovation trajectories. Public transport system is the trajectory for which the 

uncertainty is the highest as several participants are highly optimistic about this trajectory because 

of its potential to provide better access, better connective and environmentally sustainable mode of 

mass transit. However often the same participants expressed concerns about this trajectory in terms 

of cost, comfort and infrastructural requirement. The following figure shows this uncertainty. 
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Fig 7.5 Uncertainty for all trajectories, by all participants in urban mobility case in Thailand 

It is to note that the uncertainty range illustrates the concerns of the participants even though being 

optimistic about a trajectory (in case of walking and cycling) and acknowledging its potential to be 

sustainable. Therefore, equally high ranges of overall uncertainty for all trajectories – does not say a 

lot about the real perception of the stakeholders about each trajectory. Uncertainties per 

perspective or uncertainties per issue of sustainability might generate more meaningful results. 

From the graph of uncertainty per perspective (presented below), it can be observed that the 

researchers expressed maximum uncertainty in appraising almost all the trajectories. They talked 

about prospects and challenges in each of the trajectories – which is reflected in their scoring. 

Another striking result is that in evaluating the cycling and walking trajectory, civil society activists 

expressed significantly low uncertainty about the sustainability of this trajectory. This is an expected 

result, owing to their continuous efforts to promote non motorized modes of transport.  

 

Fig 7.6 Uncertainty by each perspective of participants in urban mobility case in Thailand 
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Uncertainty for almost all trajectories is highest in terms of social issue of sustainability – probably 

because of general concerns of the stakeholders about whether the trajectories will ensure safety, 

convenience or reduction of poverty. Some stakeholders seemed to be highly optimistic, some 

equally pessimistic about whether the trajectories fulfil the social sustainability criteria. This is 

predictable result, owing to the fact that there is wide variety of social criteria for sustainability and 

many of the challenges can be addressed only in the long run. 

Alternative fuelled vehicles and electric vehicles are the two trajectories for which slightly higher 

uncertainty is expressed in terms of environmental sustainability. For electric vehicles, the main 

concerns are the source of electricity (whether it is a renewable source) and the way of battery 

disposal (which might have environmental impact). For alternatively fuelled vehicles, the uncertainty 

is related to the type to fuel used – whether CNG or biofuel – each one of which is different in terms 

of environmental impact.  

Taking into account technical issue of sustainability, all the trajectories are appraised with lowest 

uncertainty except the shared transport system trajectory. For shared transport, participants 

explained, “shared taxi-like systems often take few people as compared to mass transit. So for use of 

space this is not that different from the private car.” Moreover the shared transport systems often 

use less energy efficient technologies. Therefore, the participants agreed with the fact that if the 

different shared transport is integrated, it will provide best accessibility; however, they can be 

technically less optimal solution to sustainable mobility. The following bar graph shows this.  

 

Fig 7.7 Uncertainty across each issue of sustainability in urban mobility case in Thailand 
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7.4.5 Conclusions for urban mobility case in Thailand 
The major conclusion from this chapter is that even though all the emerging trajectories of urban 

mobility in Thailand are appraised with very high levels of uncertainty, walking and cycling (non 

motorised modes of transport) are perceived to be sustainable mobility options. The civil society 

activists, who expressed their least uncertainty about the sustainability of walking and cycling, 

mostly seemed to be highly optimistic about this trajectory. This is an expected result, because it is 

the civil society activist, who mostly lobbies for the pedestrian walks and campaign for cycling 

practices. They put continuous effort to promote NMT and make users aware of its benefits. 

Therefore one could expect that they will be the ones who will stand up for the particular trajectory. 

However, given the overall result, it is quite interesting to see that all other stakeholders are also 

more or less supportive to the notion of promoting non-motorised transport. 

There has been relatively more number of criteria proposed for urban mobility case, as compared to 

solar PV case in Thailand. Given that urban mobility includes several modes of transport; in different 

scale and implementation levels; and faces numerous challenges; it is understandable that there are 

more number of criteria for sustainability of the trajectories. In social issue of sustainability, 

significantly more number of criteria are proposed and high weights assigned to these criteria. 

Environmental dimension of sustainability also came up as the second highest important aspect to 

consider. Policy related criteria are rarely mentioned in the urban mobility case. This shows that for 

urban mobility, the stakeholders perceived that sustainability in terms of awareness, accessibility of 

different modes of transport, reduced air, noise pollution are more important than policy support 

for sustainable urban transport.  

Highest uncertainties are expressed about the public transport system trajectory. Uncertainty for 

almost all trajectories is highest in terms of social issue of sustainability. Among all stakeholders, the 

researchers expressed very uncertainty for all trajectories. This result can be interpreted by the fact 

that the researchers seem to acknowledge the prospects and at the same time identify the 

challenges concerning each trajectory. This reflexive thinking is illustrated by high optimistic and low 

pessimistic scores – resulting in the high levels of uncertainty.  Another interesting result is that even 

though alternative fuels and electric vehicles are generally considered to be environmentally 

sustainable alternatives to the existing mobility regime, yet the stakeholders in this appraisal process 

expressed their highest uncertainty about these two trajectories, in terms of environmental issue of 

sustainability. Many of the stakeholders raised the question of the source of electricity or alternative 

fuel and compared these private vehicles with public modes of transport, the later being considered 

as more environmentally sustainable.  

Therefore it can be concluded that the stakeholder appraisal processes have not only opened up the 

debate on sustainability, but also urged the transition community to be more reflexive about the 

notions on environmental sustainability of the innovations in urban mobility sector.   
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Chapter8. Comparison and conclusion 

8.1 Introduction 
Referring back to the main research question of this thesis about how sustainable are the emerging 

trajectories in the two sectors in two economies, it can be concluded that there are some interesting 

results obtained from the empirical cases of this research. The four case studies applied multi-

criteria mapping tool to appraise sustainability of the identified trajectories and certain trends have 

been observed in terms the varied meaning of sustainability across different stakeholders; the 

different importance of the different dimensions of sustainability according to these stakaholders; 

relative sustainability of the trajectories and uncertainties in the evaluation. This chapter will 

summarise the key conclusions from the four case studies; perform cross-sector/cross-country 

comparison and will finally refer to research and policy implications of this study. While going 

through these topics, I will eventually answer my research sub-questions mentioned in section 1.4 of 

the introductory chapter. These questions are again stated below: 

1. How do stakeholders in India assess sustainability of Solar PV and Mobility systems in India?  

2. How do stakeholders in Thailand assess sustainability of Solar PV and Mobility systems in 

Thailand?  

3. What similarities and differences can be observed in the appraisal criteria and results between the 

two countries as well as between the two sectors? 

4. What theoretical implication does this research have for the field of sustainability transition? 

8.2 Results from India 

8.2.1 Sustainability appraisal of SPV trajectories in India 
In the appraisal in Solar PV sector in India, stakeholders were invited from academic field, 

governmental bodies, SPV technology manufacturing firms, local as well as national NGOs and 

consultancy organisations. All these stakeholders together proposed 97 sustainability criteria, 

majority of which could be classified under social and economic issues of sustainability. The most 

common criteria are adequate knowledge dissemination and awareness creation, affordability and 

entrepreneurship opportunity, easy maintainance and operation of the SPV technologies. One of the 

key findings from the criteria selection and weighing exercise in SPV sector in India is that the 

stakeholders are more concerned about socio-economic sustainability of the SPV trajectories, and 

have weighted environmental criteria to be least important in sustainability of the SPV trajectories 

(fig. 4.2). This result might immediately seem to be surprising because after all, the diffusion of 

renewable energy through solar PV is supposed to be triggered by environmental concerns. 

However, while appraising the different solar PV innovation trajectories, the fact that the SPV 

technologies are good for reducing GHG emissions, combating climate change - were considered as 

invariably true and were not considered to be important criteria for sustainability of the 

technologies. Some of the environmental criteria proposed are often too broad to incorporate all 

possible environmental concerns under one single criterion. Examples of such criteria are ‘minimal 

environmental impact’, ‘reduced emission’ etc. The economic and technical set of criteria received 

high weights on average, from those participants who proposed them (fig. 4.2) - showing that these 

are the areas of dominant concern in SPV sector in India. 
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In evaluation of the SPV trajectories in India, almost all stakeholders expressed high levels of 

uncertainty while appraising the trajectories. Overall, maximum uncertainty is expressed for power 

plant and solar city trajectories (fig. 4.5). Specially, uncertainty for solar city trajectory arised from 

lack of knowledge (or ignorance) of many of the stakeholders about the existence and feasibility of 

this trajectory. Stakeholders in the governmental perspective, quite expectedly, expressed relatively 

less uncertainty for the centralised options like solar power plant, rooftop solar and solar city, 

compared to all other perspectives (fig. 4.6) - which can be interpreted as their way of being 

‘politically correct’. The stakeholders are relatively less uncertain about the sustainability of most of 

the trajectories while appraising in terms of environmental criteria, which relates to the previous 

argument on their lack of concern about environemntal sustainability of the trajectories. Most 

uncertainty about sustainability of all the trajectories is expressed in terms of technical criteria (fig. 

4.7) - which calls for further research and better policy design in the technical feasibility aspect of 

diffusion of solar PV. 

The aggregate final ranking of the SPV trajectories (fig. 4.4) represents an overall appraisal result, 

which shows that the decentralised SPV systems are perceived to be more sustainable than the 

centralised large systems, in evaluation of all participants. That is, all participants on average are 

more optimistic about the sustainability of solar lighting, rooftop solar and solar home systems 

trajectory and are relatively pessimistic about sustainability of solar power plants and solar city. This 

result depicts that according to the stakeholders, it apparently seems easier and cost-effective to 

disseminate solar energy through household based, small systems. Even though the National Solar 

Mission and other policy supports often target large scale solar implementation through grid 

connected solar power, the stakeholders expressed adverse viewpoint to these initiatives because it 

takes much longer time, requires huge investment and is mostly dependent on governmental 

initiatives and incentives. All of these factors make the centralised systems less desirable option 

compared to household operated systems. Therefore there is need to shift policy attentions to 

publicly acceptable options and at the same time, reflect on areas of weaknesses identified by the 

stakeholders on grid connected solar power supply. Alternative strategies and actions needs to be 

formulated and implemented in order to make the options feasible and publicly acceptable. 

8.2.2 Sustainability appraisal of urban mobility trajectories in India 
Stakeholders, who participated in the MCM appraisal of the 6 emerging trajectories in urban 

mobility sector in India, were from academic research background, governmental and NGO 

perspectives. They proposed 81 sustainability criteria, majority of these criteria can be grouped 

under social and environmental issue (fig. 5.1). Inclusivity and equity in access of the mobility modes, 

reduction in congestion, air and noise pollution often came up as commonly stated criteria - 

depicting the major areas of concern of stakeholders in this sector. Criteria included in social issue 

are considered to have highest significance in determining sustainability of the mobility trajectories 

and environmental set of criteria received the second highest average weight from all participants 

(fig. 5.2). This shows environmental sustainability of the experiments are considered to be one of the 

important factors for transition in this sector. 

Results from the evaluation of the mobility trajectories shows that walking and cycling stands out to 

be more sustainable options than any of the other mobility trajectories in India (fig. 5.4). Walking 

and cycling are also the ones, which are apprised with minimum uncertainty.  This result depicts that 

the stakeholders on average agreed with the fact that walking and cycling should be the most 

desirable forms of transport, whenever possible, for instance for short distances or in areas where 

there are pedestraian walks ans cycling lanes available. High levels of uncertainty are expressed for 

sustainability of BRT, CNG vehicle and vehicle parts innovation (ultra-capacitor) trajectories (fig. 5.5). 
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Stakeholders in governmental perspective express most of the uncertainty about sustainability of 

BRT systems and CNG vehicles. This is a surprising result since the governmental policies promote 

these as sustainable transport innovations. For CNG and electric vehicles, the stakeholders are 

mostly uncertain about overcoming the technical challenges like availability of fuel and 

infrastructure for gas recharging stations (fig. 5.7) - which are valis concerns and needs to be taken 

care of, in order to ensure sustainability of these trajectories. 

8.2.3 Comparing SPV and MOB case for India 
The appraisals in India incorporated voices from different stakeholders, engaged in SPV and mobility 

sectors. 4 stakeholders took part in both SPV and MOB appraisal processes, owing to their expertise 

in energy sector, climate change and transition studies – which are relevant for both the cases. 

Unlike SPV case, we miss variety in perspectives among stakeholders in mobility appraisal. For both 

the cases, the academicians/researchers dominate the group. 

Several common criteria are proposed for evaluation of both SPV and mobility trajectories. The most 

common criteria are knowledge, skill and awareness, equity and inclusivity of poor, affordability, 

complete actor-network, improved quality of life, reduced CO2 emission, minimal waste, availability 

of infrastructure etc. For both cases, most criteria can be classified in social issues of sustainability 

illustrating the overall concerns of the stakeholders regarding sustaianble energy and mobility in the 

specific socio-economic context. One of the key contrasts between the cases is that, a larger number 

of environmental criteria are proposed in mobility case and are also weighted with high importance, 

which is not the case for SPV appraisal. This result is not surprising as the environmental concerns 

such as reducing air and noise pollution - came in quite often in evaluating the mobility trajectories. 

None of these criteria seemed to be quite relevant in solar PV case. Solar PV, ebing a renewable 

energy source itself, is assumed to be environmentally sustainable except some minor concerns 

regarding disposal methods, land use etc. For mobility, even though the trajectories were identified 

from experiments focussing on environmental sustainability, yet the stakeholders could not 

certainty agree about their suitability for and contribution to environmental sustainability. 

In terms of evaluating the sustainability of the trajectories, no clear winner is found in either of the 

cases. For SPV case, the participants showed high optimism for decentralised systems as against the 

centralised options, even though expressing equally high range of uncertainty for all the trajectories. 

The situation is slightly different in case of mobility appraisal where walking and cycling trajectories 

are appraised to be more sustainable option, not just in terms of high optimistic score, but also in 

terms of least uncertainty, compared to other mobility trajectories. The solar city trajectory for SPV 

case and the vehicle parts innovation (ultra-capacitor) for mobility case are the ones which are 

appraised with high levels of uncertainty, owning to lack of knowledge ( or ignorance, as Stirling 

(1999) says) of the stakeholders about the existence, operation and consequences of these 

technologies.  

Looking into both the case results, a common trend that can be identified is that stakeholders are in 

general more optimistic about the household/community managed options (whether it be 

decentralised SPV systems or individualistic modes of transport like walking or cycling). Publicly 

owned, operated and managed systems like solar power plants or BRT systems are mostly appraised 

with high uncertainty, even though the benefits are acknowledged. This finding can have serious 

implication for further research and policy making. 
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8.3 Results from Thailand 

8.3.1 Sustainability appraisal of SPV trajectories in Thailand 
The stakeholders, who participated in the MCM interview for SPV case in Thailand, can be 

categorised under researcher, governmental and industry perspectives. All these stakeholders 

together proposed 68 sustainability criteria. The number is quite less, compared to the Indian SPV 

case. This might seem surprising, but most of the stakeholders in Thailand proposed broadly defined 

criteria and included many aspects of sustainability in one single criterion. A large of number of 

criteria is found to be related with governmental support and policy schemes. Therefore, unlike any 

other cases, the SPV case in Thailand includes a 5th issue of sustainability namely policy issue. This 

policy issue contains the second highest number of criteria after the social issue (fig. 6.1).  In terms 

of weights, the policy related criteria are considered to be highly important because in aggregate the 

policy issue received highest weights, closely followed by social issue (fig. 6.2). This tendency to 

attach high importance to supportive policy can be justified by the past records of success in 

dissemination of solar energy in Thailand under governmental support and incentives. 

All 5 emerging trajectories in solar PV sector in Thailand are appraised with very high levels of 

uncertainty. The rooftop solar and the solar power plants are the two trajectories about which the 

participants are most uncertain about (fig. 6.5). The participants included in industry perspective 

account for most of the total uncertainty expressed on rooftop trajectory (fig. 6.7), since they who 

expressed high concerns for technical and economic feasibility of rooftop solar implementation 

without governmental support. The highest uncertainty for all trajectories is expressed in terms of 

policy related criteria, especially for solar rooftop, solar power plant and off-grid generation systems. 

Least uncertainties are expressed in terms of environmental criteria, for all trajectories (fig. 6.6).   

Therefore, it can be concluded that while the participants, on average, are less concerned about the 

environmental sustainability of all the trajectories, they are still uncertain about the sustainability of 

the trajectories in absence of effective policies and governmental support. 

This dependence on supportive policy is reflected in the average optimistic scores. Rooftop solar and 

solar power plant features as the two trajectories about which the participants are most optimistic 

about (fig. 6.4). The background study and the explanation by the participants during the MCM 

interview reveals that there is indeed policy institutions in place for promoting rooftop solar and 

encouraging firms to invest in Solar power plants in Thailand. This implies that according to Thai 

stakeholders’ perceptions, the policy decisions and initiatives of Thai government are highly 

necessary and instrumental in successful diffusion of solar PV in Thailand. 

8.3.2 Sustainability appraisal of urban mobility trajectories in Thailand 
There are 5 emerging trajectories identified in urban mobility sector in Thailand. The stakeholders 

who appraised these can be grouped under governmental, researchers, consultants and civil society 

activists’ perspective. Overlaps are considered – two of the researchers are also consultants; one of 

the other consultants is also a civil society activist.  

The participants came up with 94 sustainability criteria. The most common criteria include health 

and safety, comfort and convenience, equity and accessibility, reduction in emission, good air 

quality, economic feasibility, minimal time and space requirement etc. It might be a cultural 

characteristic that most of the Thai stakeholders tend to mention safety and comfort as their 

criteria. The social set of criteria is assigned with high weights, followed by criteria included in 

environmental issue (fig. 7.2). Highest weights to social issue are assigned by participants in 

governmental perspective; while for the activists, the environmental and technical dimension of 
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sustainability seemed to be most significant (fig. 7.3). This result is understandable given that the 

Thai government prioritizes heath, safety and convenience however it is astonishing to see the lack 

of environmental concern on behalf of the stakeholders representing the government. The activists, 

quite expectedly lobbied for cleaner air, less noise, increased connectivity of transport to ensure 

sustainable urban transport. 

One of the major outcomes of this case study is that walking and cycling is the trajectory appraised 

to be a highly sustainable option in urban mobility in Thailand. The participants are also highly 

optimistic about public transport systems (fig. 7.4). This is expected given the recent developments 

and acceptability of public transport systems including BRT and Skytrain. Alternative fuelled vehicles, 

electric vehicles and shared transport have been evaluated identically in terms of average 

pessimistic and optimistic scoring. All these trajectories are appraised with high levels of uncertainty 

(fig. 7.5). Uncertainties mainly exist in evaluating all the trajectories through social set of criteria; 

however, participants expressed concerns for environmental sustainability of electric vehicles and 

alternatively fuelled vehicles. Shared transport systems are perceived to be less technically 

sustainable than all other trajectories (fig. 7.6). This concern arises from mainly the current situation 

of lack of planning, lack of predictability and lack of fuel efficiency of shared transport modes in 

Thailand. The researchers are the ones who expressed highest uncertainty for all the trajectories as 

they had the tendency to be optimistic about all the sustainable transport modes, in spite of being 

aware of the challenges. The civil society activist expressed their high optimism about the 

sustainability of walking and cycling, with the least uncertainty in appraisal (fig. 7.7) – indicating that 

the trajectories are sustainable mobility options than any other trajectories, according to their 

perceptions. 

8.3.3 Comparing SPV and MOB case for Thailand 
In both SPV and mobility case in Thailand, 5 emerging trajectories are identified and are appraised 

by almost equal number of stakeholders in each sector. Voices of researchers and governmental 

perspectives are heard in both the cases, while we miss consultants and civil society activists in SPV 

case and the industry perspective in mobility case.  

A considerably larger number of criteria are selected in mobility case, as compared to the SPV case 

in Thailand. The diverse set of trajectories in mobility case might have triggered the participants to 

come up with more number of criteria than in the SPV case (which constitutes a single technology in 

varied size and scale of application). In both cases, the criteria included in social issue are in highest 

numbers, proposed by all participants. One of the striking differences between the two cases is that 

in SPV case a huge number of policy related criteria are proposed by participants – so much so that 

an additional issue of sustainability comprising of policy related criteria had to be incorporated in the 

analysis. These policy-related criteria received highest weights by the participants of SPV appraisal. 

This result depicts that there is a general feeling among SPV stakeholders in Thailand that lack of 

supportive policy or absence of subsidies and other forms of incentives are the main obstruction for 

the SPV sector to flourish in Thailand. This feeling is however absent amongst Thai mobility 

stakeholders - who have perceived that it is mainly the habits and routines of mobility users, which 

are the main barriers to achieve sustainable transport.  

Comparing these two cases, one can observe that knowledge and awareness, which has been one of 

the most common social criteria in SPV case, hardly came up as a criterion in mobility case. For SPV 

case, the knowledge of users on operation and maintenance of the SPV systems are crucial for its 

sustainability. This is not the case, in case of mobility. Stakeholders in mobility case might have 

perceived that awareness about different modes of transport - their benefits and consequences are 
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already present in day-to-day lifestyle of people and through civil society campaigns. Therefore, 

other concerns like health, safety, convenience are given more prominence in the list of social 

criteria for sustainability. More importance is given to environmental issues of sustainability in case 

of mobility in Thailand, possibly due to the same argument, as stated in the comparison of the Indian 

cases. 

One of the similarities in evaluation of the trajectories in Thailand is that participants in both 

appraisal processes expressed high levels of uncertainty for all trajectories. This might be interpreted 

as a cultural characteristic of Thai interviewees, as against the participants in India. In both cases in 

Thailand, the participants are highly optimistic about the trajectories given certain advantages and 

benefits of those trajectories, but at the same time, assigned very low pessimistic scores to the same 

trajectories, explaining the difficulties and challenges faced by those trajectories in order to be 

sustainable. In the mobility case, it is the civil society activists who voiced the sustainability of cycling 

and walking with least uncertainty, whereas in SPV case, even the trajectories about which 

stakeholders are very optimistic about - are evaluated with high range of uncertainty by all 

perspectives of participants. This result shows that even if one might think it is cultural characteristic 

of the Thai stakeholders to have the tendency to appraise all trajectories with high uncertainty, 

walking and cycling is a trajectory which could break this bias and be a unique instance of certainly 

sustainable modes of urban transport. Another interesting observation across the two case studies is 

that, even if the cases are in the same country with same socio-political context, the appraisal of SPV 

stakeholders demonstrates the importance of policy support in ensuring sustainability of SPV 

trajectories, while sustainability of MOB trajectories is solely determined by the socio-economic and 

environmental prospect, user practises around each modes of transport - irrespective of the areas of 

governmental attention.  

8.4 Comparing results from India and Thailand 
While comparing the results, the key findings from the SPV case studies will first be compared 

between the countries, following by the mobility cases. Participants in each country appraised the 

options according to their own perceptions and judgements. These perceptions are uniquely tied to 

the socio-economic and institutional configurations of the countries – which is reflected in the 

contrasting results in the two developing countries. The similarities and differences in results across 

the two countries will be identified and justified with supportive argumentation. This exercise is 

mainly based on the findings from MCM analysis.  

8.4.1 Comparing sustainability appraisal of SPV trajectories 
The appraisal of the SPV trajectories in two countries can be compared through several aspects. 

Considering the identified trajectories, the participants in Thailand had to appraise one less 

trajectory than those in India. Solar lighting – which is an emerging trajectory in India, is not 

applicable for Thailand. Moreover solar city has been a unique trajectory for Indian SPV case while 

off-grid generation systems is identified as a trajectory only in Thailand. The rest, namely solar home 

systems, rooftop solar, mini/micro-grids and solar power plants are identified to be emerging 

trajectories in both India and Thailand. 

In terms of participation in the appraisal process, more variety in perspectives can be noticed in 

India, as compared to Thailand. In both cases, however, researchers/academics dominate the group. 

The participants in India together proposed many more criteria than those in Thailand. Content wise, 

there are some common criteria proposed by participants in both countries. Knowledge, awareness, 

cost, emissions, maintenance of technologies are the criteria which came up quite often in both 
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cases. However, affordability is proposed as sustainability criteria by almost all the participants in 

India, while it is mentioned only once in Thailand. One of the striking differences is that a huge 

number of criteria related to governmental support and policy incentives are mentioned in Thailand 

– so much as that a separate policy issue of sustainability is being considered uniquely for SPV case 

in Thailand. Criteria included in social issue dominate the list of criteria in both countries and second 

highest numbers of criteria are economic criteria in India and policy related criteria in Thailand.  

While weighing the criteria in two countries, the social and economic list of criteria is considered to 

have highest importance in India. However in Thailand the criteria included in policy issue received 

the highest weights.  

The most contrasting result can be observed in the appraisal of sustainability of the SPV trajectories 

in both the countries. In Thailand, one of the most optimistic scores (on average by all participants) 

are assigned to the solar power plant trajectory with the argumentation that there is supportive 

governmental policy and financial incentives in place for investors to invest in solar farms, therefore 

it has the potential to be one of the mot sustainable SPV options. However, in India, even though 

supportive policy instrument are in place like the National Solar missions, the stakeholders evaluated 

the solar power plant trajectory rather pessimistically owing to its several disadvantages like high 

initial cost, losses in transmission and distribution, land use and so on. Yet in both cases, the 

trajectory is appraised with high levels of uncertainty by all participants, especially by academicians 

in India and by governmental representatives in Thailand. 

High uncertainty in appraisal is not unique in case of solar power plants. In both countries, all the 

trajectories are appraised with more or less high levels of uncertainty. Especially in case of Thailand, 

the overall uncertainty is even higher than that in India. Uncertainties can be seen in individual 

scoring graphs, where for most of the participants - the length of the blue bars are quite high for all 

trajectories - representing uncertainty. The overall uncertainty is highest in terms of policy related 

criteria of sustainability in Thailand, while the highest uncertainty is expressed in terms of technical 

sustainability in India. 

To highlight the key findings,  

 Environmental sustainability is perceived to be least important in appraising sustainability of 

SPV trajectories in India as well as in Thailand.  

 

 The decentralised systems are perceived to be more sustainable over centralised options in 

India. In thailand, however,  options which receive financial and institutional support namely 

the rooftop and solar power plants are perceived to be more sustainable  

 

8.4.2 Comparing sustainability appraisal of mobility trajectories 
The MCM appraisal of the mobility cases in India and Thailand also has some distinct similarities and 

differences. Comparing the identified emerging mobility trajectories in countries, the walking and 

cycling, public transport, electric cars and alternative fuelled vehicles like CNG are the ones common 

in both countries. Walking and cycling are together considered in one trajectory under a broad 

categorisation called “Non-motorised transport” in Thailand, while they are considered separately in 

India. Moreover, by public transport system in India, mainly bus rapid transit in different cities has 

been appraised in India, whereas in Thailand public transport system constitutes sky train, rail 

systems etc along with bus rapid transit systems. Likewise in India, alternative fuelled vehicle 

includes mainly CNG and rarely LPG vehicles, while in Thailand biofuels also came up in course of 
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discussion. The unique emerging trajectory in India is the vehicle parts innovation, mainly 

represented by ultra-capacitor technology, while in Thailand shared transport system featured as a 

trajectory, which constitutes red trucks, songtheaws etc.  

In terms of participation in the appraisal process, the Indian mobility case included a smaller number 

of stakeholders as well as less variety in perspectives, compared to the mobility case in Thailand. In 

India, we miss the voice of transport consultants and civil society activists who were present in 

Thailand. In both mobility cases in both countries, however, there has been no representative from 

industry. In both cases, criteria related to social issue dominated the final set of criteria in both 

countries. Content-wise, the Indian participants mentioned accessibility, awareness creation and 

behavioural change more often as social criteria for sustainability, whereas most of the Thai 

participants were more concerned about health, safety, comfort and convenience. This reflects the 

socio-cultural differences in people’s need and perceptions the two countries. Participants in both 

countries mentioned the common environmental criteria like reduced GHG emission, good air 

quality and the environmental issue of sustainability featured in the second position in terms of 

weights assigned to those criteria – in both countries. For both cases, the social issue of 

sustainability received its maximum high weights from stakeholders in governmental perspective. 

Another contrasting results is that, a smaller number of economic criteria are proposed and higher 

weights are assigned to technical criteria in Thailand, as compared to those in India. 

The appraisal of sustainability of the emerging mobility trajectories in India and Thailand offered 

very similar results. In both countries, it is the walking and cycling trajectories that received clearly 

more optimistic scores from all participants, as compared to any other trajectories in respective 

cases. In other words, the participants in both countries on average are more optimistic about these 

modes of transport, relative to their appraisal of other trajectories.  Contrasting with India, the Thai 

stakeholders expressed second highest optimism for public transport trajectory. In India, BRT 

system, representing public transport lies in the same optimistic and pessimistic range as the other 

trajectories, namely vehicles parts innovation, electric and CNG vehicles.  

Comparing uncertainties expressed in appraisal in both countries, the participants in both India and 

Thailand expressed high uncertainty for all the trajectories. In both cases, the certainties are highest 

for public transport systems. This implies that even though the stakeholders in both countries are 

optimistic about the sustainability of public transport systems, the uncertainty arises mainly from 

the issues like investment cost, traficc congesions, safety, and comfort. In India, it is the participants 

in researchers perspective who expressed least uncertainty about walking and cycling trajectories. In 

Thailand, the same role is played by the civil society activists who expressed exceptionally less 

uncertainty, compared to all other participants in Thailand during their appraisal of  non-motorised 

transport trajectory. 

Highlighting the key findings: 

 In both countries, walking and cycling are perceived to be comparatively more sustainable 

option. Moreover, stakeholders in both countries expressed highest uncertainty while 

appraising the public transport systems. 

 

 Vehicle parts innovation is not considered to be an emerging trajectory in Thailand, unlike 

that in India. Furthermore, walking and cycling are considered together as forms of ‘non-

motorised transport’ in Thailand, while in India they are considered as separate trajectories 

owing to large amount of experimentation in each of the trajectories. 
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8.5 Implications of the research 
The key conclusions from the four case studies have several implications for further research. There 

is ample scope of learning from this research and do further studies addressing the same research 

gap. The results and findings also leave room for some policy implications.  This research supports 

the idea of being open and reflexive when it comes to policy decisions about complex issues like 

sustainability. 

 8.5.1 Implications for further research 
One of the key implications from this research lies in the answer to my research question. The study 

addresses the research gap of lack of reflexive thinking on the concept of sustainability in the field of 

transition research. It shows the importance of opening the blackbox sustainability, rather than 

assuming that the emerging innovation trajectories are sustainable. Sustainability in transition 

studies is often considered to be a homogenous concept and it is mostly referred to, in terms of 

resource efficiency and environmental quality (Berkhout et al., 2009). Sustainability experiments in 

developing Asia are conceived to be intiatives that contributes to economic convergence, avoiding 

environmental decoupling (Berkhout et al., 2011). In reality, the concept of sustainability is quite 

broad, heterogenous and incorporates several socio-economic-political-environmental-technical 

dimensions. Therefore there is a need to reflect back on what sustainability of innovation 

trajectories actually mean, according to whom and in what contexts. In order to check whether an 

innovation trajectory is sustainable – one has to take into account the perceptions of different 

stakeholders engaged in working with those technologies. Furthermore, few researches have so far 

questioned the role and nature of technologies in context of sustainable development (Paredis, 

2011). Therefore there is a urgent need to re-evaluate the role of emerging technologies; to identify 

and acknowledge several other alternative innovation trajectories and to understand their 

contribution in sustainability transition - all of which can be elements for further research.  

One of the results from this master thesis is that in developing countries like India and Thailand, 

social and economic sustainability of the emerging trajectories are often perceived to be more 

significant than environmental sustainability. For the SPV cases, the environmental aspect of 

sustainability is in fact, considered to be least important. This result has implications to further 

research on sustainability experiments and transition. It challenges the thinking that the concept of 

sustainability experiments necessarily incorporates an environmental aspect and contributes to 

alternative development pathways which are resource efficient (Berkhout et al., 2009). Furthermore, 

the importance of enabling policy environment, as identified in the results from SPV case in Thailand 

raises the question whether in such socio-political context, bottom-up innovatives, innovations by 

local communities are sustainable without governmental intervention. The results from this 

research, therefore empirically supports the argument forwarded by Berkhout et al. (2009) that 

“institutions and governance have a profound influence on the rate and direction of change” in 

developing countries like Thailand and India. Finally, in both mobility cases, walking and cycling are 

perceived to be sustainable options. However, these are innovations trajectories where transition 

researchers have paid very less attention. Much of the attention goes to alternative, renewable 

fuels, rapid transit systems, and innovative, efficient technologies while talking about sustainable 

mobility. Non-motorised transport, in forms of walking and cycling stands out to be most neglected 

forms of innovation in developing countries. There is an urgent need for more research on the 

sustainability aspect of these trajectories - evaluating their role in transition.  

This research uses multi-criteria mapping (MCM) tool in appraising the sustainability of emerging 

trajectories in India and Thailand. Even though MCM has served its purpose to open up the debate 

of sustainability (Stirling, 2008) and showcase the reflexive opinions of the practitioners, the 
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research identified some challenges and room for improvement of the multi-criteria mapping tool 

itself. There are some issues identified while interviewing the stakeholders and later analysing the 

interviews in the tool – which should be improved in further research on MCM method. There have 

been some difficulties faced while recording the information provided by the participations into the 

tool. For instance, there is no way to edit the notes once they are saved, the full names of the 

criteria like “Impact on climate change mitigation” does not fit in the box provided to write the name 

of the criteria etc. Even if these might seem to be minor issues, yet in order to make the tool 

effective for interviewing larger group of stakeholders, fixing these issues might help future 

researchers in handling the larger set of data more efficiently. There have been some difficulties 

faced while analysing the data as well. The sorting of the criteria under different issues of 

sustainability is a time-consuming task, given the design of the software. Furthermore, there has 

been no way to get back to the original weights once those are normalised. The appraisal process in 

India took place during the workshop in presence of the creator of the tool; therefore any questions 

were resolved then and there. This is however not the case, in case of Thailand. There researchers 

faced challenges in understanding the terminologies, in conducting the discussions and feed-in the 

information into the tool at the same time. A tutorial video would have been useful in such scenarios 

to provide an idea on the stages, content and time required for the whole exercise.  

All the four case studies in this research had limited scope in terms of stakeholder representation. 

Out of the countries of billions of population, only a few stakeholders, who are considered experts in 

the field, appraised the trajectories in workshop settings. In order to serve the purpose of 

deliberative governance, the appraised process can be organised at a much bigger sample. This 

research can, therefore, be seen as an experiment itself, where the research team tried to test 

whether there can be interesting and useful outcomes from engaging stakeholders in sustainability 

appraisal in the specific country contexts. The outcomes are meaningful and suggestive. The same 

trial can be done with different group of stakeholders to explore further possibilities and validate the 

results from the current research.  

Not only the workshops, the activities of pre-workshop phase also demand for much more in-depth 

attention. The database of experiments is constructed solely on the basis of information from online 

sources. Senior researchers involved in the researcher programme acknowledged that there is a 

need to go more in depth and do studies on the field to identify more experiments, which has no 

trace on the Internet. There exists such small-scale experiments run by local stakeholders, according 

to researchers working in the field. The grouping of the experiments into trajectories has also been a 

controversial task and many of stakeholders in the workshops questioned and criticized the way of 

grouping the experiments into trajectories. The WOTRO research team acknowledges that there are 

more than one way of grouping the experiments into trajectories and there can even be more 

emerging trajectories existing in each economy. These exercises can potentially be taken up in future 

research. The trajectories identified for this research is solely sample representative of the several 

potential innovative niches, all of which are instrumental in paving alternative development 

pathways in countries like India and Thailand. 

8.5.2 Implications for policy/governance 
One of the key implications of this research is that sustainability of new emerging technologies is 

often uncertain and perspective dependent. This research argues for the fact that sustainability of 

niche innovations needs to be appraised first, for effective policy decisions. Moreover, such appraisal 

process has to be transparent and flexible through stakeholder participation - incorporating diverse 

opinions and acknowledging uncertainties (Stirling, 1999). In current situation, governmental 

support is often offered to particular technologies through promotion and incentivising those, under 
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rational design and decision of policy makers. As a policy implication of this research, we try to 

establish that a new model of governance should incorporate voices of different stakeholders 

engaged in innovative activities.  A stakeholder appraisal process also demonstrates the presence of 

uncertainty across different stakeholders in evaluating the role of emerging innovation trajectories 

in transition. There has been literature on the importance of reflexive governance (Voß et al., 2007; 

Walker & Shove, 2007) in situation of high uncertainty and ambiguity. Opening up the sustainability 

discourse and trying to find out alternative ways to sustainability transition in countries like India 

and Thailand is indeed an example of decision making under high uncertainty and ambivalence. 

One of the results of this research is that environmental sustainability is often not the main concern 

for energy and mobility sectors in rapidly urbanising countries like India and Thailand. Many of the 

experimentation projects are initiated to address mainly socio-economic problems, yet the 

environmental trigger is added to the list of objectives to accomplish. Many of the policy designs are 

also seen to follow the same path – focussing to address issues like reducing poverty, increasing 

income generation potential and ensuring equity in access to energy and mobility, but the reduction 

of pollution and contribution to climate change issues are added to the mix to gain national and 

international attention. Having said so, there are also some policies genuinely dedicated to address 

environmental problems. Given limited resources, it is often not possible to fulfil all the policy 

objectives if the policy is too broad and try to address all conflicting issues at the same time. Here 

comes the importance of prioritising, taking into account difference in value judgements of different 

stakeholders in the society. This research urges the policies to be transparent, reflexive on the 

societal priorities to address social, economic, technical and environmental problems, as identified 

through sustainability appraisal by different stakeholders.  

One of the advantages of engaging stakeholders in the sustainability appraisal process is that it is 

possible to realise the prospects as well as the challenges in sustainability transition through each of 

the alternative pathways. The stakeholders provided argumentation for optimistic scenario as well 

as argued for pessimistic scenario and therefore it is apparent from the research that none of the 

trajectories are THE winner option. Often the societal expectations on a particular trajectory occur 

as a consequence of policy environment. Especially in the solar PV cases, we have seen the 

supportive policies on particular technologies led the stakeholders to be optimistic about those 

trajectories. This reflects that economic incentives and indirect policy support contribute 

significantly in creating visions of stakeholders on the future of energy and mobility systems. 

However, there are also limitations to the extent to which such visions can be supported. 

Continuous provision of subsidies cannot be the way towards long-term sustainability of an energy 

system. On the other hand, walking and cycling are the options about which the stakeholders in both 

countries are most optimistic. Most of them urged for dedicated pedestrian walks and bicycle lanes. 

Such research findings can be instrumental for the governments to decide on allocating finances and 

institutional support. In case of urban mobility in India, the results show lack of stakeholder’s trust 

and reliance on publicly managed systems that require huge infrastructural investment – which can 

be addressed in future policies as well.  

To sum up, participatory appraisal process of the trajectories using multi-criteria mapping has 

significant governance implication. It urged for reflexive strategies to be adapted in governing issues 

like sustainability, which is an ambivalent concept (Walker & Shove, 2007). Truly transparent, 

inclusive and flexible policy can only be made by opening up the discourse (Stirling A. , 2008) and 

understanding the different prospects and challenges of each trajectory, rather than trying to close 

down the discussion in finding one unambiguous so called ‘most sustainable’ solution.  
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Appendix I. Detailed list of criteria 

In this appendix, I enlist the criteria proposed by all the stakeholders in all the four empirical cases, 

in its original form and sequence. The tables contain the original name of the criteria proposed and 

their respective description by the participant. The way each criterion is renamed while including 

those in this research is presented in the fourth column. The fifth column says how each criteria is 

categorised under social, economic, environmental, technical and policy issue. 

I.I Original list of Criteria for case 1. Solar PV India 
 

Participant 
reference 
name 

Original criteria 
proposed 

Original criteria description Criteria 
renamed as  

Issue of 
the 
criteria 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scientist from 
the ministry of 
new and 
renewable 
energy 

Access for 
remote 

For the poor / in remote areas 
without electricity 

Access to power 
in remote areas 

Social 

minimizing 
losses 
 

Efficiency to get electricity from 
source to consumer, at site is 
thus more efficient - start from 
rooftop example, score high on 
this (state vs national utilities) 

Enhanced 
efficiency in 
transmission 
 

Technical 

domestic 
manufacturing 
 

Employment reinforcing cycle - 
in India manufacturing is 
cheaper. Then the cost will go 
down, this is reinforces the 
production. good for Indian 
economy and employment 
 

Employment 
through 
domestic 
manufacturing 
 

Economic 

cost reduction 
 

No description 
 

Financial 
viability 
 

Economic 

O&M 
ease/economy 
 

single developer single location 
large size plant results in 
greater ease in operation & 
maintenance 
 

Ease in 
operation and 
maintenance 
 

Technical 

GHG emission 
reduction 
 

main criteria (really important) 
in India 60% coal based, this 
produces huge GHG/CO2 
 

Reduced GHG 
emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Director of an 
energy 

Investment 
 

Determines economic viability - 
includes capital and operational 
costs 
 

Financial 
viability of 
installation and 
operation cost 
 

Economic 

Economic 
opportunities 
 

Energy for income generation 
activities - increasing income 
opportunities related to 
agriculture, entrepreneurship 
etc 

Opportunities 
for income 
generation, 
entrepreneurshi
p 
 

Economic 
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research and 
policy advisory 
institute 

Basic services  
 

Energy provision for basic 
services - energy provision for 
basic services  
 

Meeting basic 
needs  
 

Social 

Social 
interaction 

Energy enabling social 
interaction, communication, 
entertainment - energy for 
using appliances, like mobile 
phone, TV, computers 
 

Energy access 
enabling social 
communication 
 

Social 

Air quality 
 

Reduction of toxic substances - 
improving air quality for health 
 

Reduced local 
air pollution 
 

Environme
ntal 

Gender equality 
 

Improving opportunities for 
women - getting women into 
decision making and providing 
equal opportunities 
 

Empowering 
women 
 

Social 

Impact of 
climate change 
 

Reduction of GHGs - reduction 
of CO2 and black carbon (soot) 
 

Reduced GHG 
emission 
 

Social 

Affordability 
 

Buying capacity of end users - 
affordability contributes to 
access 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPV power 
manufacturing 
firm 
representative 

Technical 
feasibility 
 

Technical factors are important 
- In the Indian energy system, 
technical feasibility becomes a 
big concern and it is very 
difficult to compare these 
options due to needs of people 
(load criteria, local conditions, 
availability of grid, presence of 
grid connections and technical 
specificities, need for smart 
grid). 
 

Technological 
design oriented 
to varying 
demands 
 

Technical 

Land usage 
 

Land is becoming a big concern 
- Land problems are big concern 
for large-scale power projects. 
In Rajasthan, artificial 
enhancement of land prices 
became an issue. Land 
allocation procedures are a big 
problem (no single window 
mechanism). In Eastern region 
we have diffused sunlight (solar 
radiation is important) so large 
power plants become 
important. 
 

Minimal land 
use 
 

Social 

Profitability 
 

Profitability is a big concern - If 
you want private participation, 
profitability is very important as 

Profitability of 
large producers 
 

Economic 
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large scale developers are not 
interested in small projects. 
Unless you make it a mandatory 
act (stricter Renewable 
Purchase Obligation). 
 

Financing 
 

Financing is a big concern - 
Financing for large projects 
financing is very difficult in 
India. 
 

Financial 
viability of large 
projects 
 

Economic 

Quality of 
power 
 

Quality, reliability of power is 
necessary - Through small-scale 
projects, quality of power is 
difficult (school, community 
centre, medical centre, 
education facilities). Small 
power plants will help in 
meeting quality power needs. 
Quality power is needed for 
household and small 
commercial needs. With SHS 
these aspects become difficult. 
 

High quality 
power with 
reliability 
 

Technical 

Cost to 
consumer 
 

Cost to consumer is important - 
If you are urban citizen cost is 
better in case of roof top (net 
metering) system. Urban 
consumer will have positive 
balance sheet. Large-scale PV 
plants are more beneficial for 
project developers. If tariffs 
increase, consumers will be 
burdened. Consumers are likely 
to suffer with increased utility 
bills. 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
Enterpreneur 
from a for 
profit social 
enterprise 

Affordability 
 

Whether it is affordable in the 
long run to consumers. 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Independence 
of supplier 
 

Independence of supply chain 
from external influence - as a 
method for encouraging 
entrepreneurship. 
 

Encouraging 
entrepreneurshi
p 
(Independence 
of supplier from 
external 
influences)  
 

Economic 

Value for 
stakeholders 
 

Is it a win-win situation for 
everybody - provide gains to 
end users, producers etc. 
 

Gain for both 
producers and 
consumers 
 

Economic 

Durability 
 

Of technology 
 

Durability of 
technology 
 

Technical 
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Transfer of 
Knowledge 
 

So that external sources are not 
always required. This will 
ensure confidence on 
technology. 
 

Local skill and 
knowledge 
production (to 
ensure 
confidence in 
technology) 
 

Social 

Poverty 
Alleviation 
 

Creation of assets - health, 
intellectual etc., it should also 
increase in income and create 
opportunity for income 
generation 
 

Income 
generation, 
creation of 
assets 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Representative 
of a Consumer 
Trust NGO 

Affordability for 
rural  
 

Back up support infrastructure, 
good business model preferably 
involving local entrepreneurs; 
easily affordable, no huge 
investments, low cost options, 
but functions only if managed 
well. Management is crucial. 
Small scale support services, 
with support infrastructure it 
will function well. good 
business models by involving 
local entrepreneurs and 
beneficial to rural people. 
Provide good empowering 
opportunities especially to 
women 
 

Affordability for 
rural people 
encouraging 
local 
entrepreneurshi
p, empowering 
women 
 

Economic 

Gender parity 

 
Helps to include and encourage 
women's participation 

Encourage 
women's 
participation 
 

Social 

Payback period 
 

It is an advantage if no long pay 
back periods are involved 
 

Short payback 
period 
 

Economic 

Quality of life 
 

Helps to improve the quality of 
life of remotest villages, giving 
them scope for night time 
activity 
 

Improved 
quality of rural 
lifestyle 
 

Social 

Waste 

 
No major waste involved in this 
technology 
 

Minimal waste 
from technology 
 

Environme
nt 

Usability 
 

Easy to use and maintain for a 
rural lady provided quality of 
tech is good 
 

Easy usability 
and local 
maintainability, 
good quality 
 

Technical 

Political 
freedom 
 

Doesn’t make rural people 
dependent on political powers 
 

Freedom from 
political 
influences 
 

Social 
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Corruption 
 

In many of the trajectories 
which are beyond the control of 
the common consumers. This is 
important 
 

Avoidance of 
corruption 
 

Social 

Affordability for 
urban 
population 
 

No description 
 

Affordability for 
urban people 
 

Economic 

Participation-
common people 
 

No description 
 

Common 
people's 
participation 
 

Social 

Quality, period 
of service 
 

Customer satisfaction 
 

Good quality 
and durability - 
satisfaction of 
customers 
 

Technical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Representative 
of a renewable 
energy and 
development 
consultancy 

Proven 
Technology 
 

Tested in the field, robustness 
proved, proven on a small scale 
and is therefore ready to be up 
scaled. We don't want to 
experiment on a large scale. 
Therefore no experiment 
needed on large scale. 
 

Proven, Robust 
technology 
 

Technical 

Financial 
viability 
 

Affordable, bankable, fundable,  
Beneficiary perceives it as 
affordable. 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Demand driven  
 

Should fulfil the demand of the 
society, not to be forced on 
people. Meets a general people 
according to their needs. Public 
acceptance and new role of 
stakeholder should be 
recognised. Public acceptance is 
important.  
 

Applications 
meet demand 
and is socially 
accepted 
 

Economic 

Local 
Maintainability 
 

Easy availability 
Skills can be developed locally 
to operate and maintain the 
technology. 
 

Local skill 
development 
for local 
maintenance of 
systems 
 

Social 

Local Business 
Opportunity 
 

Local Entrepreneurship 
Local supplier, vendors should 
take care of this system 
 

Local Business 
opportunity 
(Encouraging 
local 
entrepreneurshi
p)  
 

Economic 

Environmentally 
Benign 

No harm to local population 
No harm to people (health), 

No harm to 
local 

Environme
ntal 
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 water, air, and noise. 
 

environment 
 

Modularity and 
Flexibility 
 

Modules - Additive, flexibility, 
to help scalability 
 

Modularity and 
flexibility of 
systems 
 

Technical 

Low Regulation 
Dependence 
 

Policy friendly 
Supportive policy should be in 
place; policy environment 
should be there, no negative 
policies. 
 

Supportive 
policy 
 

Social 

Recovery of 
Embedded 
Energy 
 

Return of investment in terms 
of energy. In less than 50 % of 
its economic life. 
 

Recovery of 
investment in 
terms of energy 
savings 
 

Economic 

Impact on 
climate 
Mitigation 
 

Multiplier of scalability and 
impact on population. 
 

Positive impact 
on climate 
mitigation 
 

Environme
nt 

 
 
 
 
 
Electrical 
engineer and 
researcher on 
daylighting 
design and 
analysis 

Maintenance, 
services 
 

Of the product - 2 levels of 
implementation: 1. By providing 
basic training to households to 
maintain the system, 2. By 
developing skilled labour in the 
locality for service of 
equipment. Regular 
maintenance as well as 
repairing service both should be 
taken into account. 
 

Local skill 
development 
for local 
maintenance of 
systems 
 

Social 

Meeting Basic 
needs 
 

Of poor people in night time 
 

Meeting basic 
needs - Access 
to power 
 

Social 

Reducing health 
hazards 
 

Right way disposal, less carbon 
emission, less harmful radiation 
(UV) - The products and their 
disposal should be in right way, 
awareness,  
People getting interested to 
buy cheap products, therefore 
people unaware about the 
vulnerability of cheap products 
 

Awareness 
about health 
hazard 
 

Social 

User Benefits 
 

Of economic benefits of solar 
technology - long term or short 
term - Learning of users about 
benefits of sustainable 
products, for improving 
lifestyle, productivity. 
 

Improved 
quality of 
lifestyle through 
knowledge and 
awareness 
about benefits 
of solar  
 

Social 
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Greenhouse 
emission 
 

Solar technology should be 
implemented to reduce GHG 
emission; as more people using 
electricity, or replace some of 
the existing fossil fuel 
technology 
 

Reduced GHG 
emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

Design for 
application 
 

Application oriented design - 
Products should be designed in 
such a way that it minimise 
conversion loss for better 
utilisation of the service. Design 
of the product should be 
oriented to different 
application. Eg. Normal grid 
connected product not suitable 
for autonomous, DC supply 
machines. Specially where 
there is no near possibility of 
getting grid connected power 
 

Technological 
design oriented 
to several 
applications 
 

Technical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electrical 
engineer and 
expert on 
Smart grids 

Allows co-
existence 
 

This refers to extent at which 
an option allows co-existence 
with other options, so that end-
users have a choice. 
 

Co-existence of 
technologies 
 

Technical 

Technological 
flexibility 
 

This refers to the fit between 
the technological design and 
the demand within a specific 
context. Technological 
flexibility. The extent at which 
the technology can be adapted 
to different needs. 
 

Technological 
design oriented 
to varying 
demands 
 

Technical 

Affordability for 
users 
 

This refers to the ability of user 
to afford options. 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Time frame 
 

This refers to the amount of 
time of implementing an 
option. The faster an option can 
be used the better. If time 
frame is too long than chances 
are an option is not developed 
at all. 
 

Minimal time of 
development 
and 
implementation 
 

Technical 

Community 
ownership 
 

This refers to the possibility to 
poor communities to have 
ownership of an option and 
possibility to manage and 
operate and option. 
 

Local ownership 
in managing an 
option 
 

Social 

 
 
 

Maintenance 
 

Lack of maintenance - rural 
people mainly concentrated on 
gathering their food and basic 

Local skill and 
knowledge 
development 

Social 
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Electrical 
engineer, 
researcher and 
technical 
consultant on 
SPV 
applications 

need, so electricity is secondary 
need for them. There is lack of 
maintenance because of lack of 
education, financial stability, 
and institutional structure. 
 

for local 
maintainability 
 

Photovoltaic 
policy 

Policy basically should be made 
for common people. But is 
based on political leader. 

Enabling 
photovoltaic 
policy 
 

Social 

Transparency In terms of financial assistance, 
policy, technology - in terms of 
technology, industrialist started 
to set up an industry, collected 
fund, see the sights and after 
lot of progress they stop their 
project. This happen coz of 
financial insecurity 
-technology structures, 
components etc. High voltage 
dc, quite new for PV developers 
people; want assistance from 
solution providers, technologies 
are new; not transparent in 
comparison to conventional 
technologies; because of lack of 
knowledge they give wrong PV 
tech 

Transparency in 
financial 
assistance, 
policy, 
technology  

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mechanical 
engineer and 
researcher on 
SPV 
applications 

Awareness of 
people 
 

Awareness of rural people – 
about GHG – sustainability 
concept has not percolated 
beyond text books – real 
meaning of sustainability 
 

Awareness of 
local people 
 

Social 

Carbon 
footprint 
reduction 
 

CO2 emission causing problem, 
solar PV can be a 
desirable/better substitute in 
emission reduction 
 

Carbon 
footprint 
(emission) 
reduction 
 

Environme
nt 

Fossil fuel use 
reduction 
 

Reduction of use of fossil fuel 
by saving conventional 
electricity - fossil fuel as against 
renewable sources 
 

Reduction of 
fossil fuel use 
 

Environme
nt 

Usability n 
practicability 
Rules and 
legislation 
 

Usability and practicability in 
local conditions - where to 
buy/find, help of technicians-
maintenance. 
 

Local usability 
and 
maintainability 
 

Technical 

Rules and 
legislation 
 

Rules and legislations to be 
framed so that new large 
habitats have to install solar 
system, or they will not be 
allowed to function - role of 

Enforcement of 
rules and 
legislations for 
installing solar 
systems 

Social 
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government/ institution 
 

 

Acceptability 
(mind set) 
 

Acceptability (mind set) of 
people for new technologies 
like solar PV which is reliable 
 

Public 
acceptance of 
new 
technologies to 
be reliable 
 

Social 

Equity 
 

Percolation of technology to all 
strata of society – knowledge, 
financial - Equal responsibility, 
availability of facilities to all 
 

Equity in access 
to knowledge, 
finance, 
technology 
 

Social 

Economic 
viability 
 

Production - supply side criteria 
- system cost, imported 
products being used to make 
domestic system in our country, 
cost bearing for 
families/individuals, long term 
costing, cost benefit analysis, 
life cycle assessment, auxiliary 
equipment costs are less for 
solar technology which is an 
advantage of solar over other 
technologies 
 

Financial 
viability (from 
producer/opera
tor's 
perspective) 
 

Economic 

Incentives 
 

Subsidy, feed in tariffs - role of 
government - Partial subsidy, 
well structures feed in tariffs for 
rooftop, grid connected is 
important to ensure that the 
technology survives 
 

Financial 
incentives 
(subsidies and 
feed in tariffs) 
 

Economic 

Affordability for 
users 
 

The increase of cost should be 
acceptable, not substantial - 
Demand side criteria (economic 
+social criteria) 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Spreading tech 
knowledge 
 

Technical education - Spreading 
of technical knowledge not 
enough – technical education is 
still mostly oriented towards 
fossil power in our country, 
change in curriculum (inter-
disciplinary studies) and thrust 
towards low 
temperature/renewable energy 
conversion, paradigm shift 
needed, reliability of solar and 
need for back-up – Nano solar 
cells 
 

Spreading 
technical 
knowledge on 
reliability of 
solar 
 

Social 

Preventive 
maintenance 

Preventive maintenance against 
eg. Rusting, cracking as PV is 

Local 
maintainability 

Technical 
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 exposed to hostile environment 
over long period of time, 
operational difficulties – due to 
single agency, lack of 
technologically competent 
personnel to maintain systems - 
technical competence 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Economist and 
climate change 
researcher 

Social impact 
 

Equity in energy access - people 
without access to modern 
energy need to be provided 
with access to modern energy 
sources. 
 

Equity in energy 
access 
 

Social 

Environmental 
impact 
 

Reduce local air pollution and 
reduce global co2 emissions - 
local and global environment 
 

Reducing local 
air pollution as 
well as global 
co2 emissions 
 

Environme
ntal 

Economic 
impact 
 

Employment generation 
especially among the locals 
both unskilled and semi skilled 
population. 
 

Employment 
and income 
generation 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Researcher at 
an economics 
and policy 
institute 

NR resource 
Conservation 
 

Conservation of non-renewable 
resources - The options will 
help in conservation of non-
renewable energy. 2nd aspect is 
energy management. The 
options will be judged based on 
efficiency of management. 
 

Conservation of 
non-renewable 
resource 
 

Environme
ntal 

Pollution 
control 
 

Thermal energy an alternative 
to solar energy is emission 
intensive. These options make a 
contribution to pollution 
control. 
 

Pollution 
control 
 

Environme
ntal 

Waste 
management 
 

Contribution to reduction of 
waste. The options do not 
generate wastewater 
generation unlike the case of 
thermal energy. 
 

Minimal waste 
from technology 
 

Environme
ntal 

Prevent land 
use change 
 

Implications for land use when 
an option is used. 
 

Minimal change 
in land use 
 

Environme
ntal 

Productivity 
increase 
 

Productivity of human capital - 
Starting a business, which 
increases productivity of labour. 
E.g. access to power for 
agricultural farmer. 
 

Access to power 
and productivity 
increase 
 

Economic 

Social Increase in health, educational Contribution to Social 
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infrastructure 
 

facilities - Contribution of an 
option to increase in social 
infrastructure such as hospitals 
and schools. 
 

social 
infrastructure 
 

Energy Security 
 

Contribution of option to 
increase in energy security for 
people. Equity element 
included. 
 

Equity and 
energy security 
 

Social 

Reduction in 
cost 
 

Cost of installation, operation, 
maintenance, and management 
- How much does it cost in 
monetary terms. 
 

Financial 
viability of 
installation, 
operation, 
maintenance, 
management 
 

Economic 

Up-scaling 
potential 
 

Contribution to manage 
increasing demand of end-users 
for energy. Enables end-users 
of better consumption. 
 

Meeting the 
increasing 
demand 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
Economist and 
post doctoral 
researcher 

Financial 
viability 
 

Financial costs and benefits and 
rate of return over the life of 
the project - capital costs, 
operation and maintenance 
costs and periodic replacement 
costs are required to be 
captured in the viability 
analysis. The capital structure 
to consider all possible sources 
of funds to finance the 
investments and arrive at a 
robust hurdle rate. 
 

Financial 
viability of 
installation, 
operation, 
maintenances, 
management 
 

Economic 

Robustness of 
value chain 
 

Availability of spares, repair and 
maintenance services etc. - lead 
time to supply to be minimum 
and acceptable to the 
concerned stakeholders, time 
to failure to be as low as 
possible and the downtime 
minimised. 
 

Easy availability 
of spares, 
repair, 
maintenance 
services 
 

Technical 

Inclusivity 
 

User friendly technology, 
maximum ease of use and full 
understanding of benefits. - 
This is expected to enhance the 
social acceptance and help in 
transition to a sustainable 
regime. 
 

User 
friendliness and 
enhanced social 
acceptance of 
technology 
 

Technical 

Complete actor 
network 

Identification and inclusion of 
key actors - implementation is 

Complete actor 
network 

Social 
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 decentralised and involves 
support of actors at various 
levels- supranational, national, 
sub-national and local. 
Completion and proper 
alignment of the network is 
essential. 
 

 

Communication 
of goals 
 

All stakeholders require being 
completely aware of the ends 
expected - this would help in 
broad basing adoption of a 
particular technology. 
 

Communication 
of goals and 
awareness 
about benefits 
 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doctoral 
researcher 
specialised in 
solar PV in 
India 

Financial 
viability 
 

Financial viability for the 
Government - The option 
should be financially feasible for 
the Government to implement 
and minimize misuse of public 
resources. 
 

Financial 
viability for the 
government 
 

Economic 

Quality of 
power  
 

Quality of power to ensure that 
different user needs is met 
appropriately. In some options 
such as lighting it might be 
difficult to provide quality of 
power for different user needs. 
Users should be able to get high 
quality uninterrupted power. 
 

High quality 
uninterrupted 
power 
 

Technical 

Energy poverty 
reduction 
 

The extent to which the option 
reduces energy poverty. 
Reducing energy poverty is 
extremely important in a 
country like India and the 
option should be able to 
contribute towards meeting 
this goal. 
 

Reducing 
energy poverty 
 

Social 

Affordability 
 

Affordability for end users - 
Within a diverse country like 
India we need to look at 
options that are suitable for 
different kind of users and are 
affordable as well. 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Creation of 
local jobs 
 

The extent to which the option 
is helpful in creating local jobs 
and stimulating economic 
growth. Creation of local jobs 
and supporting livelihoods is 
very important in India. 
Creation of a domestic PV solar 
industry in India is also likely to 

Local 
employment 
generation 
 

Economic 
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enhance economic growth. 
 

Land usage 
 

The extent to which the option 
uses less land - Considering the 
land crises in India, optimal 
strategies have to be decided to 
see the extent to which the use 
of land is minimized. 
 

Minimal land 
use 
 

Social 

Opportunity for 
investors 
 

The extent to which the option 
gives opportunity to new 
entrepreneurs and large 
investors. The option must 
provide opportunities to 
entrepreneurs so that 
financially feasible business 
models can be developed and 
they get good return on their 
investment. 
 

Financially 
viable business 
models; good 
returns to 
investment; 
encouraging 
entrepreneurshi
p 
 

Economic 
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I.II Criteria for case 2. Urban mobility India 
 

Participant 
reference 
name 

Original criteria 
proposed 

Original criteria description Criteria 
renamed as  

Issue of 
criteria 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Economist 
and Post 
doctoral 
Mobility 

researcher 

 
 
 

Educating 
Stakeholders 

Awareness generation among 
"all" stake holders - 
Stakeholders must be made 
aware of (a) what to expect, (b) 
promises of private gains (and 
losses), (c) promises of 
sustainability gains, (d) risks of 
failure and risk mitigation, plan, 
(e) issues concerning access and 
availability 

Awareness 
among all 

stakeholders 
 

Social 

Complete actor 
network 

Robust, Inclusive - All key actors 
(stakeholders) need to be 
included. Missing links need to 
be identified and included 

Robust and 
inclusive actor 

network 
 

Social 

Economic 
Viability 

Incentives and disincentives for 
each category of actor needs to 
be identified and 
promoted/maintained - In the 
absence of economic viability 
for each category of actors, the 
network is bound to collapse 
and value chain disturbed. 

Economic 
viability 

 

Economic 

Synergy establish links between 
different modes of 
transport/mobility and urban 
infrastructure - Unless synergy 
is explored and established 
between different forms of 
mobility and infrastructure, 
smooth functioning will be 
hampered and it is more likely 
for a standalone system to fail. 

Established link 
between 

different modes 
of transport 

 

Technical 

Resilience Reduce vulnerability in a 
disaster prone world - 
Infrastructure and modes least 
affected by hazards and 
possible disasters 

Increased 
resilience 
(reduced 

vulnerability to 
accidents etc) 

 

Environme
ntal 

Inclusive Inclusion of marginalised groups 
- Access to service for all 
potential users is important. 
Inclusivity increases possibilities 
for poverty reduction and 
bridging gaps between regions, 
groups, etc. Also promotes 
adaptive capacity. 

Inclusivity of 
marginalised 

group of people 
and access to 

service  
 

Social 
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Robust Value 
Chain 

All weak links in the value chain 
needs to be addressed - Value 
chain requires being robust and 
complete. 

Complete and 
robust value 

chain 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Engineer at a 
State 

pollution 
control board 

Availability closer to public, good network 
of buses, Investment by the 
government - state and 
national; Availability of public 
transport - actors who manage 
it, constrains of space 
availability for mobility due to 
legacy of use 

Good network 
of public 
transport 

 

Technical 

Affordability Public investment and 
management 
Moderate fares, availability is to 
be ensured, good conditions of 
buses and roads 

Affordability 
 

 
 

Economic 

Traffic 
management 

Increased speed of travelling, 
better infrastructure -  peak 
hours - one way desirable to 
avoid traffic, people reaching 
destination in minimum time, 
better road conditions, 
ultimately reduce consumption 
of fuel 

Efficient traffic 
management 

and better road 
infrastructure 

 

Technical 

Reduce GHG 
emission 

Clean fuel - through better 
public transport, substituting 
public transport. use of clean 
fuel, reducing amount of fuel 

Reduced GHG 
emission 

 

Environme
ntal 

Reducing 
pollution 

Minimising health hazard by 
reducing criteria pollutants - 
emission regulation, reducing 
number of vehicle - if not 
possible, use of alternative fuel 

Reduced local 
pollution and 

minimal health 
hazard 

 

Environme
ntal 

Economic 
viability 

costly hydrogen/alternative 
fuel, according to differences in 
income levels - subsidies to 
alternative technologies, 
necessary govt necessary - 
balance between the customer 
affordability and govt 
contribution 

Economic 
feasibility for 

governments to 
subsidy 

 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 

quality of life Overall improvement soc-econ-
environmental conditions - 
broad, liveable city, family time 
and much more 
compasses all other criteria 
actually.  

improvement in 
overall quality 

of life 
 

Social 
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Researcher on 
urban 

planning and 
BRT 

affordability ticket/commodity price 
'generalized costs 
generalized costs = cost of 
access, ticket, travel time, 
waiting time (so in terms of 
wage time is converted to 
money) - related to quality of 
life (because we're talking 
about saving time, energy, 
costs)  

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Inclusivity all strata of society should be 
included, otherwise totally 
unsustainable  

Social inclusivity 
 

Social 

Overall 
emissions 
reduction 

emissions in the broad sense 
(GHG, NOx, particles etc) 

Reduced 
emission 

 

Environme
ntal 

benefit to cost 
ratio 

amount of benefits that high 
investment projects (like BRT) 
bring 
in relation public expenditure - 
benefits are defined in the 
broad sense (money, time, 
health), so these criteria are all 
linked (related to city GDP) , not 
independent variables as such 

High benefit to 
cost ratio 

 

Economic 

health impacts based on local emissions (not 
GHG) and activity patterns (e.g. 
walking and cycling are 'active') 
for walking and cycling exercise 
is required 

Positive health 
impact 

determined by 
"Activeness" 

 

Social 

GHG emissions 
reduction 

as to be measured per capita  Reduced per 
capita GHG 

emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Representativ
e from an  
science, 

technology 
and 

development 
research 
institute 

Improvement of 
Quality of life 

Two components: health 
improvement, peace of mind 
(mobility and relaxation, life 
expectancy improvement. 

Improved health 
and peace of 
mind 

Social 

Social 
Participation 

Fellow feeling, acting together - 
The system should generate 
active community participation. 

Active 
community 
participation 

Social 

Energy 
efficiency 

Fuel efficiency - Energy of fuel 
used per head (used as a 
symptom), 

Minimal fossil 
fuel energy use 

Environme
ntal 

Positive impact 
on land 

Land use - System should not 
impose on land use as an 
infrastructural requirement. 

Minimal and 
efficient land 
use 

Environme
ntal 

Easy Waste 
Disposal 

Non hazardous - System should 
not cause hazard while 
disposing the used product. 

Easy and 
efficient waste 
disposal 

Environme
ntal 

Impact on 
National 

Foreign exchange reserves, 
balance of payments - Positive 

Positive impact 
on national 

Economic 
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Economy impact on the nation's wealth economy 
 

Positive impact 
on 

Environment: 1. 
Good air quality 

Ambient air pollution - System 
does not contribute significantly 
to air pollution 

Reduced air 
pollution 

Environme
ntal 

Positive impact 
on 

Environment: 2. 
Low Noise 
pollution 

System does not contribute 
significantly to noise pollution 

Reduced noise 
pollution 

Environme
ntal 

Positive impact 
on 

Environment: 3. 
impact on 

climate change 

System contributes overall to 
lowering the impact on climate 
change 

Reduced impact 
of global climate 

Environme
ntal 

Low cost: 1. Low 
capital cost 

capital investment - Low Initial 
cost of the system 

Minimisation of 
all costs 

 

Economic 

Low cost: 2. Low 
operational cost 

Low functional costs - Costs 
undertaken during the use of 
the product. 

Economic 

Low cost: 3. Low 
maintenance 

cost 

Costs of overall maintenance - 
All other costs other than fuel 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Researcher on 
energy 

efficient 
vehicle parts 
technology 

Air quality Related to general health - 
health problem related to 
mobility to make positive 
impacts 

  
Reduced air 
pollution 
 

Environme
ntal 

economic otherwise industry can't grow - 
affordability, uses should be 
wide 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

energy source there will be no constraint for 
technology, science - the source 
should not be depleted, not 
exhaustible 

Non-depletion 
of energy 
source 

Environme
ntal 

GHG 
emissions 

potential use of GHG - reduction 
impact on climate change, it 
make climate, environment 
stable for globe 

Reduced GHG 
emission 

Environme
ntal 

land to use agriculture should be disturbed 
- it should not take too much 
land so that agriculture could 
not hamper 

Not to 
compromise 

with agricultural 
land 

 

Social 

minimum waste should make environment 
friendly - it will not disturb 
environment, whole procedure 
should be global 

Minimal waste 
 

Environme
ntal 

manufacturing 
unit 

Spare manufacturing unit - it 
will minimise the movement, 
wasting energy. For consumer 
goods need to access mobility 

Localised 
manufacturing 
unit 

Technical 

improvement of use of electrical & solar system Use of electric Technical 
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urban mobility and solar 
systems 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Doctoral 
Researcher in 

India 

Inclusivity The extent to which the option 
is inclusive for all kinds of users 
- The options should be 
inclusive for all users and does 
not exclude poor and 
disadvantaged users. 

Inclusivity of 
poor and 

marginalised 
people  

 

Social 

Reduction in 
GHG emission 

The extent to which the option 
is helpful in reducing GHG 
emissions - The option should 
be able to reduce GHG 
emissions drastically 

Reduced per 
capita GHG 

emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

Comfort for the 
users 

The extent to which the option 
is comfortable for users - The 
option should be able 
comfortable for all kinds of 
users. Unless the option is 
comfortable for the users it 
might not be a good option for 
sustainable mobility. 

Comfort of 
users 

 

Social 

Indigenous The extent to which the option 
is indigenous - The option 
should be indigenous and does 
not require foreign technical 
assistance. If the option 
requires foreign assistance, it is 
likely to increase costs and need 
for specialized manpower. 

Indigenous 
development of 

technology 
without foreign 

technical 
assistance 

 

Technical 

Income 
generation 

The extent to which the option 
increases possibilities for 
income generation - The option 
should be able to enhance 
opportunities for income 
generation, supporting 
livelihood and creating new 
jobs. 

Possibility of 
Income 
generation 

Economic 

Financial 
viability 

The extent to which the option 
requires subsidies from 
Government - The option 
should be financially viable for 
Government and should not 
create burden in terms of high 
subsidies 

Economic 
feasibility for 
the government 
to subsidise 

Economic 

New 
infrastructure 

The extent to which the option 
requires additional 
infrastructure - The option 
should not require too much 
additional infrastructure for 
providing mobility solutions 

Compatibility in 
existing 

infrastructure: 
Minimal need 

for new 
additional ones 

 

Technical 
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Researcher on 
Environmenta

l hazard 

Greenhouse 
emissions 

Reduction in carbon dioxide 
emissions - A new mobility 
system should be able to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions 
drastically. 

Reduced GHG 
emission 

 

Environme
ntal 

Comfort The extent to which mobility 
system is comfortable for the 
user - Easy to the user, easily 
accessible. The system should 
not be located in remote 
locations and makes it difficult 
for users to access - Accessibility 
to the user is necessary. 

Comfort and 
accessibility of 

users 
 

Social 

Affordability It should be affordable for the 
likely users - Cost to the user 
should not be very high so that 
the poorest users have access 
to mobility. 

Affordability 

Economic 

Income 
generation 

Does this option enhance 
opportunities for income 
generation? - It should create 
new income generation 
opportunities but should not 
hamper existing systems which 
are providing employment 
opportunities (eg. rickshaw 
owners, taxis should not lose 
their income generation 
activities) 

Possibility of 
Income 
generation and 
job security 

Economic 

Compatibility Whether the new system can be 
integrated into the existing 
infrastructure? - It has to be 
judged that whether the 
elements of the new system are 
compatible with the existing 
available infrastructure. Does it 
require lot of new 
infrastructure? 

Compatibility in 
existing 
infrastructure 

Technical 

Indigenous The system should be 
developed using indigenous 
resources, technologies and 
capabilities - If the system uses 
too much foreign technical 
resources and knowledge, then 
it should be seen critically. The 
local technical capacity is very 
necessary - The travel time 
should be minimized and the 
system should be beneficial for 
the user. 

Indigenous 
development of 
technology and 
resources 

Technical 

Public resources There is a need for carefully 
assessing the extent of use of 
public resources in new mobility 
system - Judicious use of public 

Control over 
use/misuse of 

public resources 
 

Economic 
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money and strict control on 
misuse of public subsidies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mechanical 
Engineer and 
researcher on 
energy 
conversion 
and solar 
applications 

Behavioural 
change 

Refers to how much of 
behavioural change certain 
options require both of groups 
or individual.  

Change in 
people's 
behaviour 
 

Social 

Technological 
capacity 

Refers to internal technological 
capacity, ingrained to the 
people, indigenised by proper 
technology transfer 

Technology 
transfer and 
indigenous 
capacity of 
technology 
development 
 

Technical 

CO2 mitigation 
potential 

The degree to which the option 
is contributing to co2 mitigation 
potential 

CO2 mitigation 
potential 

Environme
ntal 

Natural 
resources 
preservation 

Refers to the degree with which 
the options contribute to 
preservation of resources, 
metals and fuels in particular 

Natural 
resources 
preservation 

Environme
ntal 

Remove 
economic 
disparity 

the extent to which the options 
contribute to removing of 
economic disparity across 
groups of people. It refers to 
maximum quantum of GDP 
reaching majority of people. 
otherwise it gives rise to cracks 
in planning development 

Removal of 
economic 
disparity 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local civil 
society 

governance 
organisation 

leader 

knowledge Differences in knowledge base, 
without proper knowledge 
commit mistake, historically 
many issues where knowledge 
makes lot of difference in 
general, knowledge allows us to 
make trade off 

Sufficient 
knowledge 
dissemination 

Social 

access to energy In terms of kind of energy we 
use in daily activities like 
cooking etc, day to day use in 
mobility, energy makes a lot of 
difference. 

Access to 
mobility 

Social 

local action, 
practice 

Basically how u work with local 
community. 

Local practices 
and community 
involvement 

Social 

options on 
mobility 

Lots of options come up, 
mobility needs an integrated 
approach, many places that can 
be reached by cycling, choice of 
mobility is important. most 
places of work are within 5 
kms.. Not everybody loves 
walking.... 

Co-existence 
and availability 

of many options 
 

Technical 
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socio economic 
issues 

initially scooter used to be 
dream, now access to money 
and better social status makes 3 
or 4 cars affordable 
easily...status symbol...once 
people get chance, they will 
switch to private 
vehicles...makes differences to 
sustainability 

Signifying as 
status symbol 

 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Representativ
e from a local 
bicycling club 

Time of travel This refers to the time of travel. 
The speed of travelling. 

Time and speed 
of travel 

Technical 

Environment This refers to emissions. In 
particular CO2, CO, NOx. 

Reduced CO2 
emission 

 

Environme
ntal 

Profitability of 
service 

This refers to the profitability 
for the service provider. 

Profitability of 
service provider 

Economic 

Emotional This refers to the extent at 
which an option is acceptable 
for communities with specific 
values like religion, community 
practice. 

Acceptability of 
people 

 

Social 

Affordability for 
users 

This refers to price point for 
end-user 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Safety This refers to the extent at 
which an option is perceived 
safe by the end-user. Road safety 

Social 

Fun of travel How much fun is it to travel 
with an option? Fun of travel 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Senior 
representativ

e from a 
national NGO 

on Climate 
change 

commuter 
behaviour 

Capacity building and outreach 
enable easier embracing of 
policies and technologies - For 
each innovation and policy 
supporting it, capacity building 
of officials and outreach to the 
general public helps in easer 
acceptability and infusion 

Gaining 
Acceptability 

through 
capacity 

building and 
public outreach 

(Commuter 
behaviour) 

 

Social 

Adequate 
infrastructure 

for walking, cycling, buses and 
integrated transport system 
enabling transportation from 
home to destination - unless 
infrastructure is available 
people will not use the options 
that lead to low carbon 
emissions 

Availability of 
infrastructures 

 

Technical 

mix of energy Mix of conventional and RE with 
increased infusion of RE in the 
total energy mix for mobility - 
RE to be more dominant in 
short distance mobility. 

Use of 
renewable 

energy  
 

Environme
ntal 

innovations Technology innovations to be 
low cost - easy accessibility. 

Economically 
feasible and 
accessible 

technologies 

Technical 
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adaptation 
and 

Mitigation 

 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

lower pollutant and GHG 
emissions - in the short term 
protecting human health is 
important and in the long run as 
GHG emissions lead to climate 
change impacting biodiversity, 
human health etc. 

Reduced 
pollution and 
GHG emission 

 

Environme
ntal 

Government 
policies 

The government policies need 
to be conducive and coherent 
towards developing integrated 
transport system - It is generally 
seen that the policies are public 
litigation driven or due to other 
externalities, They therefore 
generally are not thought out 
and hence (not) implemented 
systematically 

Conducive and 
coherent 

government 
policy 

 

Social 

civil society role Steps for renovation of roads as 
they go bad to be adhered to 
and monitored and evaluated 
by civil society. In developing 
countries, the quality of 
infrastructure is compromised 
while it is renovated such as 
road qualities. Every year as the 
rains fall, the roads 
disintegrated and therefore a 
strict norm for rebuilding the 
roads including raw material 
needs to be monitored 

Monitoring 
quality of 

infrastructure 
by civil society 

 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Economist 
and Climate 
change 
researcher 

Economic 
impact 

Expansion of output and 
market; income generation, 
facilitates trade and market 
expansion.  
this person does not view the 
trajectories as means of 
personal mobility but 
comments on transportation of 
both goods and persons. 

Accessibility of 
other services 
through 
mobility 

Economic 

Environmental 
impact 

Pollution and emission - local Reduced local 
pollution and 
global emissions 

Environme
ntal 

Social Impact Less time to access the services 
- access to multiple services like 
work, health, food, recreation 
through mobility access. 

Income 
generation and 
expansion of 
market 

Social 
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I.III Criteria for case 3. Solar PV Thailand 
 

Participant 
reference 
name 

Original 
criteria 
proposed 

Original criteria description Criteria 
renamed as  

Issue of the 
criteria 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lecturer on 
Energy 

Technology 
and SPV 
expert 

Market 
mechanisms 

Market mechanisms as a natural 
mechanism to protect themselves or self-
survival. This mechanism does not choose 
to do what was useful or not useful, just 
one thing, but to make it fit in every 
aspect. 

Enabling market 
mechanisms 
 

Economic 

Government 
policy 

When the government wants to promote 
any projects then there support 
incentives measure to make the project 
can proceed but may distort market 
mechanisms 

Enabling policy 
and incentives 
 Policy 

Infrastructur
e 
preparation 

Preparation of all sections to 
accommodate what will happen to the 
practical and appropriate to the period. 

Infrastructural 
flexibility 
 

Social 

Landscape 
and 
responses 

Currently, a trend on carbon dioxide 
reduction is the mainstream of the world. 
Whether you want to do or do not want, 
this stream is forced to do. But if the 
other crises are needed more, this stream 
will be reduced to insignificance. 

Response to 
several 
problems 
 Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Energy 
technology 
researcher 

and mini-grid 
expert 

Cheap 
energy price 

If the electricity price from renewable 
energy is cheaper than price of electricity 
grid or electricity grid price plus 
adder/feed in tariff, the electricity 
generation systems will be sustainable 

Lower cost of 
electricity from 
SPV 
 

Economic 

Stable, 
reliable 
technology 

If technology is reliable and stable, it will 
result the applications and the electricity 
production will be developed 
continuously.  

Stability and 
reliability of 
technology 
 

Technical 

Policy and 
Governance 

If the government has a clear policy to 
support the whole scheme, the project 
will be developed continuously 
This criteria mainly concerns 
government's investment budget and 
subsidy schemes - related to each of the 
trajectories. 

Supportive 
government’s 
investment 
budget and 
enabling subsidy 
schemes 
 

Policy 

GHG 
reduction 
potential 

Landscape development put pressure on 
the government policy, so the 
government will employ more renewable 
energy policy. 
The criteria mainly concern the 
trajectory's impact on environmental 
pollution and GHG emission. 

Low impact on 
environmental 
pollution and 
GHG emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 

Cost of 
energy 

Cost of technology, including operational 
and maintenance cost 

Low cost energy 
technology  
 

Economic 
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Researcher on 
Mini-grid 

applications 

Participation The participation of the community that 
have the SHS installed or empowers 
community and the administrative 
management. 

People's 
participation 
and community 
empowerment 
 

Social 

Government 
policy 

Government present proposals, which 
stimulates the investment. 

Simulative 
investment on 
behalf of 
government 
 

Policy 

Energy 
efficiency 

Selection of PV system has to focus on 
the efficiency of energy. 

Energy efficient 
PV system 
 

Technical 

Payback 
return 

Pay attention to the value of investment 
in term of economics such as NPV, IRR, 
B/C ratio, and payback return. 

Fast payback 
return 
 

Economic 

Environment
al Impact 

Air pollution, Noise pollution, and Soil 
contamination. 

Reduced Air, 
Noise pollution, 
and Soil 
contamination. 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 

Energy 
management 

technology 
researcher; 

specialised on 
Rooftop 

applications 

Clarification 
of policy 

The regulations and guidelines, which will 
not be changed according to the political 
situation. 

Transparency in 
regulation and 
guidelines 
 

Policy 

Win Win Win The collaboration or cooperation among 
related agencies, manufacturers or 
operators, and consumers under the 
supervision of the Office of Energy 
regulatory Commission. 

Collaborative 
actor-networks 
 Social 

Quality of 
components 

The quality of SHS components, which 
could pass the international standard, 
could be tools to prove throughout the 
lifelong of utilization. 

Good quality 
components 
 Technical 

Storage 
system 

The storage system is for the solar cell 
generation system to increase the 
stability and also the source of electrical 
energy when there is no sunlight. 

Availability of 
energy storage 
system 
 

Technical 

Standard of 
installation 

The standard of design and safety are 
important to solar cell system more than 
the specifications of the devices. 

High standard of 
design and 
safety 
 

Technical 

Space 
utilization 

Dividing the space has to be considered. 
The agricultural area need to consider the 
impact on the environment and 
agricultural products. 

Optimal land 
use 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education People have to understand the world 
current and changes in terms of world 
energy and environment. The world 
linkage of systematic mechanism can be 
seen, for example, carbon footprint. 

Education and 
awareness 
 Social 

Treaty 
linkage 

Treaty linkage around the world. Treaty linkage 
around the 
world 

 Social 
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Researcher 
specialised on 

SHS 

 

Asia energy 
hub 

There should be a concentration of 
resources of each country. Demand and 
supply need to be considered in each 
country in order to share the resources in 
each country. 

Efficient 
resource 
management 
across the world 
 

 Environme
nt 

Policy of 
Thailand 

There is a clear policy. The administrative 
mechanism should also support the 
private sectors to operate the system and 
financial organization to provide the fund 
for implementation. For example, low 
rate interest. 

Enabling policy 
to support 
private 
operators and 
financial 
systems. 
 

Policy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PhD 
Researcher; 

specialised on 
SHS 

applications 

The need 
and want of 
use. 

When there is a need and want then 
there set terms of use. 

Terms of use 
catering to 
needs 
 

social 

No 
investment/
use fee 

There must to have measures to collect 
compensation from the PV system. The 
patterns, which may not return in money, 
it may return for the benefit to society. 

Return on 
investment 

economic 

Technology The use of technology to come up with a 
better knowledge and understanding of 
those technologies by training. 

Knowledge and 
understanding 
of technologies 

Technical 

Maintenance 
measures 

Measures for whom, it should be come 
from them. 

Adequate 
maintenance 
services 

Technical 

Personnel 
preparation 

Government should focus on personnel 
preparation by education sector 
development, to support the 
photovoltaic growth. 

Delivering 
proper 
education for 
photovoltaic 
growth 

policy 

 
Energy 
engineering 
researcher 
and SPV 
expert 

Technology Refers to the installation technology; 
to create reliability of the system 

Reliability of 
technology 
 

Technical 

Policy Refers to policy to stimulate market 
formation 

Enabling policy 
to stimulate 
market 
formation 
 

Policy 

Quality of 
equipment 

Refers to technical quality Good quality of 
equipments 
 

Technical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electrical 

Social and 
cultural 
recognition 

The technology that will be promoted in 
society must be creating technology 
recognition by build knowledge, 
understanding, acceptance and culture of 
use. If the technology is not recognition, 
it is not sustainable technology. 

Societal 
acceptance of 
technologies 
 social 

Politics and 
governance 

The good politics and government 
policies must regard to the society need, 
which this is a driving force of 
technology. 

Policies catering 
to societal 
needs 
 

Policy 
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engineer, 
researcher 

and expert on 
SPV policy 

Capital and 
financial 
investment 
return 

Investment must be considered on 
investment return, which is reasonably 
acceptable of the financial sector and 
banks. 

Return on 
investment 
 Economic 

Technology, 
science, econ 
- Appropriate 
technologies 

Nowadays, photovoltaic technology is 
developed to commercial status. 
Choosing the appropriate technologies is 
cause of a faster payback period. 

Appropriate 
technologies 
with fast 
payback period 
 

Technical 

Quality of 
life and 
environment 

Nowadays, photovoltaic technology can 
decrease a cause of environmental 
impact and make a better quality of life. 

Reduced 

environmental 

impact and 

better quality of 

life 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alternative 
energy 

department 
representativ
e and on off-
grid power 
generation 

systems 

Cost of 
investment. 

Cost of investment affects to a number of 
investor. 

Low cost of 
investment 
 

Economic 

Environment
al Impact 

Degree of awareness level of people on 
environmental impact as alternative fuels 
for electricity production affect to a 
selection of the power plant type 

Awareness 
about 
environmental 
impact 
 

Social 

Policy and 
governance 

Government policy and governance on 
supporting measure, such as tax 
exemption and soft loans affect to cost of 
investment and electricity price. 

Provision for tax 
exemption and 
soft loans 
 

Policy 

Waste 
management 

The clarity of waste disposal guidelines 
such as a deteriorate device and battery 
especially affect to a confidence level of 
people 

Efficient waste 
management 
and battery 
disposal 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ministry of 
Energy 

representativ
e and expert 
on off-grid 
generation 

systems 

Policy and 
governance 

Government appoint the policy and goals. 
There will be investors as well as 
development 

Enabling policy 
and governance 
for investment 
and 
development 
 

Policy 

Landscape 
and 
responses 

The landscape has simulators from 
outside the country, so Thailand has to 
participate in the world situation such as 
the reduction of CO2, so we all can live 
together. 

Contribution to 
global CO2 
reduction 
 

Environme
ntal 

Economics Technology and low cost will make the 
system used extensively. 

Low cost 
technology 
 

Technical 

Capital and 
Financial 

Credits are provided and the Board of 
Investment also supports the capital in 
forms of special privilege, tax reduction, 
etc. It will lower the capital and the 
development can be continued. 

Capital and 
financial 
incentives 
 

Policy 
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Environment It can reduce the noises because the PV 
generation has no noises and it can be 
installed in the community without any 
impacts to the environment and 
community. There are no air/water 
pollution or waste 

Reduced air, 
Noise pollution, 
and waste 
 

Environme
ntal 

Social and 
culture 

Community and society do not against PV 
system production 

Societal 
acceptance of 
PV technologies 
 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Provincial 
electricity 
authority 

representativ
e with 

expertise on 
grid 

connected 
large systems 

Worth of 
natural 
resource 

Natural resources are utilized worthily as 
well as agricultural waste 

Efficient use of 
natural resource 

Environme
ntal 

Global 
warming 

When the waste is left, it will release 
CH4, which will be recycled, and it will 
release Co2 back to the plants' circle. 

Contribution to 
reduction in 
global warming 

Environme
ntal 

Social and 
culture 

It can create job, job transition to the 
cities, income, family strength, and it can 
also reduce the conflicts inside the 
community 

Positive social 
impact - job 
creation, 
reduced conflict 
within 
communities 

social 

Energy 
security 

Energy security in Thailand and reducing 
the imported energy 

Provides energy 
security; 
reduced 
reliance on 
imported 
energy 

Social 

PV 
technology 

To create the basic body of knowledge 
such as the qualification of panels, solar 
thermal, etc. 

Knowledge and 
awareness on 
PV technology 
 

Technical 

Space for 
installation 

The low quality panels need more space 
to install the panels. It effects the division 
of household area and agricultural area 

No compromise 
with household 
and agricultural 
land 
 

Social 

 
 

Owner of a 
solar power 

plant industry 

Payback 
period 

This is the time within which investments 
pay back 

Fast payback 
return 
 

Economic 

Corruption It concerns an illegal flow of money. 
Government’s incentive is a must for all 
PV projects, if corruption is in place, 
nothing we can do any further. 
Based on the assessment we conclude 
that corruption not only refers to flows of 
money but also concerns the abuse of 
positions. 

Minimised 
corruption 
 

Social 

Affordability To shift from government's support to 
consumers' scale, we have to ensure that 
it is affordable for customers 

Affordability of 
consumers 
 

Economic 
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Electronic 
industry actor 

and SPV 
technology 

expert 

Capital and 
Financial 

Government has to support and then it 
stimulates the investment with the 
difference in prices for electricity or loan 
for Rooftop installation. 

Capital and 
financial 
incentives 
 

Policy 

Policy and 
governance 

Thailand has potential in solar energy 
plentifully. The promotion of PV system, 
especially rooftop, will be distributed 
among people. Government should 
support the PV system. 

Supportive 
policy and 
governance 
 

Policy 

GHG 
emission 

PV system can save the environment 
better than other energy sources, 
especially energy from fossil. 

Reduced GHG 
emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

Gender 
equality 

The distribution of chances in terms of PV 
installation, especially rooftop, will 
reduce the imported energy. People will 
learn the electricity generating 
production and they will gain the 
conscious of energy saving increasingly. 

Awareness on 
energy savings 
across men and 
women 
 

social 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Industry actor 
with expertise 

on grid 
connected 

large systems 

Basic 
knowledge 

Refers to the skills and knowledge of the 
people to be able to maintain and repair 
the system, also 
The users and designers have a basic 
knowledge. Also encompasses the 
knowledge of the engineers 

Knowledge to 
maintain and 
repair systems 

Social 

Appropriaten
ess of use 

Appropriateness of use and selection of 
materials and devices. 

Appropriate use 
of technologies  

social 

Knowledge 
and Fund 

There should be a knowledge unit and 
fund for users. The loans should be 
provided with low rate interest and 
credits with payments, so there will be 
more opportunity for expansion. 

Provision of 
loans to users in 
low interest rate 

Economic 

Reduction of 
Installation 

To reduce the processes of installation 
because there are many processes and 
villagers cannot do it by themselves. It is 
risky for corruption and there are many 
people involved. 

Minimal 
installation 

Technical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Industry actor 
with expertise 

on SPV 
inverter 

Domestic 
market 

Refers to the demand creation process; 
Government should encourage the 
domestic market and policy to support 
entrepreneurship. 

Policy 
encouraging 
domestic 
market and 
support 
entrepreneurshi
p 
 

Policy 

The 
continuing 
operations 

Continuity of policy for continuity of 
operations 
Government should have a empirical 
policy so that businesses can operate 
continuously. 

Enabling policy 
for continuation 
of businesses 
 

Policy 
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Photovoltaic 
fund 

Refers to the availability of resources 
 
Government should provide funds to 
both government and private sector to 
encourage investment in the industry and 
the production of electricity from solar 
cells. 

Enabling policy 
for investment 
and government 
funding 
 

Policy 

Entrepreneu
r network 

Refers to the importance of social 
entrepreneurial network for lobbying and 
critical mass 
 
Networking can be representative and 
demonstrate entrepreneur's mentality. 

Good 
entrepreneurial 
network 
 Social 
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I.IV Criteria for case 4. Urban mobility Thailand 
 

Participant 
reference 
name 

Original 
criteria 
proposed 

Original criteria description Criteria 
renamed as  

Issue of the 
criteria 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local 
governmental 
representative 

from traffic 
and transport 

unit 

Health 
 

Clean air, access to medical care, 
preparedness natural disaster, it is about 
feeling safe when using a mobility 
system. 
 

Good health 
and safety 
 

Social 

Affordability 
 

Balance of income, expense; first there 
was 'savings' as an additional feature, but 
this was dropped because it is difficult to 
assess what this means when talking 
about transport systems 
 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

Cultural 
conservation 
 

Thinking especially about water 
transport. In the old days Bangkok was 
the Venice of the east, they had boats 
and could enjoy backyards situated on 
the channels (BMA is also doing a 
campaign about this). There are also 
projects to get back the old city trams in 
the Rantanakosin area run on electricity. 
This could also be used by tourist and 
other who would like to connect to the 
past 
 

Contribution to 
cultural 
conservation 
 

Social 

Nat. res. 
conservation 
 

Fossil fuels, water, biodiversity 
conserving natural resources 
 

Natural 
resource 
conservation 
 

Environme
ntal 

Connectivity 
 

Connections to social relations. A good 
mobility system allows one to easily 
connect to one's social network 
throughout the city 

Contribution to 
connectivity of 
people with 
social networks 
 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local 
Municipality 

representative 

Compatibility Compatible with many situations, 
adaptable, resilient, always works 
for example, walking and cycling can 
always work, but the other modes rely on 
fossil fuels or the electricity system 

Adaptive and 
Compatible 
system; less 
dependence on 
fuel, electricity 
 

Technical 

Energy 
efficiency 

No Description Use of Energy 
efficient 
technologies 
 

Technical 

Natural 
resources 

Fossil fuel, other materials 
e.g. cars use fossil fuels and more steel 
than a bicycle 

Natural 
resource 
conservation 
 

Environme
ntal 
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from pollution 
control unit 

Health Exercise, emissions 
for example, if you bicycle you're 
exercising and don't cause any harmful 
emissions endangering the heath of 
others 

Good health 
(Physical 
exercise and 
less emissions) 
 

Social 

Environment
al 
harmfulness 

Emissions, waste Reduced 
emission and 
waste 
 

Environme
ntal 

Value for 
money 

Equal access 
for example, for the bicycle rich and poor 
use the bicycle. 

Accessibility for 
rich and poor 
 

Social 

Pass on to 
next 
generation 

Liveable city for future generations 
we should be able to give the city to the 
next generation 

Inter-
generational 
benefit 
 

Social 

Social 
interaction 

For example bicycle users can talk 
together when riding; in the car this is not 
possible. Roads can also separate parts of 
the city from one another - quality of life 
and quality of the environment are kind 
of overarching criteria 

Induce social 
interaction 
 

Social 

Comfort and 
easy 

Comfort, easy to use Easy and 
comfortable 
 

Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transport 
engineer 

working at a 
Govt. 

Research lab 

Local 
benefits 
(fiscal) 

Using a transport mode should generate 
money back into local economy 
I think of bio fuel because it is my own 
topic. I would rather pay more for 
domestic bio fuels than for imported 
solar and wind technology 

Beneficial to 
local economy 
 Economic 

GHG 
emissions 
reduction, 
air quality 

Reducing travel is best, not going to so 
many meetings. But this is very difficult 
to achieve. After that bicycle use is the 
best but it does, but it doesn't bring you 
that far a distance. Other shared options 
actual serve as feeders for larger mass 
transit  

Reduced GHG 
emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

Local 
benefits 
(knowhow) 

A sustainable transport technology 
should be established and maintained for 
a long time by local staff and experts. (It's 
no good if you have to import foreign 
knowledge and experts for maintenance 
all the time) 

Local knowhow 
for maintenance 
 Social 

Air quality No description Good air quality 
 

Environme
ntal 

Safety Bicycles, for example, are good but using 
them is not very safe in Thailand 

Road safety 
 Social 
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Adaptability Sustainable transport should adapt to 
people's activities, not the other way 
around. You can't change people's 
activities, you can't say 'you have to 
commute less and change your office 
location'. But of course behaviour has to 
shift somehow, not drastically but 
gradual. A successful pathway to 
sustainable transport is gradual, because 
people simply don't want to change 

Adaptability to 
people's 
lifestyles 
 Social 

Investment 
cost 

Costs to make option possible. This also 
depends on who you consider here; the 
user or the planner. Here we will consider 
both the users and the 
government/planners 

Minimal 
investment cost 
 Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transport 
engineer 

working for 
Govt.-Industry 
co-operation 

platform 

Energy use 
and 
efficiency 

Energy use and efficiency per person 
energy used to get from a to b 

Efficient use of 
energy 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
Safety and 
security 

Safety in terms of road accidents, security 
broader as it includes the feeling of safe; 
in many cities - walking bridges and this is 
where people are robbed, so security 
does not only relate to road accidents 

Road safety and 
reduced 
accidents 
 

Social 

 
 
GHG 
emissions 
and air 
quality 

Refers to reduction of toxic substances in 
the air and environment is broader - 
includes global warming, includes global 
and local aspects, we need to look at the 
entire life cycle 

Reduced 
emission and 
good air quality 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
Social and 
economic 
impact 

Affordable to the user, feasible to invest 
(less subsidy), benefits for society (then 
subsidy is OK) 
All criteria should be connected to money 
to be able to calculate the costs and 
benefits and to compare them 

Affordability 
and feasibility 
for investment 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Researcher on 
Business 

development 
for Govt.-

Industry co-
operation 
platform 

Increased 
self-
sufficiency 

Travel with local community, local 
support, and closeness of people, local 
products transport systems should help 
communities to remain within close 
proximity.  

Local 
community 
ownership  
 

Social 

Improving air 
quality 

Particle emission - implies that the EV 
would do well 

Good air quality Environme
ntal 

Limiting 
congestion 

Implies that mass transit and shared 
transport are a priority in a chronically 
congested city like Bangkok 

Reduced 
congestion 
 Social 

CO2 
emission 
reduction 

No description  Reduced CO2 
emission Environme

ntal 

Improving 
travel time 

No description Minimal travel 
time 
 Social 
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Feasibility Investment costs, operating costs, 
maintenance costs, durability of a 
technology; 
for example, when investing in rail we 
have to think about how long it can last 
for the future. Is it feasible in terms of 
cost? 

Economic 
feasibility - 
minimal cost 
 

Economic 

Coverage For example, rail cannot get into all the 
areas. Other goes on the streets, others 
also into smaller alleys (soi). Bicycles are 
good here 

Connectivity of 
various mobility 
networks 
 Social 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Civil engineer 
and 

researcher on 
Shared 

transport 

Adaptability 
to Long term 
perspective 

Long lasting, ability to adapt in long term 
perspective; dynamic system, long term 
planning 

Adaptability to 
long term 
perspective 
 Social 

Urban infra 
efficiency 

Refers to the contribution to economic 
efficiency of city infrastructure 
Contribution to growth and urban 
economy 

Efficient city 
infrastructure 
 

Economic 

Equity and 
fairness 

Refers to accessibility of option to wider 
social groups i.e. it is not limited to 
specific social strata. Fairness is 
understood in terms of accessibility 

Equity and 
fairness 
 

Social 

Land use 
efficiency 

In the context of urban development and 
urban planning- Refers to the efficiency 
of urban land use, to prevent urban 
sprawl, to plan urban development in a 
way that contributes to efficient use of 
land 

Efficient land 
use 
 

Social 

Economic 
feasibility 

Of the mobility options from the 
perspective of competitiveness between 
operators 
Refers to the economic feasibility from 
the operator's perspective i.e. how 
expensive or cheap it is for operators to 
use this option 

Economic 
feasibility  
 

Economic 

Operational 
feasibility 

Refers to how easy it is to operate the 
option from the perspective of 
institutional law and human capital 

Operational 
feasibility 
 Social 

Environment
al impact 

Air quality, noise pollution 
Refers to the quality of air and reduction 
of noise pollution 

Good air quality 
and reduced 
noise pollution 
 

Environ 
mental 

Health 
impact 

Accident rate, other health impacts 
Refers to the rate of accidents and user's 
health (air quality) 

Reduced 
number of 
accidents and 
adverse health 
impact 
 Social 

 
 
 
 
 Jobs 

Number of extra jobs generated 
locally/domestically - on the local level. If 
we implementing new a system are we 
creating more jobs (having a job is related 
to quality of life, but still a separate 

Possibility of 
local job 
creation 
 

Economic 
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Researcher on 
Electric 
vehicles at an 
university 

category). Technology can come from 
abroad, as long as it is locally managed. 
Would be great if everything done in 
Thailand, if the whole process (including 
difficult engineering etc) would take place 
in Thailand. But in some instances 
Thailand's technologies are of poorer 
quality, so then it would be better to 
import these parts (like BTS carriages) 

Resource 
efficiency 

Reducing fossil fuel consumption 
This is also about GHG emission saving, 
but this is more encompassing criterion 

Minimal fossil 
fuel use 
 

Environme
ntal 

Quality of 
life 

- Are we reducing the amount of time for 
people 
- Is the system practical enough for 
people to plan their trips 
-safety issues e,g. motorcycles taxis have 
no additional helmets, so I stopped using 
them for these safety reason  
-access to basic needs like clean air and 
clean water are important.  

Improved 
quality of life 
(time saving, 
safety, good air 
quality) 
 

Social 

Desirability 

practically, affordability, desirability 
- Cheap is important, but I wouldn't just 
go low-cost, because for instance certain 
new lamps had a payback time of 6 
months (affordable), but nobody bought 
it (undesirable).  

Desirability 
 

Social 

Affordability 

Are the benefits with the cost for 
consumers? Look at this from the 
consumer/user perspective. 

Affordability 
 

Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Researcher at 
an 

independent 
non profit 
research 
institute 

Social and 
health 
impact 

Breathing problems etc. 
Also includes broader aspects namely 
obesity. Basically this criterion refers to 
the impact of the pathways on improving 
health of the society 

Reduced 
adverse health 
impact 
 

Social 

Equity Social inclusion 
refers to the extent to which an option is 
accessible for different groups of people 
such as poor, pregnant, handicapped, 
migration labourers from Burma etc. 
Compares situation in Thailand with the 
Netherlands and Japan 

Equity and 
social inclusion 
 

Social 

Green 
development 
and clean air 

Refers to quality of air, a type of 
environmental criterion 

Good air quality 
 Environme

ntal 

Feasible and 
manageable 

Good governance and ability to apply this 
in practice in a sustainable city 
politicians/government should play a key 
role. Government should issue policies 
and lead and industry/business should 
follow this. Refers to the extent of 
governmental support and management. 

Good 
governance 
 

Social 
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Accessibility Refers to transparency of information for 
citizens as well as physical accessibility. 
Refers to the current political situation, 
benefits are not made clear and there is a 
hidden political agenda 

Transparency 
and accessibility 
of information 
 

Social 

Safety and 
security 

Car accidents and human security (theft, 
robbery etc.) 

Increased road 
safety and 
security 
 Social 

Low carbon 
society 

Use of renewable energy sources and 
reduction of GHG gases (different 
substances than in the air quality) 

Use of 
renewable 
energy sources 
and reduction 
of GHG 
emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Researcher 
and 

consultant at 
an 

International 
NGO 

Air quality Particular matter, SO2, VOCs, NOx 
common air pollutants 

Good air quality 
 

Environme
ntal 

Accessibility How much access does the option 
provide and the other way around, much 
depends on existing physical 
infrastructure.  

Accessibility 
 

Social 

Energy 
security 

Referring to minimization of the use of 
fossil fuels 

Energy security 
 

Environme
ntal 

Comfort The transport option provides a pleasant 
way of getting from A to B 

Comfort 
 Social 

Equity All groups of society get equal 
opportunities to meet their transport 
needs 

Equity 
 

Social 

GHG 
emissions 

CO2, methane, black carbon 
differs from air quality by different 
compounds 

Reduced GHG 
emission 
 

Environme
ntal 

Space 
needed 

Refers to urban land use 
how much space is needed for the 
specific option 

Efficient use of 
space 
 Technical 

Noise No Description Reduced noise 
pollution 
 

Environme
ntal 

Road safety Refers to the rate of accidents caused by 
the pathway, includes the number of 
people killed and injured in road 
accidents 

Road safety and 
minimal 
accidents 
 Social 

Cost The lifecycle economic costs, covers 
investment plus operation and 
infrastructure costs, both user and 
operators perspective, overall costs 

Minimal overall 
cost 
 

Economic 

 
 

Protection of 
environment 

Air pollution, noise pollution Reduced air and 
noise pollution 
 

Environme
ntal 
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University 
researcher on 

transport 
planning and 

consultant 

Social equity Universal access, for rich-and-poor, able 
and disabled, young and old 
The treatment for everybody should be 
the same, the rich and the poor, the able 
and the disabled, the young and the old - 
all should have access. There should be 
elevators and other facilities for the 
disabled etc. Wheelchairs for instance 
cannot get into songtaew trucks 

Equity in access 
 

Social 

Safety and 
security 

Road safety (reducing accidents), broader 
security related aspects (less prone to 
crime) 
not only about reducing accidents, 
building transport systems in a certain 
way makes them prone to crime. For 
instance big tunnels and footpath bridges 
resulted in violent crimes, cell phones 
being stolen there underneath. 

Road safety and 
security 
 

Social 

Economic 
efficiency 

Feasibility according to economic 
evaluations index 
If you put resources into the system that 
should be used efficiently so that you get 
a good product in return.  

Economically 
efficient 
 

Economic 

Intergenerati
onal equity 

Saving non-renewable resources, CO2 
reduction 
One of the most important things for 
sustainability is that you should not push 
the burden to next generations and 
reduce their capacity for development in 
the future. Non-renewable energy and 
emitting GHGs now are key burdens for 
future generations 

Intergeneration
al equity in 
resource use 
and sustainable 
development 
 

Environme
ntal 

Private 
consultant on 

public 
transport 
planning 

Convenience No description Convenience Social 

Accessibility Door to door access Accessibility Social 

Travel time Being able to reach your destination fast Minimal travel 
time Technical 

Environment 
friendly 

Tailpipe emissions, entire life cycle Environment 
friendly 

Environme
ntal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Private 
transport 

consultant 

Clean air Opinion is that the main criteria should 
be reducing private car use. 

Good air quality 
 

Environme
ntal 

Punctuality Predictability – to know exactly how 
much time their trip takes. People don't 
suffer so much if it takes long every day, 
as long as they can plan their lives 

Predictibility 
and on time 
mobility 
services 
 Technical 

Travel time No description Minimal travel 
time 
 Social 

Safety Less traffic related accidents Road safety and 
reduced 
accidents 
 Social 
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Convenience E.g. Para transit (songtaew etc.) can take 
you from door to door. So on one hand 
that is convenient, on the other hand 
such modes are less comfortable than 
mass transit 

Convenience 
 

Social 

Noise 
pollution 

No description Reduced noise 
pollution  
 

Environme
ntal 

Investment 
cost 

Low for mass transit for example Minimal 
investment cost 
 Economic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Informal 
consultant 

and civil 
society 

campaigner 

Accessibility Refers to how accessible the option is for 
people esp. older people, refers to the 
equity issues so that groups of people can 
access it, older and disabled. 

Equity and 
accessibility 
 

Social 

Tourist 
friendliness 

Chiang Mai is a city of tourists who do not 
have any modes of transport, they need 
all kinds of public transportation, includes 
issues such as communication with the 
driver, cost negotiation 

Tourist 
friendliness 
 

Social 

Availability 
of parking 

Availability of place to part the bike or 
vehicle, sometimes people arrive to the 
meeting on time but spend lots of time 
on find the place to park 

Availability of 
parking 
 

Technical 

Comfort It means commuting and daily 
commuting of people esp. citizens we 
should be able to reach our destination in 
time with least expenditure 

Comfort 
 

Social 

Safety Prevention of road accidents Road Safety Social 

Cost to the 
user 

How much the option cost Affordability 
 Economic 

Time 
efficiency 

How much time is being spent on the 
road 

Minimal travel 
time Technical 

Multimodalit
y 

People would like to reach the 
destination with one mode of transport, 
easy for bike but not easy for the bus, this 
criterion refers to the reduction in the 
number of modes of transport used to 
reach the destination 

Minimal need 
for changing 
modes of 
transport to 
reach 
destination 
 Social 

Route 
predictability  

Often it is impossible to predict the route, 
especially relevant for tourists less so for 
local people 

Route 
predictability 

Social 

Schedule 
predictability 

Refers to how predictable the timing of 
the option is 

Schedule 
predictability Social 

Integration Refers to the possibility of combining 
different modes of transport, refers to 
the institutional framework and ticketing 
service, nowadays impossible to go with 
one ticket to destination, need several 

Integrated 
ticketing service 
 

Technical 

Fuel 
accessibility 

Refers to the possibility of tanking the 
vehicle 

Accessibility of 
fuel Technical 
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Civil society 
campaigner 
for bicycling 

and NMT 

Public space 
use 

Amount of road space used, way to 
coexist or share space with other road 
users (behaviour-wise), safety. In Chiang 
Mai, for example, the space inside the old 
wall city could easily be car free. Now 
cars have become an all powerful thing 
that can kill you, this is a new big cause of 
death for humans in the past century. 
The behaviour of the car drivers should 
change: stopping for zebra crossings and 
certainly not endanger the lives of others. 

Co-existence of 
many modes of 
transport 
through 
efficient public 
space utilisation 
 

Technical 

Resource 
efficiency 

Amount of materials used, fuel and 
energy used, extent to which it is a closed 
loop system 
a closed loop system is renewable, since 
production = consumption in that case, 
the city is organic and this is about the 
urban metabolism 

Efficient 
resource use 
 

Environme
ntal 

Environment
al condition 

health, no pollution, clean air, 
biodiversity in city, green space, road 
design, also safety 
This is about the basic conditions that 
support a healthy life. Whether people 
will walk or not depends on how pleasant 
it is, trees shading the path, also safety in 
terms of how dangerous it is. There are 
many subtle ways to influence driver 
behaviour by means of road design 
(curved roads, speed bumps etc.) 

No negative 
environmental 
impact  
 

Environme
ntal 

Human 
potential 

Cultural diversity, creativity, fun 
Foster the conditions for optimising 
human potential (development is not just 
building more huge shopping malls). 
Diversity is important because a city 
evolves all the time and we need to adapt 
to changes. You can't be sustainable 
without adapting and learning all the 
time. Diversity is also fun. 

Adaptive human 
potential 
 

Social 
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Appendix II: Supporting graphs 

This appendix includes graphs from the MCM analysis, for one case study – showing how the figures 

included the chapters are derived. 

Graphs for case I. Solar PV India   

I. Weights per perspective for SPV India (supporting Fig. 4.3) 
 

 

 

Fig I.A Weights assigned to each issue by participants in academic perspective, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig I.B Weights assigned to each issue by participants in governmental perspective, for SPV India 
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Fig I.C Weights assigned to each issue by participants in industry perspective, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig I.D Weights assigned to each issue by participants in NGO perspective, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig I.E Weights assigned to each issue by participants in consultancy perspective, for SPV India 
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Table II.I Position of means values for fig. I.A – I.E 

Position of mean values in the charts above 

 Technical Social  Environmental Economic 

Consultancy 18.95 63.16 27.37 27.37 

For-Profit 27.65 21.07 0 51.29 

Not for profit 20 31.05 17.89 31.05 

Governance 35.42 19.72 15.9 46.66 

Academics 28.61 41.41 22.36 34.83 
 

 

II. Uncertainty per perspective for SPV India (supporting Fig. 4.6) 
 

 

Fig II.A Uncertainty by participants in academic perspective, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig II.B Uncertainty by participants in governmental perspective, for SPV India 
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Fig II.C Uncertainty by participants in NGO perspective, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig II.D Uncertainty by participants in industry perspective, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig II.E Uncertainty by participants in consultancy perspective, for SPV India 
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Table II.II Uncertainty values for fig. II.A – II.E 

Uncertainty values across perspective (SPV India) 

 Lighting Micro 
grid  

Solar 
power 
plant 

Rooftop 
solar  

Solar home 
system 

Solar 
city 

Academics 7.64 8.38 9.53 7.38 7.35 10.1 

Governmental 6.02 6.25 5.24 4.48 6.42 5.86 

NGO 6.88 7.31 8.08 6.21 6.69 8.7 

Industry 6.14 6.32 6.78 4.93 6.37 6.46 

Consultancy 7.06 13.93 18.46 10.95 9.89 17.79 

 

 

III. Uncertainty per issue for SPV India (supporting Fig. 4.7) 
 

 

Fig III.A Uncertainty under social issue, for SPV India 

 

 

Fig III.B Uncertainty under economic issue, for SPV India 
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Fig III.C Uncertainty under environmental issue, for SPV India 

 

Fig III.D Uncertainty under technical issue, for SPV India 

Table II.III Uncertainty values for fig. III.A – III.D 

Uncertainty per issue for all participants (SPV India) 

 Solar 
city 

Solar home 
systems 

Rooftop 
solar 

Solar 
power 
plant 

Micro 
grid  

Solar 
lighting 

Technical 9.74 10.56 9.24 8.86 8.34 10.34 

Social 7.37 5.57 5.38 7.52 6.7 5.42 

Environmental 7.34 3.51 3.1 3.23 3.71 3.86 

Economic 7.28 6.28 6.08 6.96 7.1 7.63 

 

Note: Multiple bars and column graphs in other case study chapters are generated from similar 

graphs and values - derived from interviews in all other cases. All of these supporting graphs are not 

included in this appendix, in order to prevent this thesis becoming unnecessarily lengthy. All those 

graphs and values are available if required for clarification and further research.  


